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Flashback to 2008

The Annual Report of the IFW presents a typical cross section of our scientific activities in the past year,

highlighting main results in the first part and giving a somewhat more systematic overview of results

obtained in our five Research Areas in its second part. It finally informs on the materialized and per-

sonalized output and activities, and on how the IFW is organized. The very first pages of the Annual

Report we want to use for a flashback to the institutes life in 2008: highlights, events and important

developments beyond scientific results.

In the very beginning of 2008 the cooperation agreement between the Martin Andersen Nexö High

School and the IFW Dresden has been signed. The close cooperation results from the project

“Teachers into Research” initiated by the IFW and supported by the Saxon Ministry of Cultural Affairs.

Within this project physics teachers are released for one year from teaching to work scientifically in

a research team at the IFW Dresden. After the first teacher who took part in this program in 2006/2007

returned to Martin Andersen Nexö High School the relation between the IFW and the high school con-

tinued and developed into a close partnership manifested now in a cooperation agreement. The IFW

supports the high school students in their first steps to scientific work and organizes lab-tours for

physics and chemistry school classes. 

The IFW Winter School takes place every year in January to foster the scientific communication

among IFW groups and to train young scientists in special topics of IFW’s Research Program. In 2008

the topical focus was put on magnetism, the largest research area in the IFW’s Research Program. The

program of the four-day event included tutorial lectures of experts and short contributions of senior

and junior scientists as well as some time for skiing and social gathering. All participants agreed that

the IFW Winter School is a very useful event to strengthen the internal cooperation and to train the

skills of senior and junior scientists.  

On March 3, 2008, the IFW invited its partners, friends and sponsors to the Annual Reception. On this

occasion Dr. Rudolf Schäfer was awarded the IFW Research Prize for his excellent and internationally

renowned work on magnetic microstructures. The Deutsche Bank Junior Award was given to Dr. Karin

Leistner for her outstanding PhD thesis on hard-magnetic Iron-Platinum films. A further highlight of

this evening was the talk of Dorothee Dzwonnek, General Secretary of the German Research Founda-

tion (DFG), on the excellence in research funding – a topic which refers to the current discussion in

German research politics and which was discussed quite vividly.

Signing of the Cooperation Agreement between

the IFW and the Nexö High School in presence

of the State Minister Steffen Flath (right).

Lab-tour with the speakers of the Annual Reception:

in the foreground State Secretary Neverman, in the

middle Dorothee Dzwonnek.

Group picture of VIP during the official ceremony to mark the

change of office of the Scientific Director. 
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An important event for the IFW in 2008 was the change of the Scientific Director. On April 1, 2008, Prof.

Dr. Ludwig Schultz took over the directorship from Prof. Dr. Helmut Eschrig who has been in respon-

sibility for the scientific work of the IFW Dresden during the last 10 years. On the occasion of the of-

ficial ceremony on April 4 the Saxon Minister of Science and Arts, Dr. Eva-Maria Stange, the Leibniz

President Prof. Ernst Th. Rietschel and the Rector of the Dresden University of Technology Prof.

Hermann Kokenge appreciated the merits of Helmut Eschrig and congratulated Ludwig Schultz on tak-

ing office. The ceremony was accompanied by music of the IFW’s chorus and of the IFW’s brass band

“nanonics”. This was a nice opportunity to demonstrate the range of the institute’s life in the IFW which

reaches far beyond scientific communication.

The IFW as a Leibniz Institute is institutionally funded by the federal government and by the German

Länder in equal shares. The justification of this funding has to be affirmed for each institute in inter-

vals of about seven years by an Evaluation Group under a particular Senate Commission of the Leib-

niz Association. The prerequisite of confirmed funding is high-quality scientific work which meets the

demands of the society of the whole country. IFW was visited by the Evaluation Group in April 2007.

On 9 July 2008 the Leibniz Senate came to the final statement attesting the IFW a very good, often

excellent scientific work, an effective combination of experiment and theory, a very convincing pub-

lication output, an excellent networking in the scientific community, a high training performance for

young researchers and in the non-academic area and a very good fund raising. The statement of the

Leibniz Senate includes eight suggestions and recommendations one of them being the strengthen-

ing of chemistry in the IFW.  

The IFW participates as a starting member in the science network Sigma 5 (School of Solid State Sci-

ences Saxony) which has a focus on chemistry, especially on materials synthesis and characterization

techniques. This recent initiative coordinates and develops a number of matured bilateral cooperations

so that the organization does not require supplementary legal constructions or additional adminis-

tration. The academic school envelops academic teaching activities from undergraduate Bachelor

studies up to final postdoctoral lecture qualifications. Thus, the regional cluster goes well beyond a

typical graduate school. The aim of high quality and efficiency is tackled by integrating the widespread

competences in research and education of all partner institutions. International Summer Schools on

selected topics intensify the exchange of scientific expertise within Europe and combine the deepen-

ing of professional competence with the acquisition of desirable soft skills. To date, the cluster com-

prises a total of fourteen participants from the Technical Universities of Dresden and Freiberg as well

as from the Leibniz, Fraunhofer and Max Planck Societies. 

The present for the parting Scientific

Director, Helmut Eschrig, was handed

over by the artist Peter Makolies. 

Prof. Dr. Ludwig Schultz (left) took over the

directorship from Prof. Dr. Helmut Eschrig.

PhD seminar on project management

and presentation

Women high school students try the work

in a chemical lab during the Autumn

School “Theoria cum praxi” 
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The number of PhD students working at the Institute is about 100 on average. Some of them spend guest

stays or fellowships at the IFW and do their examinations at other places. Also the number of diplo-

ma and master students doing their theses at the IFW has been increased significantly during the last

years resulting in the record number of 23 diploma theses in 2008. The training of students and young

scientists is a very important concern of IFW’s work.PhD and diploma students are involved in nearly

all scientific projects and in the resulting publications. In regular internal PhD seminars and multi-day

workshops they not only deepen the knowledge in their special fields but also acquire presentation

and management skills. In the result five PhD students won best presentation awards at inter-

national conferences in 2008. However the promotion of young people starts not just as students

but already in primary and secondary schools. The IFW is quite active in bringing science to school and

in making kids excited of things like magnetism and superconductivity. As in the years before the IFW

offered ambitious programs for the Girls’ Day in April 2008 and for the Summer University in July and

August 2008. 13 girls aged 12 to 18 used the excellent opportunity to gain insight into our electron-

ic lab and the working life of a research institute. The experimental lectures of Prof. Schultz enriched

events like the Kids’ Academy in Görlitz and project days at high schools. In October 2008 the IFW

launched a new project to encourage female high-school graduates to decide for a career in natural

or engineering sciences – the Autumn Course “Theoria cum praxi” which is supported by the Saxon

Ministry of Science and Arts for three years. 36 girls spent 4 days in the institute listening lectures,

working in the laboratories and workshops and proving students’ working day. Already traditionally,

the IFW played also in 2008 an active role in some outstanding public events like Dresden Long Night

of Sciences, Highlights of Physics in Halle, ThyssenKrupp Ideas’ Park in Stuttgart and the Festival of

Sciences in Genoa, Italy. The IFW regularly participates in public events of the TU Dresden like Students’

Day and Physics at Saturday. Furthermore the IFW offers guided lab-tours for groups and school

classes of which ample use is made. 

The IFW is engaged in getting scientific conferences to Dresden and in organizing them. In 2008 IFW

scientists were responsible for eight conferences, among them the International Conference on

Rapidly Quenched and Metastable Materials (RQ13) and the International Workshops on Physics and

Chemistry of FeAs-based Superconductors. 300 material scientists from all over the world came to Dres-

den in August 2008 for the RQ13 to present and discuss the latest results on metastable materials, qua-

sicrystals, nanometer scale materials and bulk metallic glasses. The “International Workshops on

Physics and Chemistry of FeAs-based Superconductors” was organized within a short term in October

2008 in reaction to the tremendous interest raised world-wide in the physics and chemistry of the new

family of Fe-based compounds which exhibit superconducting transition temperatures above 50 K. A

full list of conferences organized by the IFW in 2008 is given on page 111.

Participants of the Final European

Workshop "Strengthening the role of

women scientists in Nano-Science"

Autumn School “Theoria

cum praxi” for women

high school students

Full house and full courtyard in the IFW during the Dres-

den Long Night of Sciences 2008

Presentation of the superconducting train

on the Science Festival in Genoa, Italy
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All these conferences demonstrate that Dresden has developed to an attractive place for the scien-

tific community. The IFW as one of the key players in this regional network of university and non-uni-

versity research institutes takes much effort to improve further the collaboration between Dresden

institutes to have a good starting position for the next call in the German excellence initiative.

Large efforts are being made by the IFW to acquire project funding. After some decrease in 2005 and

2006 caused by changes in positions of directors the level of third party funding has raised since 2007.

For 2008 it achieves more than 10 Mio. Euro. A large amount of funding was acquired in competitive

mode from the DFG and the EU. In particular the grant of a new Emmy Noether Research Group by the

DFG for four years was a nice success. The IFW is very successful in initiating EU projects and par-

ticipating in them. Four of the 26 EU-projects running in 2008 were coordinated by the IFW. Within

the Saxon Excellence Initiative the IFW participates in 2 of the 5 programs granted from 2009 on,

namely in the European Centre for Emerging Materials and Processes Dresden (ECEMP) and in the

program “Functional structure design of new high performance materials”. 

2008 was again a yielding year with respect to prizes and honors awarded to members of the IFW. A

complete list of prizes awarded to members of the IFW is included at the end of this Report. The most

prestigious of the prizes won in 2008 by IFW members is the Gottfried-Wilhelm-Leibniz-Prize of the

German Research Foundation, which has been awarded to Prof. Dr. Jürgen Eckert. Along with the great

prestige of winning, Prof. Eckert is awarded a significant amount of prize money which can be used

flexibly for the own research. 

So we are looking back to a successful year 2008 in the Institute’s development. We are quite aware

that this is due to the sustainable network of colleagues and partners in universities, research

institutes and industry, both on the regional and the international scale. We thank all of them for

constructive cooperation and are looking forward to taking up future challenges together. Special

tribute is paid to the members of the Scientific Advisory Board and of the Board of Trustees as well as

the funding organizations that continuously support and foster the positive development of the IFW. 

Dresden, January 2009

Prof. Ludwig Schultz                                                   Dipl.-Finw. Rolf Pfrengle

Scientific Director                                                      Administrative Director

Presentation of the Research Prizes of IFW

Institutes during the first colloquium of

the winter term

The Megalloys Team of the IFW

was successful in the FutureSax

contest and won the 1. Prize in

the category technology.

IFW teams took part in various sports

competitions, e.g. Dresden Marathon and

Dresden Soccer Contest both benefiting

from the team spirit and strengthening it.

IFW Summer Day – one example for im-

proving the balance of work and family.

In the afternoon all participants met in

the courtyard to enjoy several games and

a concert together with their families.
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Root of  a Carbon nanotube on the sub-

strate with elongated catalyst particle

Rolled up AlGaAs/Cr/Pt microtube Corrosion pit generated on a shot-

peened Zr-based bulk metallic glass

Lattice structure of a typical edge-

shared chain cuprate: Li2CuO2
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Highlights

New Fe-based Superconductors
The Iron Age of High-Temperature Superconductivity  

In February 2008, a paper appeared showing superconductivity in a layered iron arse-

nide material with a transition temperature (Tc) of 26K[1]. This discovery has triggered

an enormous amount of research activities all over the world. Meanwhile there are more

than 500 papers dealing with this new class of high temperature superconductors. At first

glance the story looks very similar to that of the cuprates: There are non-superconduct-

ing antiferromagnetic parent compounds, as e.g. LaOFeAs, the parent compound of the

so-called ‘1111’ structure. The systems become superconducting upon doping, for exam-

ple by replacing some of the oxygen in LaOFeAs by fluorine. Also the crystal structures

of the new superconductors are somehow reminiscent of the cuprates, with layers of FeAs

separated by spacer layers, such as LaO, where the dopants are introduced (Fig.). How-

ever, looking in more detail on the physical properties reveals pronounced differences

between pnictides and cuprates. For example, the parent compounds of the pnictides are

not Mott insulators but ‘bad metals’ with a spin density wave state [2,3]. Moreover, com-

paring experimental data to DFT calculations suggests that electron correlations are less

important in the pnictides. On the other hand, there are good arguments, that the

superconductivity in the pnictides can not be explained within the frame of a conven-

tional electron phonon scenario. 

Meanwhile there is a whole family of pnictide superconductors. The highest critical tem-

peratures are obtained by substituting La with smaller rare earths, at present the max-

imum Tc amounts to about 54 K in the Sm based 1111 compound [4].  A simpler class of

materials based on the BaFe2As2 parent compound (the ‘122’ structure, Fig. right) that

does not have the LaO spacer layers also superconducts with a comparable Tc [5]. More

recently, superconductivity has been discovered in even simpler LiFeAs ‘111’ and FeSe

materials [6,7]. The race is therefore on, just as for the cuprates, to discover materials

with increasingly higher Tc .

At the IFW, research on the pnictides superconductors started in April 2008 and mean-

while there are more than 20 papers on this topic dealing with (i) the synthesis of bulk

materials and thin films, (ii) experimental studies of superconductivity and normal state

using a broad spectrum of methods, as well as (iii) theoretical treatments. 

Some aspects of this research are introduced in the following. 

References

[1] Y. Kamihara, T. Watanabe, M. Hirano und H. Hosono, J. Am. Chem. Soc. 130, 3296

(2008).

[2] H.-H. Klauss, H. Luetkens, R. Klingeler, C. Hess, F. J. Litterst, M. Kraken, M. M. 

Korshunov, I. Eremin, S.-L. Drechsler, R. Khasanov, A. Amato, J. Hamann-Borrero, 

N. Leps, A. Kondrat, G. Behr, J. Werner und B. Büchner, Phys. Rev. Lett. 101, 

077005 (2008).

[3] C. de la Cruz, Q. Huang, J. W. Lynn, J. Li, W. R. II, J. L. Zarestky, H. A. Mook, 

G. F. Chen, J. L. Luo, N. L. Wang und P. Dai, Nature 453, 899 (2008).

[4] Z.-A. Ren, W. Lu, J. Yang, W. Yi, X.-L. Shen, Z.-C. Li, G.-C. Che, X.-L. Dong, 

L.-L. Sun, F. Zhou und Z.-X. Zhao, Chin. Phys. Lett. 25, 2215 (2008).

[5] M. Rotter, M. Tegel und D. Johrendt, Phys. Rev. Lett. 101, 107006 (2008).

[6] X. C. Wang, Q. Q. Liu, Y. X. Lv, W. B. Gao, L. X. Yang, R. C. Yu, F. Y. Li und C. Q. Jin, 

arXiv:0806.4688 (2008).

[7] F.-C. Hsu, J.-Y. Luo, K.-W. Yeh, T.-K. Chen, T.-W. Huang, P. M. Wu, Y.-C. Lee, 

Y.-L. Huang, Y.-Y. Chu, D.-C. Yan und M.-K. Wu, arXiv:0807.2369 (2008).

Fig.: Crystal structures of parent compounds of
pnictide high temperature superconductors
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Electronic Phase Diagrams of FeAs superconductors
A. Kondrat, J. E. Hamann-Borrero, N. Leps, V. Kataev, A. Narduzzo, J. Werner, 

G. Behr, R. Klingeler, C. Hess, B. Büchner

Rapidly after the initial publication by Kamihara et al. [1], it was established that, similar

as in other unconventional superconductors such as cuprate and heavy fermion com-

pounds, superconductivity emerges from an antiferromagnetic parent state (SDW state)

which is present in the non-doped materials [3,8]. In order to elucidate the properties

of the parent materials as well as the evolution of the superconducting phase we have

performed a detailed study of the magnetic, structural and electric transport properties

of LaOFeAs upon fluorine doping through muon spin rotation (µSR), X-ray diffraction,

magnetic susceptibility and resistivity measurements [2,9-13]. 

Fig. 1 presents our results for the undoped material. Measurements of the magnetic or-

der parameter by means of local magnetic probes, i.e. µSR and Mössbauer spectroscopy

(Fig.1c), clearly show the development of the SDW ground state at temperatures lower

than TSDW =138 K [2]. The magnetic moment at the Fe sites amounts to 0.3 to 0.4 µB which

is much smaller than that of localized Fe ions in the high spin state [2,3].The magnetic

transition appears to be coupled with a tetragonal-to-orthorhombic transition which oc-

curs at slightly higher temperature TS = 160 K [3,10,11] as demonstrated by the lattice

parameters in Fig.1d. These two transitions have a strong impact on both the electrical

resistivity and the bulk magnetic susceptibility, as can be seen in the top panels of Fig.1

[2,11]. The resistivity ρ exhibits a maximum at TS where it starts to decrease upon

lowering the temperature. Interestingly, at the onset of long range antiferromagnetic

SDW order the drop of the resistivity becomes weaker which is visible through an in-

flection point in ρ and hence a peak in dρ/dT (right ordinate of Fig. 1a). Both phase tran-

sitions are also visible in the static susceptibility χ = M/B in Fig. 1b. Concomitant with

the resistivity drop, the static susceptibility drops at TS, too, indicating the enhancement

of antiferromagnetic correlations at the structural phase transition. This feature is

highlighted if the magnetic specific heat is considered which is proportional to d(χT)/dT

(right ordinate of Fig. 1b). The data exhibit a clear jump in d(χT)/dT at TS. The mag-

netic specific heat also exhibits an anomaly at TSDW which is similar but much weaker than

the one at TS.

Fig.2 shows the evolution of the SDW state, i.e. of TS and TSDW, and the superconducting

state of LaO1-xFxFeAs as measured by XRD, magnetic susceptibility and µSR as a function

of the fluorine content x. As can be seen in the figure, the SDW remains the ground state

up to a doping level of about 4% fluorine content. Remarkably, the transition tem-

peratures TS and TSDW are only weakly dopingdependent in this regime. However, the tran-

sitions are abruptly suppressed at x ≥ 0.05 in favour of a superconducting phase with a

Fig. 2: The doping dependence of the magnetic and
superconducting transition temperatures determined
from the µSR experiments. Also shown are the
tetragonal to orthorhombic structural transition tem-
peratures TS determined directly from XRD and from
susceptibility measurements which show a kink and
subsequent strong reduction below TS. Figure taken
from [10].

Fig. 1: The temperature dependence of ρ (a), 
χ = M/B (b), the muon frequency (c) and the lattice
constants (d) of the undoped compound LaOFeAs.
Figure (a) and (b) also show the derivative dρ/dT and
the magnetic specific heat d(χT)/dT, respectively. 
The static susceptibility has been measured in an 
external magnetic field of B = 1 T. The dashed lines
indicate the temperatures of the structural 
(TS ≈ 160 K) and the magnetic (TSDW ≈ 138 K) 
transition. 
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critical temperature Tc > 20 K, i.e. close to the boundary in the phase diagram where su-

perconductivity emerges. Upon increasing the F-doping, Tc increases up to a maximum

of Tc = 26.8 K at x = 0.1 which is followed by a decrease with Tc ≈ 10 K at x ≥ 0.15. In the

superconducting regime of the phase diagram, i.e. as soon as the orthorhombic distor-

tion and the SDW magnetism is suppressed, µSR reveals a ∼100% superconducting vol-

ume fraction [9,10]. The first order-like transition between the magnetic and the super-

conducting ground state between x = 0.04 and 0.05 suggests that the key element for

superconductivity in this system is the suppression of the orthorhombic distortion to-

gether with the static magnetic order rather than the moderate increase of the charge

carrier density by the Fluorine doping. It is worth mentioning, that the homogeneous

superconducting state which we observed in LaO1-xFxFeAs appears to be an unique

feature, if one compares our results with those for rare earth based isostructural com-

pounds such as SmO1-xFxFeAs [14,15] or first results on 122 compounds [16,17].  

In order to obtain further information about the nature of superconductivity in these ma-

terials we have investigated the normal state electrical resistivity ρ and the magnetic

susceptibility across the phase diagram. 

The analysis of ρ reveals distinct anomalies in the underdoped superconducting doping

regime (0.05 ≤ x < 0.1), which appear as remnants of the anomalies that accompany the

structural and magnetic phase transitions of the non-superconducting parent com-

pound. More specifically, ρ(T) is linear at T ≥ 250 K, but drops below the low-T extrapo-

lation of this linearity. This drop is connected with an inflection point at ∼150 K, which

can be conveniently extracted from the derivatives dρ/dT [13]. These features remark-

ably well resemble the pseudogap signatures of underdoped cuprate superconductors

[19]. Upon further increasing the F doping level, this feature vanishes, and a transition

towards Fermi liquid-like behavior (ρ ∼ T
2
) is observed. This observation is a further

similarity to cuprate superconductivity because the normal state of overdoped cuprates

exhibits a qualitatively similar ρ(T ) [19].

The major findings which can be extracted from the resistivity and its temperature

derivative are summarized in the phase diagram shown in Fig. 3. In the underdoped

superconducting region (0.05 ≤ x < 0.1) the signature of the resistivity drop clearly

’survives’ despite the suppression of the structural/magnetic transitions and the

occurence of superconductivity. These pseudogap features strongly suggest that

Fig. 3: Phase diagram of LaO1-xFxFeAs as a function
of the doping level x and temperature T, highlighting
the unusual temperature dependence of ρ as com-
pared to that of the (approximately) linear ρ(T) at
room temperature. The latter gives rise to the yellow
areas. The blue regions (dρ/dT < dρ/dT(T= 300 K))
indicate carrier localization/fluctuation and Fermi 
liquid-like behavior for x ≤ 0.075 and x ≥ 0.1, respec-
tively. Across the whole phase diagram the red areas
(dρ/dT > dρ/dT(T=300 K)) are centered around the
inflection point and mark the signatures of the struc-
tural/magnetic transitions (x ≤ 0.04) and the corre-
sponding remnant feature (x ≥ 0.05). The dark bars
separate the non-superconducting, the underdoped
and the overdoped superconducting doping regimes.
Apart from data points for the maximum ρ (green
bullets), the inflection point (black bullets) the dia-
gram shows also data points for Tc , (open circles),
and TSDW (open triangles) and TS (open squares) from
µSR and XRD. Figure taken from [13].
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fluctuations connected to the SDW are still present. They apparently lead to a renormal-

ization of the charge carriers, thus playing a major role in the physics of the supercon-

ductivity in the system. Intriguingly, in the overdoped region (x ≥ 0.1) the fluctuation

features vanish and Fermi liquid-like behavior becomes increasingly dominating over a

large T-range. At this point it is important to note that the high temperature supercon-

ductivity in the iron pnictides appears to be intimately correlated with anomalous

transport properties in the normal state: The critical temperature Tc is small in the

overdoped region where Fermi liquid-like behavior dominates and pseudogap features

are weak. On the other hand, true high Tc -superconductivity is found only in the lower

doped region of the phase diagram where the resitivity shows pronounced anomalies

which are clearly related to the anomalous SDW state of the undoped parent com-

pounds. This important finding is corroborated by resistivity studies on SmO1-xFxFeAs up

to a doping level x=0.1. In this doping regime, this material exhibits qualitatively a very

similar behavior as the La-based pendant but, interestingly, the pseudogap signatures

are more pronounced in SmO1-xFxFeAs concomitant with a much higher critical tem-

perature Tc [13].

There are also similarities in the normal state static susceptibility of underdoped super-

conducting (0.05 ≤ x < 0.1) and SDW (x ≤ 0.04) materials. As shown in Fig. 1b, for the

parent material with x = 0 there is a nearly linear increase of χ for T > TS upon heating

the origin of which is not yet clear. Qualitatively, however, such behaviour implies at least

locally antiferromagnetic interactions [12]. As seen in Fig. 4a, the susceptibility barely

changes upon doping in the SDW state below x = 0.04 except for the slight suppression

of TSDW and TS as mentioned above. Surprisingly, neither the magnitude nor the slope of

the susceptibility at room temperature strongly change for the superconductors with

0.04 ≤ x < 0.1. This is illustrated by the example of x = 0.05 in Fig. 4b. For the overdoped

material with x = 0.125 (Fig. 4c) there is possibly a slight increase of the slope dχ/dT at

300 K but again the general features and in particular the increase of χ upon heating is

still visible. This normal state susceptibility hence implies possibly local antiferro-

magnetic interactions in the superconducting regime which might be relevant to the

appearance of superconductivity [15]. 

Based on the qualitative similarities of the physical properties between the La- and Sm-

based systems we proposed a generic electronic phase diagram for these new high tem-

perature superconductors which is shown in Fig. 5. It possesses a striking resemblance

to the generic phase diagram of cuprate superconductors and that of other unconven-

tional superconductors in the vicinity of a quantum critical point. However, unlike the

latter examples, the doping-driven transition from the non-superconducting magnetic

ground state to superconductivity appears to be first order-like and/or accompanied by

inhomogeneity [16-18].

Fig. 5: Schematic phase diagram of FeAs superconductors. The red, green and blue regions indi-
cate the SDW, superconducting and Fermi liquid-like regions, respectively. In the ’strange metal’
region unusual temperature dependencies of ρ(T) are observed. The black bar marks the doping-
driven transition from the SDW state to superconductivity, which is of first order character and/or
accompanied by strong inhomogeneity, i.e., the coexistence of the superconductivity and static
magnetism. Figure taken from [13].

Fig. 4: Static susceptibility χ = M/B of LaO1−xFxFeAs
with x = 0.04, 0.05, and 0.125 measured in an ex-
ternal magnetic field B = 1T. For the latter samples,
the insets show M/B at B = 2 mT in the temperature
region of the superconducting transition.
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Fig. 1: Schematical view of the magnetic field affect-
ing a Cooper-pair. Pair breaking can occur by the
Lorentz force acting via the charge and the momenta
on the paired electrons (orbital effect) or by the 
Zeeman effect aligning the spins of the two electrons
with the applied field.

Fig. 2: Field dependence of the resistance at fixed
temperature (see legend) measured in pulsed fields.
Lines: measurements up to 47 T; 
symbols: measurements up to 29 T shown for four
selected temperatures

High-field studies of the upper critical field of strongly dis-
ordered arsenic-deficient LaO0.9F0.1FeAs1-δ superconductors
G. Fuchs, S.-L. Drechsler, N. Kozlova, K. Nenkov, J. Freudenberger, G. Behr, C. Hess, 

R. Klingeler,  B. Büchner, L. Schultz

The upper critical field Bc2 is a fundamental characteristic quantity whose study as a

function of temperature T, its anisotropy, as well as its dependence on the amount of

disorder allows important insights into the mechanism and symmetry of the supercon-

ducting pairing as well as into the electronic structure of the normal state. 

This knowledge is of special interest at the beginning of a new chapter in the study of

superconductivity started recently after the discovery of iron based pnictide supercon-

ductors with critical transition temperatures Tc up to 57K. For instance, an observed near-

ly linear T-dependence in the vicinity of Tc  excludes a bipolaronic mechanism [1] or pro-

nounced multiband superconductivity sometimes discussed in the literature (with bands

exhibiting significantly different Fermi velocities) of Cooper pairs which would result in

a clear positive curvature. Strong disorder is detrimental for unconventional scenarios

such as p and d-wave scenarios but helpful for conventional extended s-wave scenarios

in order to improve Bc2. The latter property is also important for the evaluation of future

technical high-field applications. In this context we remind the reader, how an external

magnetic field may affect (destroy) Cooper pairs (see Fig.1). Finally, it may also shad light

on the competition and a mutual dependence on superconductivity and magnetism

which is probably the most central issue in the field of pnictide superconductors. 

We started our high-field studies [2] with a somewhat special polycrystalline

LaO0.9F0.1FeAs1-δ sample. The reduced As content of this sample (with δ ∼ 0.1) was ob-

tained by wrapping it in a Ta foil during the annealing procedure. Ta acts as an As get-

ter at high temperatures forming a solid solution of about 9.5 at% As in Ta which leads

to an As loss in the pellet. The resisitivity of the arsenic-deficient sample in the normal

state at 31 K clearly exceeds that reported for other LaO0.9F0.1FeAs samples which points

to a substantial shortening of the mean free path due to the As-deficiency. Neverthe-

less, this sample exhibits a rather high Tc value of 28.5 K. 

The resistance of the arsenic-deficient sample was investigated in magnetic fields up to

60 T. The high-field measurements were performed in the pulsed field facilities of the IFW

and the FZ Dresden-Rossendorf. Resistance data vs. applied field are shown in Fig. 2. Gold

contacts (100nm thick) were made by sputtering in order to provide a low contact re-

sistivity and, therefore, to avoid possible heating effects in the high-field measurements.

The magnetic field generated by the IFW’s pulsed field magnet rises within about 10ms

to its maximum value Bmax ≤ 50T and decreases to zero within the same time. The re-

sistance data shown in Fig. 2 were taken for descending field using Bmax = 47T. Addi-

tionally, resistance data were collected for Bmax = 29 T at several selected temperature.
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The agreement between resistance data for Bmax = 47 T and 29 T confirms that our data

are not affected by sample heating. At high magnetic fields a pronounced broadening

of the transition curves is observed. It stems from the large anisotropy of the upper

critical field Bc2. For polycrystalline samples, only the higher Bc2
ab

(for H || ab) is acces-

sible which is related to those grains oriented with their ab-planes along the applied

field. Bc2
ab

was determined from the onset of superconductivity defining it at 90% of the

resistivity in the normal state (see dashed line in Fig. 2). 

The Bc2
ab

(T) curve of our arsenic-deficient sample is shown in Fig. 3 together with

Bc2
ab

(T) data reported for a LaO0.9F0.1FeAs reference sample [3]. The Bc2(T) data of the

arsenic-deficient sample shows a surprisingly steep dBc2/dT |Tc = - 5.4 T/K which exceeds

the slope of Bc2(T) of the non-arsenic-deficient sample by more than a factor of 2. This

points to strong impurity scattering in the arsenic-deficient sample in accord with its

enhanced resistivity at 30 K. For applied fields up to about 30 T, these Bc2(T) data can

be well described by the standard WHH (Werthamer-Helfand-Hohenberg) model [4] for

the orbital Bc2(T) which predicts Bc2*(0) = 0.69 Tc (dBc2/dT) = 106 T at T = 0. However, for

applied fields above 30 T or at temperatures below 23 K, increasing deviations from the

WHH curve are clearly visible. The flattening of Bc2(T) at high fields points to its limita-

tion by the Pauli spin paramagnetism. The paramagnetically limited upper critical field

Bc2
p 

at T = 0 is given by the expression

Bc2
p 

(0) = Bc2*(0)(1 + α2
)

-0.5
(1)

where the Maki parameter

α = �2 Bc2*(0)/ Bp(0) (2)

is a measure for the relative strength of orbital and spin pair breaking. The Pauli limit-

ing field Bp characterizing the spin pair breaking is given by 

Bp(0) [Tesla] = 1.86 ηeff (λ) Tc[K] (3)

where ηeff(λ) = (1+λ)
ε η∆ ηBc2 (1-I ) is a correction to BCS due to el-boson and el-el

interaction (with λ as the el-boson coupling constant, I as the Stoner factor and ε = 0.5

or 1). The experimental data for the arsenic-deficient sample can be well described by

the WHH model using α = 1.31, Bc2
p 

(0) = 63 T, λ = 0.5 and ηeff = 2.09 as shown in Fig. 3.

The observed Pauli-limiting behavior in our arsenic-deficient sample points to an

enlarged Pauli-susceptibility compared with cleaner samples [5,6] showing no Pauli-

limiting behaviour at the same high fields we have probed. Thus we are confronted with

a rather unusual situation in superconductivity not observed so far to the best of our

knowledge: Improved superconductivity at high temperature and low-fields and some-

what suppressed superconductivity at high-fields and low temperature. The first obser-

vation and the Tc -enhancement can be understood within conventional s-wave super-

conductivity by enhanced disorder and by a disorder-induced suppression of nested

related antiferromagnetism, respectively. The high-field properties strongly suggest an

enhanced paramagnetism as the preceding phase to ferromagnetism. In other words, at

least in disordered pnictides superconductivity competes with two kinds of magnetism.

The elucidation of the microscopic reason of our anomalous high-field properties is of

great interest and obviously will be helpful for the understanding of the still unknown

pairing mechanism, too. Also in view of future practical applications one has different

choices for optimization of their properties in dependence of the requested external field

regime.
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Fig. 3: Upper critical field vs. temperature data
for the arsenic-deficient LaO0.9F0.1FeAs1-δ

sample (pulsed field data from IFW (•) and
FZD (•)) and two reference samples without
As-deficiency (• - our sample, ■ - Ref. [3]). 
Dotted line: WHH model for α = 1.31. 
Solid and dashed line: WHH model for α = 0. 
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Fig. 1: T1
-1 of 75As versus temperature. The arrow indicates 

Tc = 23.5K at 7T, and the solid line indicates T1
-1~T 3, indicative

of line nodes. Open red symbols have been measured on an 
ab oriented sample, open blue triangles for a different field 
orientation (HH 41° to c, see [5] for further explanation). 
Inset: Magnetization recovery and fits for two temperatures.

Fig. 2: Knight shift of 75As (black squares), 57Fe (green down-pointing 
triangles) and 139La (blue triangles), and the macroscopic susceptibility
χpowder (solid red line) versus temperature with different vertical scales
and origins. Note the reversed scale for 57Fe.

Nuclear Magnetic Resonance Study of the new iron arsenide
superconductors
H.-J. Grafe, G. Lang, F. Hammerath, Dalibor Paar, K. Manthey, B. Büchner

Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (NMR) plays a central role in the study of superconducting

materials from the time when spin lattice relaxation experiments revealed the presence

of a superconducting gap, and proved that the Cooper pairs are a coherent superposi-

tion of two particles [1]. Moreover, it revealed that cuprates [2] and heavy fermion

superconductors [3] are unconventional superconductors with a d-wave order parame-

ter of the superconducting state. Measurements of the Knight shift in Sr2RuO4 identified

this compound as one of the rare spin triplet superconductors [4]. For these reasons we

started to investigate the new superconductor LaO1-xFxFeAs by means of NMR immedi-

ately after its successful preparation at the IFW, resulting in one of the first experimen-

tal works on this compound world wide [5]. Thereby, we turned our attention not only

to the  superconducting state, but used NMR also to investigate the intriguing normal

state properties of LaO1-xFxFeAs [6].

In the superconducting state, we find that the spin lattice relaxation rate T1
-1

exhibits

a drop at Tc, with no evidence for a Hebel-Slichter coherence peak. For T << Tc, T1
-1

varies

as T 3
, as seen in Fig. 1. This behavior is indicative of line nodes in the superconducting

gap function, ∆(k), and contrasts with the exponential behavior T1
-1∼exp(-∆/kBT)

expected for an isotropic superconducting gap. Nevertheless, these results are also in

contrast to other techniques like ARPES and Andreev spectroscopy which find evidence

for an isotropic superconducting gap. This discrepancy still needs to be clarified.

In the normal state, we have measured the Knight shift, Kab, with the external mag-

netic field applied along the ab directions for 
139

La, 
57

Fe, and 
75

As.  Each shift can be

written as the sum of an orbital shift Korb, expected to be temperature independent, and

a spin shift Ks, temperature dependent through its proportionality to the local spin

susceptibility χs. All shifts are plotted in Fig. 2 together with the macroscopic suscep-

tibility, χpowder = χs + χdia + χVV, where χdia and χVV are the temperature independent

diamagnetic and Van Vleck susceptibilities, respectively. Through proper scaling and

vertical shifting, the four datasets can be made to overlap in the paramagnetic region.

The ratio of the scales of the NMR shifts to the scale of χpowder reflects the strength of the

hyperfine coupling of each nucleus to the spin susceptibility, with the shifting of the

scales necessary to account for the finite temperature independent terms Korb and χdia

and χVV. Qualitatively, it is remarkable that such general scaling can be obtained, with
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Fig. 3: The temperature dependence of the
57Fe, 75As, 139La, and 19F (T1T)-1 divided by the
squared nuclear gyromagnetic ratio for quanti-
tative comparisons. The 19F data is reproduced
from Ahilan et a.l [7].

an identical temperature dependence. This means that the three nuclei probe the spin

susceptibility in a similar way, i.e. the electronic system is likely a single spin liquid. There

is no apparent multiband effect which could appear due to selective hyperfine couplings

to different bands. In the cuprates, where a single-band modeling of the electronic struc-

ture is appropriate, the presence of a single spin component has been shown similarly

with copper and oxygen NMR. Quite remarkably, the spin susceptibility decreases with

decreasing temperature. Such a progressive suppression of low-energy spin excitations

has been ascribed to the existence of a pseudogap in this system. This assumed that the

temperature for which the susceptibility would reach a maximum (the pseudogap peak)

was significantly higher than the highest studied temperature, i.e., higher than room

temperature. However, the present 
75

As measurements, which constitute the first NMR

study at temperatures up to 480 K, still show no signature of a pseudogap peak, thus

casting doubt on the true nature of the suppression of excitations.

In contrast to the Knight shift that probes the time averaged or static electronic suscep-

tibility, the spin lattice relaxation rate T1
-1

probes the dynamic susceptibility χ’’(q,ω) for

different wave vectors q. Note that different nuclei may be differently coupled to the

electronic spin system via the q dependent hyperfine coupling Ahf (q), e.g. 
75Ahf (q) is

well-developed at q = 0 and tends to vanish towards q = (π/a, π/a), while 
57Ahf (q)

exhibits an opposite behaviour, tending to low values around q = 0. T1
-1

measurements

were performed, with the temperature dependence of (T1T)
-1

shown in Fig. 3, including
19

F data from Ahilan et al. [7] for comparison. A clear result is that the strength of the

relaxation correlates with the distance to the iron plane, with values spread over three

orders of magnitude at a given temperature, possibly indicating two-dimensional

physics. Although the nuclei may be differently coupled to the dynamic spin suscepti-

bility, all nuclei obey the same temperature dependence as seen for the NMR shifts, with

roughly homothetic curves. This means that as temperature is decreased, spin excitations

are suppressed across all q vectors, with a similar temperature-dependence of the dy-

namic susceptibility across q-space. In other words, while the susceptibility is tem-

perature-dependent, there is no transfer of spectral weight across q-space suggesting

that the relaxation comes mostly from quasi-particle scattering. Concerning the pres-

ence of a pseudogap, the known lack of a peak in the 
75

As data is confirmed by the 
57

Fe

data. This is revealing in light of the higher sensitivity of Fe and As to respectively the

nonferromagnetic (q ≠ 0) and ferromagnetic (q = 0) fluctuations. Indeed, one may have

expected that if present, the pseudogap peak could show up at a lower temperature for

q ≠ 0 than for q = 0, as is the case in the cuprates. In that case, a peak for 
57

Fe would

likely show up at a temperature lower than for 
75

As, which is not seen here. Therefore,

it cannot be ruled out that the physics hiding behind the decrease of low-energy spin

excitations are of an entirely different nature than in the cuprates.
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Fig. 1: (a) Photon energy dependent
valence band spectra of LaFeAsO.
The arrow marks the point of normal-
ization. Inset: Low energy region with
Fermi edge. (b) LDA derived orbital
resolved density of states. (c) Atomic
photoemission cross section for the
relevant orbitals. (d) Ratio of the Fe
3d and O 2p cross section from (c)
(blue line) compared to experimental
values obtained by integrating the
low energy peak (red box in (a)).

Electronic structure of FeAs-based superconductors from
spectroscopic methods
A. Koitzsch, S.-L. Drechsler, T. Kroll, D. S. Inosov, V. B. Zabolotnyy, D. V. Evtushinsky,

A. A. Kordyuk, S. V. Borisenko, J. Fink
1)

, M. Knupfer, H. Eschrig, G. Behr, J. Werner, 

M. Grobosch, F. Roth, R. Schuster, K. Koepernik, H. Rosner
2)

, B. Büchner

Elucidating the electronic structure of a given material and derive its macroscopic

properties from that knowledge is at the core of solid state physics. The most direct way

to investigate the electronic structure is by spectroscopic means such as photoemis-

sion-, x-ray absorption and optical spectroscopy. Here we apply those techniques to the

new FeAs superconductors and obtain deep insight on various important aspects. The

picture of a weakly to moderately correlated, density wave prone material emerges with

its low energy properties dictated almost exclusively by iron d-levels and an isotropic

but band-dependent superconducting order parameter.

The Fe-pnictides show some remarkable analogies to other superconductors with unclear

pairing mechanism. Like the cuprates and some heavy fermion superconductors they

obey a tetragonal symmetry and bear out two-dimensional aspects in their crystal as well

as in their electronic structure. Therefore it seems a natural starting point to ask some

of the questions that turned out to be appropriate for the “classical” high temperature

superconductors: 1) How strongly are the pnictides correlated? It is well known that the

cuprates are categorized as strongly correlated materials, i.e. due to the localized,

atomic-like nature of the Cu 3d levels the electrons cannot move independently through

the lattice. This directly influences also the magnetic properties of the material. 2) What

is the appropriate model for the experimentally observed electronic structure? What

interactions have to be taken into account? 3) What role play density waves known to be

important for many low dimensional materials and superconductors, and, in fact ob-

served for the parent compounds of the pnictides. 4) What is the symmetry and size of

the superconducting order parameter?

In the case of the cuprates some of these questions are iterated again and again on ever

deeper levels of sophistication. Answering them in the first place forms a solid basis for

advanced studies but not necessarily a solution to any of the central problems. 

The special surprise that came with the discovery of high-Tc superconductivity in the

pnictides was that they contain iron which was thought to be detrimental to pairing.

Moreover band structure calculations suggested early on that iron is by no means an elec-

tronically inert part of the crystal lattice but, on the opposite, makes up almost the
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entire density of states in a wide energy window around the chemical potential. To test

this specific theoretical prediction and the general applicability of LDA (local density

approximation) based band structure theory for the pnictides we performed photo-

emission experiments, focussing on the valence band [1]. Figure 1 shows the results for

polycrystalline nonsuperconducting LaFeAsO samples made in the IFW. Figure 1a pres-

ents a compilation of the valence band taken with different photon energies, ranging

from hν = 15 eV to hν = 200 eV. The valence band consists of a peak at E = -0.25 eV, which

is followed by a plateau and, centered at E ≈ -5 eV, a broad peak with at least two shoul-

ders. The relative intensity of all these features are strongly photon energy dependent.

In Figure 1b the total and orbital resolved density of states (DOS) as calculated by LDA

are depicted. We find at this stage qualitative agreement to experiment. The low ener-

gy peak near the Fermi energy (EF) is reproduced as well as the plateau and the broad peak

at higher energies and even the fine structure of the latter finds correspondence in ex-

periment. Theory somewhat underestimates the energy of features. From the reasonable

agreement of experiment and LDA already some substantial conclusions can be drawn:

It is unlikely that the material is strongly correlated as this would significantly alter the

electronic structure from its independent particle shape represented by the LDA. Also the

agreement gives credit to the idea that the low energy DOS is due to Fe 3d states, as this

is an inherent part of the LDA result. The latter point can be corroborated independent-

ly by considering the photon energy dependence of the low energy region highlighted

by the red box in the figure. Different orbitals emit electrons with different probability

depending on the incoming photon energy. This dependence is shown in Figure 1c and

exploited in Figure 1d. Experiment (points) match the expectations from the emission

probability (cross section) for Fe 3d orbitals thereby confirming the dominant Fe 3d

character of the intensity in the red box. 

A complementary method to photoemission spectroscopy is absorption spectroscopy,

where it is measured how strongly incoming photons are absorbed by the solid depend-

ing on their energy, i.e. the unoccupied states are probed [2]. Figure 2a shows x-ray

absorption profiles of LaFeAsO1-xFx in the energy range of the oxygen K edge. Critical

temperatures for x = 0.075, 0.1, and 0.15 have been found at Tc = 22, 26.8, and 9.9 K, re-

spectively. Figures 2b and 2c present orbital projected oxygen p-DOS for the unoccupied

valence band. The overall structure of these LDA derived curves compare well to ex-

periment. The observed peaks (numbered 1 to 5) correspond to hybridization channels

of the oxygen to its atomic neighbors in the lattice. Figure 2d compares the onset of peak

1 depending on doping with theory. Generally the peak positions change with doping

because the injected charge carriers shift the chemical potential and may change the

charge balance of a given specimen in the lattice expressed by the Madelung potential.

Here convincing agreement is found between experiment and theory. The results pre-

sented in Figure 2 confirm the conclusions from photoemission in Figure 1: As LDA is a

good starting point for the description of the electronic structure on the energy scale

of the valence band, the material cannot be strongly correlated, or in other words U, the

Hubbard repulsion must be smaller than the bandwidth,W. To achieve a more quantitative

conclusions about the degree of correlations we performed charge transfer multiplet cal-

culations for the Fe L edge shown in Figure 3. Similarly to the oxygen edge in Figure 2

the line shape hardly depends on doping, nevertheless the peak onset does. It consists

of a peak around hν = 709 eV and a shoulder at higher energies. Figure 3c compares the

experimental curve for the undoped compound with the calculation. The calculation takes

into account the different multiplets in the initial and final state and possible charge

transfer to the ligand atoms (in this case Arsen). Good agreement can be achieved with

Fig. 3: LaFeAsO1–xFx: doping dependence of the Fe L2,3 edge. (a) Blowup of the low-energy side
of experimental Fe L3 edge. For the sake of clarity, the spectra in (a) were shifted in such a way
that their maxima match. (b) Experimental L3 edge for the same doping range. The inset shows
the shift of the onset of the main peak in eV relative to x = 0.0 as a function of doping x. (c) Com-
parison of LaFeAsO XAS spectrum with charge-transfer multiplet calculation.

Fig. 2: LaFeAsO1– xFx: (a) doping dependence of XAS
O K-edge spectra. The spectra have been normalized
at 610 eV where they become structure less. 
(b), (c) Oxygen p-projected partial density of states
for x = 0.0 and x = 0.125. (d) Energy shift of the onset
of peak (1) as compared to x = 0.0 for experimental
and theoretical results.
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a parameter set containing U ≈ 1.5 eV which is a rather small value for a d-metal and

confirms the above conclusions. Within the series REFeAsO (RE = La, Ce, Sm, Gd) we did

not find significant changes for different rare earth atoms and temperatures [2].     

The degree of photon absorption determines also the reflectivity of a solid and, as low

photon energies are concerned, its optical properties. The inspection of normal state

room temperature optical data in the frequency region of the screened in-plane plasma

frequency �p = �p ���� allows important insights into the charge dynamics of free

carriers whose pairing determines the superconducting condensate below Tc, into the

strength of the screening measured by the back ground dielectric constant ��, as well

as into the strength of correlations measured by the ratio of the on-site repulsion U at

Fe-sites to the total bandwidth W. 

Three representative reflectivity spectra for polycrystalline samples of the LaO1-xFxFeAs

–family (La-1111), namely, the undoped nonsuperconducting parent compound LaOFeAs,

the optimally fluorine doped system LaO0.9F0.1FeAs with Tc = 26 K, and the arsenic defi-

cient LaO0.9F0.1FeAs0.9 with Tc = 28.6 K all shown in Fig. 4 show a clear signature of a plas-

ma edge we ascribed to �ωp= 0.38, 0.395, and 0.24 eV, respectively [3]. A relatively large

background dielectric constant �� ≈ 12 to 15 has been deduced from both ellipsometry

[4] as well as from our reflectivity data on high-quality single crystals of one of the par-

ent compounds of the 122-family BaFe2As2 [3] where a complete analysis in terms of a

DRUDE-LORENTZ model was possible. Such high values of �� are incompatible with inter-

mediately strong on-site COULOMB interaction (U ≈ 4 eV within an eight-band HUBBARD

model) sometimes suggested in the literature [5]. Using the results for the in-plane op-

tical conductivity obtained within the framework of the dynamical mean-field theory [5]

for U = 4 eV we obtained �� ≈ 5.4, only (see Fig. 5). Instead, we suggest a significantly

smaller value U ≈ 2 eV [3] in accord with the electron spectroscopy data given above and

the high pnictide-polarizability picture proposed in Ref. 6. Thus, our finding points

also to a weak correlation regime Ud / W << 1 in contrast to Ref. [5].

The empirical unscreened plasma frequency Ωp compared with LDA-FPLO band structure

calculations points to moderate electron-liquid renormalizations of the electron mass

by a factor of two. A comparison with the plasma frequency Ω∼ p renormalized addition-

ally by electron-boson couplings, disorder effects and the density of the superfluid con-

densate as derived from the reported extrapolated in-plane penetration depth λ ab,L(0)

at T = 0 taken from µSR-measurements [7] allows us to estimate the corresponding total

electron - boson coupling constant λ tot within ELIASHBERG theory. As a result we arrive for

the optimally doped LaO0.9F0.1FeAs at a weak to intermediately strong electron - boson

coupling regime with λ tot = λel-ph +λel-sp … ≈ 0.6 ± 0.35 (see Fig. 6), again in accord with

the mass renormalization which determines the kink in the dispersion law observed in

ARPES measurements for the related (Ba, K)Fe2As2 -systems, and at a quasi-clean limit

regime (δ ≈ 0.9). Note that our coupling constant includes both attractive and repulsive

couplings on equal footing. It sufficiently exceeds the standard electron - phonon

coupling λel-ph ≈ 0.2 as calculated in Ref. 8. Therefore it becomes clear that either

unconventional electron-phonon coupling plays a role here [9] or that the electrons

couple to other degrees of freedom of the solid e.g. magnons.

So far we considered the electronic structure on the energy scale of the valence band and

of the plasma frequency. Now we like to shift our attention to the low energy excitations

in the close vicinity of EF. The appropriate experimental tool for this is angle-resolved

photoemission spectroscopy (ARPES), since it directly mirrors the band structure of the

solid. The latter statement rests on the presumption that the electronic structure under

consideration is sufficiently two-dimensional, which is indeed the case for the pnictides.

Furthermore ARPES can only be performed on single crystals. Here single crystals from

the (Ba, K)Fe2As2 (BKFA) family have been used. Figure 7 presents the Fermi surface of

Ba1-xKxFe2As2 for two different excitation energies and deploying different polarization

conditions for the incoming photon beam [10]. The natural starting point for the inter-

Fig. 6: Strength of the total electron-boson coupling
constant λtot vs. the effective back ground dielectric
constant ε*= ε� /(1+δ)N renormalized by disorder
(δ ≥ 0) and the relative density of free charge carriers
in the superfluid condensate ns, where N = ntot/ns ≥ 1.

Fig. 4: Reflectance data vs. frequency for three 
LaO1– xFxFeAs polycrystalline samples. The plasma
edge measuring the screened in-plane plasma 
frequency ��p is shown by arrows.

Fig. 5: Schematical behaviour of the back ground
dielectric constant ε� vs. COULOMB repulsion Ud on
Fe sites.



pretation of the data are the band structure calculations which proved successful for the

energy scale of the valence band. The band structure calculations predict two concen-

tric hole-like Fermi surface sheets around the Γ-point and two electron-like sheets

around the X-point. The two hole-like Fermi surfaces around the Γ-point are indeed ob-

served. However, the Fermi surface around the X-point does not resemble the expected

picture at all. Instead of two simple electron pockets a complicated cross-shaped

structure is found. Closer scrutiny reveals that this structure consists of a small electron

pocket directly at the X-point and the four “blades” are due to hole pockets surround-

ing it. This substantial disagreement points towards a failure of the underlying

assumptions of the band structure calculations. The original solution fulfils a nesting

condition: shifting the Γ-Fermi surfaces by a (π,π) vector results in significant overlap

with the original electron sheets. Such a situation is unstable, it favors instead a den-

sity wave order which reduces the kinetic energy of the electrons. If the band structure

is reconstructed by a (π,π) backfolding the Γ and X-point should become equivalent

which is not seen in the data. However, here one has to consider the fact that the

backscattering potential is weak and also that photoemission matrix element effects may

influence the visible intensity distribution at the Fermi surface. Instead, clear traces of

the (π,π) order can be found in the data as shown in Figure 8. Fermi surfaces of undoped

Fig. 7: Fermi surface topology of Ba1-xKxFe2As2. The
color plots display the photoelectron intensity distri-
bution as a function of quasimomentum k integrated
in a small energy window of 15 meV around the Fer-
mi level. (a,b) Fermi Surface maps of Ba1-xKxFe2As2

measured using excitation energy hν = 80 and 50 eV
respectively at T = 14 K. Images (c) and (d), meas-
ured with hν = 80 eV, demonstrate strong effect of
light polarization on the photoemission. 

Fig. 8: (a, b) Fermi surface maps for BaFe2As2 and
Ba1-xKxFe2As2 respectively, hν = 80 eV. (c,d, e), (f, g,
h) Several typical energy-momentum cuts. 
The cuts positions in momentum space are indicated
by the arrows in panels (a) and (b). (i, j) Parallel cuts
through the electronic structure of BaFe2As2 set apart
by the (π,π) vector. k, Simplest model showing the
result of folding of single hole- and electron-like
bands. (l, m), Parallel cuts through the Γ and X points
in electronic structure of Ba1-xKxFe2As2 set apart by
the (π,π) vector. Red curves are the MDCs integrated
within the 8 meV showing the symmetric behavior
about the new Brillouin zone boundaries (white lines)
due (π,π) folding of the original structure.
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and doped BKFA are presented together with energy-momentum cuts as indicated in the

Fermi surface panels. The important point is that cuts, which are set apart by the (π,π)

vector, resemble each other. This is the case for Fig. 8 i + j (undoped) and 8 l + m (doped

compound). There is no reason for this similarity without (π,π) order. Fig. 8k shows a

sketch of a possible scenario how the backfolding may result in the blade structure around

the X-point: intersecting hole and electron-like bands of comparable diameter create a

local minimum, which may well form hole pockets somewhat offset from the high

symmetry point. 

From the temperature dependence of the “blade” structures we find that they persist

up to room temperature, i.e. the density wave order sets in above the structural, mag-

netic and superconducting transitions in the pnictides. Those ARPES data manifest the

presence of electronic order of a special kind. It sets in already at high temperatures and

is dictated by the nesting instability predicted in the band structure calculations. This

electronic order may entail the structural transition at lower temperatures for the

undoped compound. 

In the superconducting state a gap opens at the Fermi surface. This gap can be directly

seen by ARPES as suppression of the photoemission intensity near EF. However, precise

estimation of the gap magnitude requires detailed analysis. Figure 9 shows the ex-

tracted gaps for the various Fermi surface sheets. Its value is ∆ = 9 meV for the inner

Γ-barrel, the X-pocket and the “blades” but significantly lower (∆ < 4 meV) for the outer

Γ-barrel. The gap values are almost isotropic in each case indicating s-wave symmetry

of the order parameter. This does not, however, exclude the possibility that the order

Fig. 10: Superconducting and non-superconducting
constituents of the spectrum. (a) Energy distribution
of the intensity, corresponding to superconducting
and non-superconducting parts of the spectrum. 
(b) Second derivatives of the data and fit. Structure
of the second derivative confirms presence of super-
conducting and non-superconducting components.
(c) Sketch, illustrating the presence of two different
components in the same spectrum.

Fig. 9: Momentum dependence of the superconduct-
ing gap in Ba1-xKxFe2As2 (Tc = 32 K) is shown as a
three-dimensional plot with the underlying Fermi 
surface map for orientation. Green line denotes the
boundary of the Brillouin zone.

a) b) c)
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parameter changes sign from one Fermi surface sheet to the other. From the above

mentioned fitting procedure an interesting additional conclusion can be drawn. Figure 10

shows an example of the energy distribution of the photoemission intensity in the

superconducting state for a certain k-interval [11]. The fit clearly requires a nonsuper-

conducting component, which is actually more intense than the superconducting one.

This is consistent with recent results from neutron scattering and Müon- spectroscopy,

where a phase separation in the BKFA family has been observed [12, 13]. 

The electronic structure of the pnictides holds its own surprises. Contrary to the cuprates

those materials are not strongly but on the opposite unusually weakly correlated. The

iron states dominate the low energy electronic structure and are, hence responsible for

the high superconducting transition temperatures and the other peculiar phase tran-

sitions. The Fermi surface shows signatures of a density wave order with a vector (π,π)

which sets in already at high temperatures. The consequences of this electronic order

need to be investigated in detail. The superconducting order parameter appears iso-

tropic and s-wave like.
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Superconductivity in La(O,F)FeAs – Thin film growth 
and Hc2 anisotropy 
E. Backen, S. Haindl, T. Niemeier, R. Hühne, T. Freudenberg, J. Werner, G. Behr, 

L. Schultz, B. Holzapfel

In order to obtain a basic understanding of the mechanism of superconductivity in the

recently discovered FeAs-based superconductors, single crystalline or at least highly

textured samples are essential. Epitaxial thin films would open up the realization of a

variety of very important investigations and detailed anisotropy measurements. The

preparation of these films, however, is very difficult – due to the high As vapour pres-

sure at elevated temperatures, the high sensitivity of the superconducting properties with

regard to stoichiometry of the films and the demanding experimental realization because

of the necessary process safety requirements. 

Last year we were able to synthesize for the first time biaxial textured La(O,F)FeAs (1111)

thin films prepared by pulsed laser deposition (PLD) [1]. The films were deposited at room

temperature from stoichiometric targets and subsequently post annealed in evacuated

sealed quartz tubes. Due to enhanced scattering of fluorine in the plasma plume during

the deposition process, targets with high amounts of fluorine (25%) were used for film

growth. Besides the high amount of fluorine in the targets, high vacuum deposition

conditions are necessary to obtain the (1111) phase in the films. 

Structural characterization reveals a c-axis oriented (00l) phase with small amounts of

other orientations [(112) and (110)] and impurity phases (LaOF and La2O3). A clear four

fold symmetry with FWHM values of ∼ 1° can be observed in the (102) pole-figure

(Fig.(a)). Our films show a superconducting transition onset at about 11K which is

lower than the reported values for high fluorine doping in polycrystalline bulk samples

(Tc ∼ 26K). This reduced transition onset is probably caused by the loss of fluorine

during the deposition process as described above. The presence of minor non-super-

conducting secondary phases which might segregate at grain boundaries influence the

resistance quite strongly indicated by the incomplete and broad transition. Neverthe-

less, the determination of the Hc2 anisotropy at different fields and angles was possible

and is presented in Fig. (b). Extrapolation of the Hc2 values to 6 K give an anisotropy

ratio of y ∼ 7,8. 
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Fig.: Cu Kα (102) phi-scan and pole figure (a) as well as anisotropy characteristics 
(b) of the superconducting film prepared from a LaFeAsO0.75F0.25 target.  
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Fig. 1: Cross-sections displayed by a FIB-cut, and
AFM (left) as well MFM (right) image of the 
as-grown (a) and the polished heterostructure (b). 

(a)

(b)

Fig. 3: Oscillatory behavior of the phase boundary
for a polished Nb/FePt hybrid sample. 

Fig. 2: Phase-boundary of a Nb/FePt thin film heterostructure in an external field
perpendicular to the thin film surface. The compensation field is around 0.27 T.
Fitting functions and fitting parameters are shown for the in-plane stray-field
dominance around the maximum transition temperature. 

Nb/FePt L10 hybrid thin films
S. Haindl, T. Thersleff, T. Shapoval, Y. W. Lai, J. McCord, L. Schultz, B. Holzapfel

The topic of coexistence of superconductivity and ferromagnetism produced enormous

interest among scientists in the last decades. Since it became technically possible to

fabricate sub-micron magnetic dots (single or ordered arrays) by employing lithography

or shadow mask techniques, the combination of ferromagnets with superconducting thin

films yields artificial heterostructures which may lead to new functional devices [1-3].

Usually, the systems found in literature combine soft magnetic materials with super-

conducting thin films, and typical architectures consist of ferromagnetic dots on top of

or covered by an extended  superconducting layer [4,5]. A new approach based on the

use of highly coercive ferromagnetic materials, like FePt L10, in combination with con-

ventional superconductors [6], and, by employing new topologies. By means of a

nanoscale polishing technique, developed at the IFW (see [7]), a geometrical confine-

ment of the superconducting thin film between ferromagnetic islands has been achieved.

In this case the superconducting thin film is multiply connected, and nucleation of

superconductivity can only occur between the magnetic islands.  

The hybrid heterostructures have been prepared by ultra-high vacuum pulsed laser

deposition (UHV-PLD). FePt L10 islands grow epitaxially on MgO(100) single crystal sub-

strates and are subsequently covered by a Nb thin film. Details of the FePt preparation

can be found in [8]. The already mentioned polishing technique developed for thin film

surfaces has been employed to obtain the topology of magnetic dots embedded in a

multiply connected superconductor. Surface topography (AFM-images), magnetic stray-

field distribution (MFM-images) and cross sectional cuts (FIB-SEM) of the heterostruc-

ture before and after polishing are shown in Fig. 1. 

The superconducting nucleation behavior of Nb/FePt heterostructures has been inves-

tigated in detail. The main results consist of the following important observations for

the phase boundary TC(H) when the external magnetic field is applied perpendicular to

the thin film surface: 1) the stray-field compensation effect, 2) the control of the

phase-boundary by the magnetic stray field of the FePt islands, and 3) evidence of

Little-Parks oscillations, which was enhanced by the topology achieved by the polishing

procedure. 
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The compensation of the out-of-plane stray-field arising from the FePt islands by an

external magnetic field (HComp applied normal to the sample surface) leads to an

enhancement of the critical temperature of the heterostructure and has been described

first by M. Lange et al. [9]. Highly coercive FePt L10 islands demonstrate successfully

the ability to tune this effect via the strength of the stray field, which is accompanied

by an enormous shift of the superconducting phase in the phase diagram of the hybrid

(Fig. 2).

A detailed examination of the shape of the phase boundary (Fig. 2) in the vicinity of the

maximum critical temperature shows the typical temperature dependence of a super-

conductor in parallel field: Hc2 -HComp ∼ (1-t)
0.5

with the reduced temperature t = T/TC.

This is plausible due to the fact, that at the applied compensation field the out-of-plane

stray-field components are cancelled to zero, and a strong influence of in-plane stray-

field components becomes crucial.

The oscillatory behavior of the phase boundary, TC(H), is known to be a manifestation

of the fluxoid quantization and referred to as Little-Parks effect [10-12]. Originally

observed in a superconducting cylinder, Little-Parks oscillations also appear in mesos-

copic samples due to a spatially inhomogeneous order parameter [13]. The heterostruc-

ture consists of a  superconducting network with a spatially modulated magnetic field

pattern and, therefore, can be regarded as a possible application of the Hofstadter

problem [14,15], which arises from the formal analogy between the linearized Ginzburg

Landau equation and the Schrödinger equation. The oscillations in the phase boundary

seen in Fig. 3 may therefore arise from the hopping of whole bundles of vortices. 
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Fig. 1: Lattice structure of a typical edge-shared chain
cuprate: Li2CuO2 -- Cu: orange balls, O: red balls, 
Li: centers of the blue tetrahedra. The magnetic mo-
ments reside mainly on Cu sites. The main exchange
path given by J1 (NN interaction) and J2 (NNN inter-
action) is along the brown CuO2-chains running
along the b-axis. The edge-sharing occurs at two 
O sites in between two NN Cu sites.

The optical hallmark of frustration in magnets with small 
exchange integrals 
S.-L. Drechsler, J. Málek

1
, S. Nishimoto, R. Kuzian

2
, U. Nitzsche, H. Rosner

3
, H. Eschrig

It is always a special, intriguing event in science when studies belonging to two, at first

glance seemingly almost independent branches of science, come together, in particular,

when high-energy physics meets low-energy physics. Such a situation often provides new

insights into complex phenomena and opens new possibilities to resolve long-standing

puzzles by giving sharp and clear answers on subtle questions. Here we report on ri-

gorous theoretical predictions [1] concerning the somewhat unexpected interplay of

charge response as seen in optical properties at frequencies �ω ≥ 2 eV on the one hand

with the magnetic nature of the ground state in highly frustrated and strongly corre-

lated edge-shared chain cuprates [2,3] (see Fig. 1) which depends sensitively on the ra-

tio of the main exchange integrals being an order of magnitude smaller (10 to 20 meV),

only, on the other hand.  As a particular result we arrive at a strongly temperature and

magnetic field dependent optical conductivity σ(ω) [see Fig. 2], if the system under

consideration is located in the vicinity of a quantum critical point between spiral and

ferromagnetic in-chain ordering.  Frequently performed measurements at about 300 K

can be rather misleading when interpreted in terms of standard calculations being

valid for T = 0, only.

To illustrate our approach we investigated in detail CuO2-chains described by CunO2n+2

-clusters with 6 ≥ n by means of exact diagonalizations (ED) at arbitrary temperature T.

To exclude artificial finite size effects we studied also longer clusters by means of the den-

sity matrix renormalization group technique (DMRG) at T = 0 with 16 ≥ n. Both types of

calculations we performed in terms of a five-band Cu 3d O2p HUBBARD model in order to

take into account properly the strong correlation at Cu
2+

sites bearing mainly the mag-

netically active s = 1/2 quantum spins. Thereby we considered two parameter sets M1 and

M2 which differ only slightly each from the other by slightly different Cu-O onsite

energies which, however, result in magnetically different ground states with a singlet

or low-spin (“spiral-like”) ground state for M1 and a high-spin (‘ferromagnetic-like”)

ground state for M2. In case of the spiral set M1 the optical absorption near 2.7 eV

strongly decreases with increasing temperature and at room temperature only a weak

shoulder does remain as shown in Fig. 2. This absorption corresponds to the excitation

of the so-called ZHANG-RICE singlet (ZRS) well-known in the cuprate physics, where a Cu

hole is transferred to one of the neighboring CuO4-plaquettes. There, it will reside

mainly on O 2p orbitals lowering its energy due to strong antiferromagnetic interaction

with the Cu-spin located there. In contrast, for the case described by the ferromag-

netic set M2 there is no ZRS excitation at T = 0 and instead only a ZHANG-RICE triplet (ZRT)

can be excited slightly below 4 eV. At finite temperature some of the excited low

Fig. 2: Temperature dependent optical conductivity 
at zero magnetic field H = 0 (left and middle). Field
effect (right) within the typical energy regions for
ZHANG-RICE singlet (ZRS) and ZHANG-RICE triplet (ZRT)
excitations for open chain clusters within a low spin
spiral-type (M1) and a high-spin ferromagnetic
ground state (M2). ‘T = ∞‘ means kBT >> |Ji | for any
of the exchange integrals, but �ω ≥ 104 K >> kBT is
still fulfilled.
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spin-states become thermally populated and a finite probability for the excitation of a

ZRS-state does occur. At very high temperature the shape of σ(ω) in the ZRS region be-

come similarly broadened for both ground states in showing only a weak shoulder.

Hence, the nature of the ground state can be elucidated only by measurements at

sufficiently lower temperatures.    

This corresponding opposite behavior and the obtained different ground states become

more clear mapping our five-band HUBBARD model onto a J1-J2 HEISENBERG model where

J1 describes the exchange between nearest neighbors (NN) and J2 stands for the

next-nearest neighbor (NNN) exchange in chain direction. Set M1 corresponds to

α = -- J2 /J1 > αc = 1/4 in terms of this projected spin model while the opposite in-

equality holds for set M2. In other words optical (high-energy) measurements and

sufficiently low temperatures allow to discard one of these competing ground states

for a real system in the vicinity of the quantum critical point given here approximately

by a single parameter αc .

Since highly frustrated quantum spin systems form one of the hot areas in solid state

science, the optical measurements proposed here provide a relatively simple classi-

fication of new materials. Anyhow, our method can also be applied to unfrustrated

antiferromagnets with unshared “isolated” CuO4-plaquettes with small exchange in-

tegrals J1 ≡ J < 300 K [4]. Here, the measurement of the partially integrated optical

conductivity around the ZRS-peak can be used to extract J. However, if its T-dependence

doesn’t fit that of the NN-spin-spin correlation function of the simple antiferromag-

netic spin- 1/2 HEISENBERG chain, the presence of other non-negligible contributions

such as NNN-exchange, various anisotropic in-chain, or generally of inter-chain exchange

interactions can be concluded.

Whereas traditional methods like the spin-wave analysis of inelastic neutron scattering

data are only possible in the magnetically ordered phase at low temperature, the pro-

posed temperature dependent optical tool works at higher T and will help to achieve

further refinement of the leading exchange interactions in this fascinating class of

frustrated highly correlated materials. On the other hand, the precise knowledge of

these exchange integrals, especially a relatively large ferromagnetic J1 provides sensi-

tive constraints on the only approximately known intersite COULOMB interactions. This con-

cerns, first of all, the ferromagnetic direct Cu-O exchange integral Kpd ≈ 80 meV which

we found much more important than the contribution from the famous ferromagnetic

HUND’s rule coupling (HRC) on the two O orbitals involved at each sharing oxygen. This

HRC, however, was the starting point for the celebrated text-book GOODENOUGH-KANAMORI

rule for transition metal oxides and halogenides, in particular for cuprates with a

nearly 90
o

Cu-O-Cu bond angle as in the edge-shared chain compounds mentioned

above (see Fig. 1). 

In addition, also our LSDA+U (local spin density approximation) calculations within

density functional theory may benefit from a refinement of J1 by adjusting the Coulomb

repulsion parameter U. Vice versa, having a proper value for U, allows us to predict

quantitatively correct other small exchange integrals such as the interchain couplings

relevant for the magnetic ordering at low-temperature which are very difficult to extract

experimentally or to obtain  from other theoretical studies.
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Control of martensitic transition and variant distribution in
freestanding epitaxial Ni-Mn-Ga films by magnetic fields
S. Fähler, M. Thomas, O. Heczko, J. Buschbeck, Y. W. Lai, S. Kaufmann, J. McCord, 

L. Schultz 

Structural and microstructural changes during the martensitic transformation from a

cubic austenite to a tetragonal martensite phase in freestanding epitaxial Ni-Mn-Ga

films are analyzed. It is demonstrated that the low energy input possible by a mag-

netic field is sufficient to control both, structure and microstructure. The relevant

energies for resulting two different actuation modes are compared with the stray

field energy of a thin film. When cooling the ferromagnetic film through the marten-

sitic instability, the magneto-static interactions disfavor variants with an out-of-

plane easy axis of magnetization and an unequal variant distribution develops.

Analogous to a two way shape memory effect, this results in a significant shrinkage

of the lateral film area, but does not require any training. Since no external magnetic

field is needed for the occurrence of this effect, thermally actuated monolithic micro-

actuators based on magnetic shape memory films are applicable.

Since the discovery of Magnetic Shape Memory (MSM) alloys [1], high strains close to

10 % have been obtained in Ni-Mn-Ga single crystals [2], leading to intense research on

new preparation routes as foam [3], fibers [4] and polycrystals [5]. Furthermore, MSM

alloys are martensitic as well as ferromagnetic and, through different combinations of

these two ferroic properties, several different actuation principles have been identified.

One actuation mode uses the coupling of crystal structure and spontaneous magnetiza-

tion. In a magnetic field, the phase with the higher magnetic moment is energetically

favored, allowing a shift of the martensitic transformation temperature TM [6,7]. As in

well trained thermal shape memory alloys, this Magnetically Induced Martensite (MIM)

can be used for actuation in the vicinity of the martensitic phase transition temperature

[8]. The highest strains, however, are obtained in bulk single crystals within the marten-

sitic state by Magnetically Induced Reorientation (MIR), also called magnetic shape

memory effect. For this, the difference in energy, when aligning the magnetization in

different crystal directions, has to be considered. This is described by the magnetocrys-

talline anisotropy energy [9]. This coupling of crystallographic and magnetic directions

allows the modification of the martensitic microstructure. A magnetic field can be used

to move twin boundaries, connecting neighboring martensitic twin variants, in a way to

increase the fraction of those martensitic variants having the energetically favored easy

magnetization axis parallel to the external field. This reorientation results in a large

length change, as the lattice constants of a martensitic unit cell are different. 

Here we develop the energetic models for MIM and MIR in thin films on a phenomeno-

logical level. It is shown that for thin MSM films an alternate thermal actuation mode is

possible, which requires neither an external field nor training. Thin MSM films are in

particular interesting for microactuator applications, as the high strain eliminates the

complication of additional levers. Epitaxial films [10, 11] are considered the most prom-

ising since the highest strain to date has been obtained in bulk single crystals. Re-

cently, we reported MIR in orthorhombic, epitaxial Ni-Mn-Ga films grown on MgO(100)

[12] and SrTiO3(100) [13], although the macroscopic extension was constrained by the

substrate. The low blocking stress on the order of MPa reported for MIR [14] requires that,

for macroscopic actuation, the films have to be released from the adjacent rigid sub-

strate. Here, we used an approach to obtain freestanding epitaxial films by growing them

on water soluble NaCl substrates having the (100) orientation by DC sputtering. 

The phase formation in the as-deposited and the freestanding film was analyzed by XRD

measurements in the Bragg-Brentano geometry using Co Kα radiation (Fig. 1). With the

release from the substrate, the intense and sharp NaCl reflection peak vanishes. The
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measurements were performed at a temperature of 27°C where the austenite and

martensite states coexist. The diffraction pattern can be indexed with one (004)A

austenite reflection (aA = 0.583 nm) and two (400)M, (004)M reflections of a tetragonal

martensite (aM = 0.593 nm, cM = 0.560 nm, c/a = 0.94). The obtained values are in good

agreement with that of 5M bulk single crystals, where the c-axis is the magnetic easy

axis [15]. The observation of only {00l} reflections suggests epitaxial growth which was

confirmed by pole figure measurements (not shown).

Dissolving the NaCl substrate in water changes reflex intensities considerably. The

decreased intensity of the austenite peak suggests that the volume fraction of the

austenite is reduced when the film is released from the substrate. An apparent feature

of the free standing state is the low intensity ratio of 0.05 for the (004)M/(400)M

reflections. This suggests that not all variants occur with the same probability as in stress-

free bulk single crystals, but variants with the c-axis pointing out of the sample plane

are significantly less probable. 

To determine the relative fraction of the in-plane variants and the magneto-crystalline

anisotropy, magnetization curves of the freestanding film were measured in the austen-

ite and in the martensite state using a vibration sample magnetometer (VSM) (Fig. 2).

In the high temperature austenite phase, the magnetization curve is step-like with low

coercivity, which is characteristic for a low magnetocrystalline anisotropy film. When

cooling to the martensite state, the shape of the hysteresis loop changes and a sig-

nificant increase of coercivity is observed. Additionally, the saturation polarization J (at

2T) increases by about 10% to about 0.7 T. Two distinct slopes in the magnetization curve

indicate that the film is in a multivariant state. At low fields, the magnetization change

along the magnetically easy [001] axis is indicated by a sharp increase of magnetization

with field. With higher external magnetic fields, a lower slope is observed, originating

from coherent rotation of magnetization within the variants having their easy axis

aligned about perpendicular to the external field. Assuming a superposition of the

independent magnetization response from both variants, this allows the determination

of the anisotropy field from the sharp change of slope towards saturation [16] to

µ0Ha = 0.58 T giving a magnetocrystalline anisotropy constant of Ku = 1.8 · 10
5

J/m
3
.

This value directly gives the maximum energy input for MIR, which can be used to over-

come the twinning stress of twin boundary movement. This movement reorients variants

from their hard axis towards the easy axis (with respect to the magnetic field), which

typically results in characteristic jumps within the polarization curve [12, 13]. No

indication of such discontinuity and, thus, MIR is observed in our measurements. 

Under the assumption of a superposition of easy and hard axis behavior from the mag-

netization loops, the fraction of variants with their easy axis along the field direction can

be estimated by extrapolating the hard axis magnetization loop to zero fields (see

Fig. 1: X-ray measurements in Bragg-Brentano
geometry in the as-deposited state (black) and a
freestanding film (blue). Reflex positions expected
from bulk single crystals for Ni-Mn-Ga (green) and
(004) NaCl (red) are marked by dotted lines. 

Fig. 2: In-plane magnetization curves of the 
Ni-Mn-Ga film along a [100] direction. In the
martensitic state at room temperature (black) a high
magneto-crystalline anisotropy is observed whereas
there is a low magneto-crystalline anisotropy in the
austenite state (red) at 310 K. The extrapolation to
determine the volume fraction of the variants with
their easy axis in this direction is sketched. 
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Fig.2). A fraction of Jeasy /JS = 0.46 is obtained. This value is close to 0.5, which is ex-

pected when all variants have their easy axis within the film plane and are distributed

evenly along both equivalent in-plane directions. This even distribution of variants oc-

curs due to the fourfold substrate symmetry and was confirmed by repeating the in-plane

measurement after rotating the sample by 90°. This gives an overall fraction of 2x0.46

variants having their easy axis aligned in-plane, leaving a small fraction of 0.08 of

variant having their easy axis perpendicular to the film plane. 

The influence of an external field on the martensitic phase transformation is summarized

in Fig. 3. A magnetic field stabilizes the martensite phase having a higher magnetiza-

tion compared to austenite. Hence the 10% increase of saturation polarization of the

martensite JM compared to austenite JA (Fig. 2) allows to induce the martensitic trans-

formation by a magnetic field. This difference in saturation polarization in addition

allows identifying the jumps in magnetization in the vicinity of the martensitic transfor-

mation temperature (marked by arrows in Fig. 3) as a Magnetically Induced Martensite

(MIM) transition. For each temperature, the transformation starts with a well defined

jump at a transition field HS which is used to construct a field-temperature phase

diagram (inset in Fig. 3). From the slope, the shift of the transition temperature in the

external magnetic field can be extracted as dT/dH = 0.36 K/T. Following this thermody-

namic approach [6], the energy input for MIM at each temperature can be numerically

calculated from the measured J(H), which differs for both phases, by �HS

0 ∆JdH. The

energy input required for MIM strongly increases with temperature (e. g. the above

integral gives 0.78 x 10
5 J/m3

at 292 K and 1.92 x 10
5 J/m3

at 293 K). 

The martensitic transformation of the freestanding film was investigated locally using

a temperature dependent optical polarization microscopy without the application of an

external field. A sequence of the three key images is shown in Fig. 4 a-c. With the trans-

formation to austenite, the twinned microstructure gradually disappears and the film

buckles even more. At 308 K, the transformation is finished, which is in agreement with

the temperature dependent magnetization measurements presented before. During

the cooling procedure, thermal hysteresis requires cooling to 289 K in order to obtain

a fully martensitic state. The twin pattern is similar but not identical to the variant

distribution at the beginning of the heating-cooling cycle. The observed film’s mechan-

ical contraction when transforming into the martensitic state is due to the non-equal dis-

tribution of variants, with a low fraction of c-variants having their short c-axis aligned

perpendicular to the film plane. This direction is energetically unfavorable, as c-variants

have their easy magnetization axis perpendicular to the substrate, resulting in an

unfavorable increase of magnetostatic energy compared to variants with their easy

axis in-plane. The upper limit of the magnetic stray field energy can be estimated for a

Fig. 4: (a)-(c) Martensitic transformation of 
the freestanding Ni-Mn-Ga film. The film was
heated from 273 K up to 308 K. 

Fig. 3: Details of the polarization curves at high
fields measured at different temperatures in the
vicinity of the martensitic transformation. The
step-like increase in the polarization loops is
used to identify the transition field HS from the
austenite to the martensite phase. The inset
shows the temperature dependence of this
martensitic start field.
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single c-variant and single domain state by 1/2 x 1/µ0 x J2

S = 1.9 x 10
5 J/m3

[9]. The for-

mation of magnetic multi-domain states might further reduce the energy of the system.

From domain theory [17], a possible reduction of total energy to 0.5 x 10
5

J/m
3

is cal-

culated. In addition, MSM films can adapt their variant distribution, a degree of freedom

not possible in regular magnetic films with a perpendicularly aligned anisotropy axis.

There is no stray field energy at all when variants with a perpendicular c-axis are absent.

For this case, the shrinkage can be derived from the differences in lattice parameters.

As an upper limit for the relative length change, one obtains ∆ l/l = 1−1/2(aM + cM)/

aA = 1.1 %, a significant higher value than the length change of 0.2 % calculated from the

different volume of austenite and martensite. 

In conclusion, the relevant energies for two different actuation modes of MSM alloys had

been analyzed. Contrary to bulk, these films exhibit an unequal variant distribution

after cooling through the martensitic instability though no external field is applied. A

low fraction of variants with the c-axis perpendicular to the film plane is observed by XRD,

magnetometry and polarized optical microscopy. Due to its stray field energy, this

variant orientation is energetically unfavorable, resulting in a film contraction when

transforming to the martensite. This behavior is similar to a two-way shape memory ef-

fect but can be obtained without any mechanical training, which is difficult to achieve

for monolithic microsystem. Hence this effect will allow for further miniaturisation of

thermally activated MSM microactuators to the sub micron scale. 
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Atomically resolved surface diffusion during inter-particle
sintering
U. Wiesenhütter, D. Pohl, E. Mohn, B. Rellinghaus, L. Schultz

The electron-beam induced sintering of FePt nanoparticles from the gas phase is in-

vestigated by delocalisation-free HR-TEM in a newly installed aberration-corrected

microscope. The obtained HR-TEM images provide evidence for the assumption that the

mechanism essential for the inter-particle coalescence is surface diffusion of atoms.

The material transport along the particle surface towards the newly forming sintering

neck can be followed on the atomic level.

The thermodynamic equilibrium crystal structure of nanoparticles is known to depend

significantly on the particle size. This is due to the fact that upon decreasing the par-

ticle size, the surface-to-volume ratio and in turn the significance of the surface free

energy for the total energy of the particle is increased. As a consequence, many ma-

terials that assume face-centered cubic (fcc) structures in their bulk form, become

multiply twinned icosahedra or decahedra terminated by low-energy (111) facets upon

reducing their size into the nanometer regime (see, e.g., [1-2]). 

Besides this change in the ground state properties of nanoparticles with respect to their

bulk counterparts, kinetic aspects are often equally important. E.g., nanoparticles

grown by gas-phase based techniques grow by both (homogeneous) condensation and

subsequent inter-particle collisions and coalescence, i.e., sintering. Hence, in order to

fully understand and control the particle growth process and in turn the particles’

physical properties, a thorough understanding of the sintering mechanisms involved in

the growth process is mandatory. Recent investigations on the in-flight sintering of

metallic nanoparticles from the gas phase have revealed activation energies EA associ-

ated with the inter-particle coalescence which clearly indicate that surface and/or

grain boundary diffusion is the relevant mechanism in the sintering of “air-born”, i.e.,

free particles. For Ni nanoparticles this energy was determined from transmission

electron microscopy (TEM) studies to be EA = 0.62 eV/atom which is in good agreement

with the mean activation energy for surface diffusion in Ni [3]. Similar results are

obtained for gas-phase prepared stoichiometric FePt nanoparticles [4] and recently for

intermetallic CuAu particles in post-deposition annealing experiments [5]. The hereby

implied scenario of inter-particle sintering via surface diffusion as schematically

illustrated in Fig.1 is corroborated by theoretical investigations utilizing molecular

dynamics simulations.

Although these experimental findings provide clear - though indirect - indications for

surface diffusion as the essential sintering mechanism, direct experimental proof for the

relevance of this mechanism is still lacking. One of the major obstacles in providing such

evidence, e.g. by high resolution TEM (HR-TEM), arises from the fact that conventional

HR-TEM does not allow for delocalisation-free imaging of individual atoms or atomic

columns. As a consequence, atomically resolved imaging of interfaces and surfaces

requires the acquisition of focus series which, however, are time consuming and thus do

not provide the required temporal resolution for diffusion studies. This contrast

delocalisation inherent to previous generation transmission electron microscopes

arises from the aberrations introduced by their electromagnetic lenses. We have there-

fore used a recently installed FEI Titan3 80-300 microscope equipped with a monochro-

mator and a so-called CS corrector (CEOS GmbH, Heidelberg) to study the inter-particle

sintering of deposited FePt nanoparticles. The corrector element allows for a compen-

sation of the major lens aberrations (up to 3
rd

order aberrations). E.g., the coefficient

of the most influential spherical aberration, CS or C3, can be reduced by three orders of

Fig. 1: Schematic representation of the sintering of
two spherical particles. Surface diffusion provides the
mandatory materials flow from the primary particles
(left) into to the sintering neck of the forming particle
agglomerate (right).
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magnitude with respect to values achievable in an uncorrected microscope [6-7]. This

way, the contrast delocalisation can be reduced to values basically within the diameter

of a single atomic column.

FePt nanoparticles were prepared by inert gas condensation and subsequent in-flight

optical heating [8]. Unlike in colloidal chemistry based preparation methods where the

particles are to be terminated by organic molecules for steric separation, gas-phase based

preparation provides the advantage that the particle surfaces remain uncovered and

clean – a mandatory prerequisite to be fulfilled in order to study surface-related phe-

nomena. The particles are deposited onto commercially available 10 nm thin amorphous

carbon films supported by copper grids (commercial TEM grids).

Fig. 2 shows two adjacent FePt particles both of which are icosahedra with one of their

2-fold symmetry axes close to parallel to the incident electron beam. During the expo-

sure to the imaging electron beam the particles are moderately heated and as a con-

sequence, inter-particle coalescence is stimulated within the microscope. Starting with

the image in Fig. 2, a series of five subsequent HRTEM images was acquired. Fig. 3 shows

enlarged details of a section of the right particle which is close to the inter-particle con-

nection as marked with a dashed white square in Fig. 2. Owing to the actual adjustment

of the defocus and CS the atoms (or atomic columns) appear dark in these images. In order

to guide the eyes of the reader to the very particle surface, the less interesting central

part of the particle is covered with a white shade. The time elapsed after taking the first

image (cf. Fig. 2) is denoted in each individual micrograph. In the first 50 seconds, atoms

on top of the right particle facet are successively shuffled to the left in order to firstly

complete the previously incomplete surface atomic layer (on the left facet). Once being

completed, all but the right corner atom (marked with a yellow circle in the image at

t = 66 s) in this layer of surface atoms have reached the highest possible coordination and

thus a low-energy configuration. Consequently, as can be seen from a comparison of the

images obtained at t = 66 s and t = 84 s, this corner atom is the first to leave the layer

in order to continue the sintering process. It is to be emphasised here that all ma-

terials transport observed is directed towards the newly forming sintering neck between

the primary particles, i.e., towards the left of the detail images.

These results thus precisely confirm the picture of inter-particle coalescence via surface

diffusion in close resemblance to the classical picture of coalescing spherical droplets.

Contrasting this picture is the fact that the general assumption of surface-diffusion

mediated materials transport towards the sintering neck also holds for highly facetted

solid crystalline particles. It should be mentioned here that although surface atoms may

exhibit a (reduced) coordination which differs from the bulk or particle core, surface

melting which is also discussed as a possible sintering mechanism was never observed

for this case of electron bean induced coalescence.
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Fig. 3: Enlarged detail views of the section marked with a dashed white square in Fig. 2 at 
different times. The transparent white areas cover all but the surface region of the right FePt
icosahedron. The yellow ovals and arrows indicate the material transport on the atomic level.

Fig. 2: Delocalisation-free HR-TEM micrograph
showing two adjacent icosahedral FePt nanoparticles
supported by a thin amorphous amorphous carbon
film.
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Exploring the role of oxygen in carbon nanotube growth
M. H. Rümmeli, F. Schäffel,  M. Bystrejewski, R. Schönfelder, A. Bachmatiuk, T. Gemming,

R. Rellinghaus, L. Schultz, B. Büchner

The continued success of anything digital depends critically on the swift improvement

in chip density. However physical constraints require new approaches to those cur-

rently employed. Carbon nanotubes show significant promise as an alternative, which

once we are able to “tune“ will offer the opportunity to build fantastically small devices.

However, the realisation of this promise requires a significant improvement in under-

standing and controlling the growth of carbon nanotubes at the atomic level.

The multifaceted promise that carbon nanotubes (CNT) bring is enormous, potentially

offering entirely new tools and capabilities. However, in order to fully exploit their

potential an improved understanding of their nucleation and growth mechanisms is

required. Due to the success of catalyst particles for CNT formation, most investigations

on their synthesis focus primarily on the catalyst particles. Generally, it is argued that

transition metals are required as catalysts for CNT nucleation and growth. In situ HREM

studies confirm this can occur for various transition metals. In the case of chemical

vapor deposition (CVD) it is also argued that these catalysts are catalytically active in the

decomposition of the hydrocarbon feedstock. However, there are an ever-increasing num-

ber of works that show this picture is incomplete. For example, studies have shown the

potential of various novel metallic catalysts whilst others show CNT formation from non-

metal catalysts. Notably, in many studies, oxygen appears to play an important role in

CNT growth. In laser ablation it has been shown that oxygen activates metals as catalysts

for CNT synthesis and recent CVD studies confirm oxygen-based activation for non-

standard metal catalysts by heating in air prior to synthesis. The preheating air treat-

ment is also key to the CVD synthesis of CNT using semiconductor catalyst particles. In

the case of semiconducting particles for the synthesis of CNT on SiC at high temperatures,

CNT are only obtained with nominal amounts of oxygen in high vacuum. Oxygen

chemically bound to CNT is shown to be involved in the growth process. Further, metal

free templated synthesis of CNT is also possible when using porous Al2O3 structures. CNT

can even be synthesized without catalyst particles in oxy-fuel flames when sufficient

oxygen is provided. In addition, oxides typically used as catalyst supports in CNT based

CVD synthesis can themselves form graphitic carbon layers.

Here at the IFW we are conducting studies to better comprehend the role of oxygen in

carbon nanotubes synthesis. We do this using various synthesis routes, namely laser

evaporation and supported catalyst CVD. In each case, hints, that oxygen and/or oxides

play a key role seem to surface from the data.

We begin with an original study in laser evaporation in which nominal amounts of wa-

ter vapour are introduced into the reaction. The use of steam can efficiently etch

amorphous carbon and open the ends of single and multi-walled carbon nanotubes. A

well-known example of its use is the synthesis route developed by Hata et al. [1]. They

demonstrated that small additions of water vapor (50-290 ppm) to the buffer gas dur-

ing the chemical vapor deposition (CVD) of supported catalysts yields super-dense and

vertically aligned ultra-long SWNTs. They claim this technique leads to SWNTs purities

above 99%. This type of approach can eliminate the need for post-synthesis processing.

However, SWNTs fabricated via CVD tend to posses higher structural disorder, large

diameter distributions and usually include a fraction of multi-walled carbon nanotubes

(MWNTs) as compared to floating catalyst techniques such as the high-pressure carbon

monoxide (HiPCO) process or laser evaporation. Detailed TEM studies for all laser ab-

lated samples showed the samples to be comprised of SWNTs bundles, catalyst particles

and amorphous carbon. The amount of amorphous carbon was seen to decrease with in-

creasing water content. Although the data suggests that the presence of water in the
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laser ablation reaction reduces amorphous C species, caution should be exercised as TEM

studies only monitor picogram quantities of the samples. Hence, we conducted addi-

tional studies. The absorption spectra of SWNTs typically contains 3 prominent peaks from

interband transitions. The first and most intense pair, from semiconducting tubes, are

termed the S11 and S22 transitions. The third, M11, stems from metallic SWNTs. The peak

widths correspond to the sample diameter distribution and can be used to determine the

mean diameter. We did not observe any shift in any of the peaks with increasing water

content (Figure 1a). The mean diameter as determined from the most prominent peak,

S11, was 1.26 nm +/- 0.01 nm after correction for exciton effects. The interband peaks

sit on a background originating from the π plasmon from carbon species, namely,

SWNTs and carbonaceous impurities (Figure 1a - inset). Hence, comparison of the SWNTs

interband peaks with the background provides a measure of the purity. Figure 1a high-

lights the relative increase in yield for two water contents, 3 ppm and 1227 ppm.

Figure 1b shows the quantitative changes in purity (SWNTs relative to amorphous

carbon) determined from the areas of the S11 peak after normalization and strapping the

background. The data shows a non-linear behavior; the relative SWNTs yield increase

decays with increasing water content so that by 700 ppm the improved yield is stable.

Changes are also observed in the Raman spectroscopic data. The presence of the radial

breathing modes in the spectra verifies that the structures are SWNTs (Figure 2a). The

diameters in resonance for these samples using the expression ω = 223/dt + 10 cor-

respond to diameters between 1.18 and 1.27 nm in good agreement with the OAS data.

At higher frequencies the D (disorder) mode and G (graphitic) modes are observed. The

G peaks (1565-1595 cm
-1

) arise from (tangential) C-C stretching in the graphene plane

and in these samples they are clearly separated which is also a characteristic of SWNTs.

Often the quality of SWNTs is defined as a measure of the G/D ratio, since it is argued the

intensity of the D mode is activated by defects in the tubes. In these trials the G/D

ratio is seen to rapidly improve with small increases of water vapor after which little

further improvement is obtained (at ca. 50 ppm). This improved crystallinity shows that

the role of water is more than simply the removal of amorphous carbon. The improved

G/D ratio (almost 100 %), even with very small amounts of H2O, does not occur in

tandem with the reduction of amorphous carbon as shown in the OAS data. Hence, whilst

a reduction in amorphous species might contribute to a reduced D mode, the observed

difference between the Raman and OAS data highlights a previously undisclosed role for

H2O enhanced SWNTs synthesis.

The Raman spectroscopic data shows a dramatic increase in the G/D ratio for only small

quantities of water (up to 50 ppm), after which little further improvement is obtained.

The enhanced crystallinity suggests an improved growth process in the reaction. Pre-

vious studies of ours in which the role of oxygen  and hygrogen where explored in laser

evaporation show that both oxygen and hydrogen can activate catalysts, viz. they

promote nanotube growth. The role of H in this presented study is probably weak, since

H can etch the SWNTs themselves and so increase the D mode. This is contrary to our

observations and points to oxygen activating the catalysts [2].

Another study in which catalysts supported on oxides showed the tops of the nanotubes

to have capped ends. The roots, despite persistent HREM investigations, showed no CNT

roots on catalyst particles. Indeed, the consistent observation of elongated catalyst

particles in the CNT core at an open end or further up the tube, suggest growth occurs

on the substrate itself [3]. 

Fig. 1: Panel a: normalized and strapped electronic
spectra from SWNTs; black curve 3 ppm H2O, blue

curve 1227 ppm H2O. Inset: normalized electronic
spectra sitting on plasmon tail. Panel b: SWNTs yield
versus H2O content in laser evaporation reaction.
(curve is to guide the eye).

Fig. 2: Panel a: Raman spectra from SWNTs; black

curve 3 ppm H2O, blue curve 1227 ppm H2O. 
Inset: expanded D modes after normalization to G
mode. Panel b: G/D ratio versus H2O content in laser
evaporation reaction. (curve is to guide the eye)
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This concept is radically different to that in which the catalyst both nucleates and

grows CNT and in which the supports role is limited to merely stabilizing the catalyst

particle. A catalytically active role by the support in the growth of CNT can also explain

the success of oxidizers (H2O or O2) in enhancing the growth of substrate based CVD

synthesis of CNT. Generally, it is argued that growth enhancement is due to the etching

of amorphous carbon species via OH radicals, which helps prevent poisoning of the cata-

lyst particles. Such poisoning of catalyst particles has not been demonstrated and has

recently been questioned by Reilly and Whitten [4]. They also point out the contradic-

tion in the argument that an amorphous carbon coating on the catalyst particle halts

growth, yet these catalyst particles are able to grow nanotubes (ordered carbon) or even

carbon nanofibers (disordered carbon). If however, the oxygen species at the surface of

the support are directly involved in the growth of the CNT, then it becomes crucial to

maintain oxygen surface species, which will be depleted by hydrogen in the CVD reac-

tion. Inclusion of a supplementary oxidizer in the CVD reaction effectively prevents pas-

sivation of the catalytically active oxide (support) surface by re-supplying oxygen. The

importance of surface hydroxide groups and surface oxygen in heterogeneous catalysis

is well known, as is the catalytic graphitization of carbon by oxides.

Various other studies also indicate an oxygen role in catalyst activation. For example,

CVD studies have shown oxygen-based activation of both metallic and non-metallic cata-

lysts, XPS studies on CNT grown from SiC show O chemically bound to C, catalyst free

growth of CNT can be obtained in oxy-fuel flames, and oxygen from oxides can also be

involved with CNT growth. Importantly, studies with oxygen containing gases show

oxygen accelerates graphitization. We postulate that oxygen (and possibly hydrogen)

play a role in the growth of the CNT by promoting the graphitisation of carbon at the root

of a growing tube. On-going studies are continuing to investigate the growth of carbon

nanotubes.
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Fig. 3: TEM micrographs of the CNT ends: 
CNT capped ends with encapsulated (elongated)
catalyst particle. CNT ends with compressed 
catalyst particle within the tube core. Open CNT
tubes without catalyst. Root of CNT on the 
substrate with elongated catalyst particle in the
tube core.
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A carbon-wrapped nanoscaled thermometer for temperature
control in biological environment
A. U. B. Wolter, A. Vyalikh, R. Klingeler, H.-J. Grafe, D. Haase, S. Hampel, M. Ritschel,

A. Leonhardt, B. Büchner

One promising field of nanotechnology concerns the diagnostic and therapeutic usage

of nanoparticles at the cellular level. One example is the nanoscaled thermometer based

on NMR-active material encapsulated in carbon nanotubes. Here, strongly temperature

dependent NMR parameters of the filling are exploited for spectroscopic in-situ tem-

perature control. Since many alkali and cuprous halides are known to show pronounced

temperature dependencies of NMR parameters, carbon nanotubes have been filled with

CuI and the NMR frequency shift and spin-lattice relaxation time were investigated at

different temperatures. The experimental data indicate pronounced temperature

dependencies of the NMR parameters, thereby giving a proof-of-concept that function-

alized carbon nanotubes can be employed for contactless thermometry in biomedical

applications.

Promising potential alternatives in cancer therapies emerge from the large field of

nanotechnology based on tailored nanosized biocompatible devices, which can be

transferred into cells. One therapeutic approach is the so-called "magnetic fluid hyper-

thermia" (MFH) [1], which applies the fact that a cancer cell-killing effect is caused when

a temperature above 41-42°C is maintained in the target volume. In MFH selective

heating of cancerous tissues is achieved by accumulating biofunctionalized superpara-

magnetic nanoparticles in the tumor followed by their inductive heating caused by the

application of an alternating magnetic field. Then, in such a hyperthermia approach

accurate control of the tissue temperature is mandatory. Currently, in clinical trials

temperature is controlled by a clinician's intervention by placing thermocouples or

fiberoptical thermometers into the tumor. As an alternative approach magnetic reso-

nance (MR) thermometry based on a temperature dependent proton resonance fre-

quency shift of the water molecule provides a continuous local non-invasive tempera-

ture control in addition to a good spatial localization directly at the cellular level, as e.g.

in laser-induced interstitial or ultrasound thermotherapy. However, large doses of un-

shielded magnets which are present in nanoparticle-based hyperthermia introduce

magnetic field inhomogeneities that reduce contrastivity based on the proton relaxation-

weighted image and thus prevent proton-based MR thermometry.

Instead, a novel way for contactless thermometry on the cellular level seems to be

advantageous, i.e., using a nanoscaled thermometer consisting of a carbon nanotube

(CNT) and a filling material with strongly temperature dependent nuclear magnetic res-

onance (NMR) parameters like the spin-lattice or the spin-spin relaxation, resonance fre-

quency, dipolar or scalar couplings, and electrical quadrupole couplings at 310-350K.

This way, temperature detection is possible with a high accuracy (< 0.1K) even in more

challenging situations with e.g. ferromagnetic particles nearby. Here, the use of carbon

nanotubes as nanocontainers has exceptional advantages for biomedical applications.

First, due to the protecting stable carbon shell the temperature sensor is protected from

oxidation. Second, the outer shell of CNT can be chemically modified, e.g., with cancer-

specific binding agents in order to enable attachment to a target tissue. Pantarotto

et al. demonstrated that the functionalized CNT can cross the cell membrane and

accumulate in the cytoplasm or reach the nucleus without being toxic for the cell. [2]

Finally, the container feature of CNT might, in principle, allow simultaneous filling of CNT

with a temperature sensor and another probe such as a ferromagnet (=heater) or a

(chemo-)therapeutic agent like carboplatin [3], thereby combining different function-

alities in one kind of CNT (Fig. 1). 

Fig. 1: Sketch of a filled carbon nanotube serving as a
nanoscaled thermometer for medical applications. (1)
A material with a strongly temperature dependent
nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) signal. (2) An ad-
ditional filling material for further functionalities, e.g.,
a ferromagnet for heating by means of applied alter-
nating current (AC) magnetic fields. (3) Functional-
ization of the outer shell for biocompatibility. [4]
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We have synthesized multi-walled carbon nanotubes by the fix bed method based on the

procedure proposed in Ref. [5]. Pristine CNT consist of 10 to 40 carbon layers with the

inner diameter of CNT varying from 5 to 20 nm and the typical tube length from 10-30 µm.

Since many alkali and cuprous halides are known to show pronounced temperature

dependencies of NMR parameters, we chose cuprous iodide (CuI) as a filling agent for

such a nanothermometer. For filling with CuI the CNT were opened using a three-step

procedure consisting of thermal and acidic treatment. The opened CNT were put in a

silica glass ampoule together with CuI in excess and heated at 600°C for 24h. At this

temperature CuI is completely sublimated and transported into the opened CNT thanks

to the capillarity effect. The resultant material was examined by transmission electron

microscopy (Fig. 2a-b), X-ray diffraction analysis and energy dispersive X-ray analysis

(Fig. 2c) and identified as CNT filled to 80 % with single crystalline cuprous iodide.

The NMR measurements were done on powdered material in an external magnetic field

of 7.05 T. Although both 
63

Cu and 
127

I nuclear isotopes possess a quadrupole moment,

in cuprous iodide copper and iodine atoms each are surrounded tetrahedrally by four

atoms of the opposite kind. This leads to a vanishing quadrupolar coupling and a single

resonance line for each isotope. The temperature dependencies of different NMR

parameters (e.g. resonance frequency ν and spin-lattice relaxation rate 1/T1) were

investigated for 
63

Cu and 
127

I. While the overall temperature dependencies for the NMR

parameters follow a similar qualitative behavior for the signals from the cation and the

anion, the absolute change per temperature interval has shown to be much smaller for

the cation site providing a lower accuracy in temperature determination. Hence, in the

following only results for the 
127

I nucleus will be shown and discussed.

From the analysis of the 
127

I-NMR spectra an increase of the resonance frequency with

temperature has been deduced (Fig. 3a), which is most likely caused by variations in the

orbital overlap due to an increase of vibrational amplitudes with temperature and lat-

tice dilatation. The data are well fitted with a linear function, but a relative small slope

of this function leads to an error of 15 K in temperature determination. 

On the other hand, much more promising results have been obtained for the 
127

I spin-

lattice relaxation rate T1
-1

(Fig. 3b). The T1
-1

dependence is found to be in very good

agreement with a quadratic law that is expected for a Raman two-phonon quadrupolar

process. [6] This behavior is observed over the entire temperature range implying no

contributions from impurities which might appear at low temperatures and from ionic

diffusion which might be observed in the high temperature range. This is consistent with

the view that the spin-lattice relaxation is driven by a quadrupolar mechanism, which

at a first glance might appear to be unusual, since CuI crystallizes in the zinc blende

structure. However, time-dependent quadrupolar interactions can arise from time-

dependent distortions of the nuclear environment by the lattice vibrational modes,

although in a perfect crystal of CuI no static, secular interaction between the nuclear

electric quadrupole moment and the crystalline electric field gradient are expected. The
127

I experimental data are well fitted with the quadratic function T1
-1

= a + b · T + c · T
2
,

where fitting coefficients are a = 1, b = (7±1)x10
-2

and c = (1.49±0.05)x10
-3

. Here, the

mean squared errors of the fitting coefficients provide an estimate for the accuracy in

temperature determination for the CuI-CNT nanothermometer, resulting in a tempera-

ture accuracy of 2 K in the range of biological interest (i.e. 290-320 K). This is a prom-

ising result and a good starting point to look for further filling materials in order to

increase the accuracy of temperature determination. Possible candidates should be

found within the group of metallic and/or magnetic materials usually exhibiting a

highly dynamic behavior as well as a strongly temperature dependent susceptibility.

Fig. 2: Characterization of cuprous-iodide-filled car-
bon nanotubes. (a) Transmission electron microscopy
image of the partial filled carbon nanotube. (b) High
resolution transmission electron microscopy image 
indicates single crystallinity of encapsulated material.
(c) Local electron diffraction X-ray analysis identifies
filling material as cuprous iodide. [4]

Fig. 3: Temperature dependencies of 127I nuclear
magnetic resonance parameters measured on
cuprous-iodide-filled carbon nanotubes. 
(a) Nuclear magnetic resonance frequency. 
(b) Nuclear spin-lattice relaxation rate. The symbols
represent the experimental data. The solid lines are
the fits (see text). [4]
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Since such a carbon-wrapped nanothermometer is aimed for biomedical applications at

the cellular level, it is crucial to demonstrate that the functionalized CNT can penetrate

through the cell membrane and enter the cell. As a first step, in the present work the

uptake of empty multi-walled CNT used as template for filling has been investigated in

a tumor cell culture. Fig. 4 shows the cellular internalization of these CNT (100 µg/ml)

dispersed by human serum albumin in EJ28 bladder cancer cells. Then, it is most

reasonable to assume that CuI-CNT should also be uptaken in the cells and thus can serve

as intracellular thermometers in biological systems.
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Fig. 4: Transmission electron microscopy images of
the EJ28 human bladder cancer cells (a) before the
treatment and (b) after the treatment with multi-
walled carbon nanotubes. The cellular internalization
of multi-walled carbon nanotubes, which were 
dispersed by human serum albumin, is observed. [4]
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Effect of surface finishing and of mechanically induced 
defects on the corrosion of bulk metallic glasses
A. Gebert, P. F. Gostin, M. Johne, E. Mund, H. Klauss, U. Kühn, J. Eckert, L. Schultz 

The kind of surface finishing and mechanical loading can remarkably influence the cor-

rosion resistance of Zr-based bulk metallic glass specimen. Fine-polishing procedures

were found to sensitize the surface for chloride attack leading to pitting corrosion.

Mechanically induced physical defects like shear bands, cracks or craters are preferred

initiation points for pitting. These influencing factors on the corrosion behaviour of

bulk metallic glasses will have to be carefully considered for applications.

Multicomponent Zr-based alloys are presently the most prominent bulk metallic

glasses (BMG’s). Due to their unique mechanical properties, i.e. high yield strength, high

elastic strain limit and low Young’s modulus, these BMG’s are very attractive for appli-

cations under high mechanical load, e.g. as small parts of sportive goods, automobiles,

portable electronic devices or pressure sensors as well as devices for MEMS or surgical

tools [1,2]. Those particular applications require a precise final shaping and surface

finishing of the BMG parts on the micron and submicron scale. On one hand BMG’s offer

the advantage of near net-shape castability. However, often cast parts have to be

machined and surface finished in terms of cutting, mechanical grinding and polishing.

Moreover, periodically applied mechanical stresses can induce shear band formation

leading to fracture of the material. Shot-peening is a conventional technique which was

recently firstly employed for BMG’s [3]. The controlled introduction of compressive sur-

face stresses results in multiple shear band formation and in consequence, enhanced

plasticity is achieved.     

High corrosion resistance under application-relevant conditions is a decisive criterion

for the commercialisation of new materials. BMG’s have been subjected to numerous

fundamental corrosion studies [4,5]. Zr-based glasses exhibit excellent passivity in

chloride-free aqueous solutions in a very wide pH-value range. This is mainly due to the

strong tendency of the valve metal components, e.g. Zr, Al, Ti or Nb, to form barrier-type

passive films on the alloy surface. However, a high susceptibility for chloride-induced

pitting and a low re-passivation ability was detected. This was attributed to the existence

of crystalline inclusions in cast samples, which act as pitting initiation points. But so far

mostly neglected aspects are that the kind of surface finishing and defects generated by

severe mechanical load can have remarkable effects on the corrosion reactivity of the

BMG’s. This was in the focus of recent detailed studies. The Zr59Ti3Cu20Al10Ni8 alloy with

Fig. 1: Cyclic anodic polarization of a Zr-based
BMG after different surface finishings recorded in
0.01 M Na2SO4 solution; treatment-dependent
Cu oxidation at > 0 V
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very high glass-forming ability was chosen as example case, for which basic corrosion

mechanisms were already known. 

The state of surface finishing of a Zr-based bulk metallic glass can decisively determine

its reactivity in aqueous solutions. Figure 1 shows anodic cyclic polarization curves

recorded on the cross-sectional area of a cast bulk sample after cutting and different

finishing procedures. Similar as for an as-cast surface, after mechanical grinding with

SiC paper down to grid 4000 and after additional fine polishing with 1 µm diamond

suspension the alloy surface is spontaneously passive, i.e. the anodic current density

remains generally very low. Also after severe mechanical surface degradation by shot-

peening the glassy alloy stabilizes in a passive state, Cu oxidation is completely sup-

pressed and additional pronounced oxidation of Zr and other valve metal components

occurs at potentials above 1.5 V. The passive state is related with the growth of very thin

non-permeable films mainly composed of Zr- and Al- oxides. But this goes along with an

enrichment of metallic Cu in the close metal/oxide interface-near region. In contrast,

fine polishing of the BMG surface using SiO2 suspensions leads to a mirror-like finish,

but also increases its environmental reactivity. With beginning anodic polarization at

potentials above 0 V a significant oxidation peak occurs indicating a preferred Cu

oxidation before a passive state is attained. This is a similar trend as observed for

chemically etched alloy surfaces and indicates that this kind of suspension polish is

not only a mechanical treatment but comprises also chemical reactions leading to Cu

enrichment at the glassy alloy surface. This modification in the surface finishing state

has also remarkable consequences for the pitting susceptibility of the alloy. Figure 2

shows linear anodic polarization curves recorded for the glassy Zr59Ti3Cu20Al10Ni8 alloy

in chloride-containing solution. While the mechanically ground (4000 grid) sample

surface remains stable passive in the whole anodic regime, the diamond fine-polished

sample exhibits under these polarization conditions a slightly higher corrosion current

density and a weakly pronounced anodic active peak before a passive state it reached.

At this slightly more reactive surface a chloride-induced passive layer breakdown, which

initiates the pitting process, occurs at ∼ 0.5 V. The steep rise of the current density in-

dicates a very rapid pit growth. An even stronger increase of the chloride susceptibility

is obtained after fine-polishing with SiO2 suspension. The anodic active peak, which is

mainly related with the Cu oxidation is clearly pronounced and this selective surface

oxidation process results in an early passive film breakthrough at ∼ 0.2 V. In summary,

these studies demonstrated that fine-polishing procedures of Zr-based glassy alloy

samples may be necessary for certain applications, but have a detrimental effect on the

corrosion resistance of these new materials.                 

Fig. 2: Linear anodic polarization of a
Zr-based BMG in 0.01 M NaCl solution 
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Fig. 3: SEM images of corrosion pits generated on a
shear band crossing of a predeformed Zr-based BMG
sample

Under high mechanical load bulk metallic glasses exhibit at room temperature an inho-

mogeneous deformation behaviour, i.e. a high stress level is localized in only very thin

shear bands that are visible as lines at a deformed sample surface. Those shear bands can

be regarded as physical surface defects of the homogeneous glassy phase and they are

obviously electrochemically active higher energetic surface sites. Figure 3 shows cor-

rosion pits generated on a cast sample that was pre-deformed to the maximum stress

level and then immersed in acidic chloride solution. Under compressive stress numerous

shear bands formed and chloride attack resulting in pit initiation occurred prefer-

entially along those shear bands and on shear band crossings. These sites represent local

spots of elevated topography of the otherwise rather smooth surface and of higher stress

concentration of the otherwise relaxed glassy state. Furthermore, the shear band for-

mation is related with rupture of the natively formed thin passive layer. That may explain

their attractiveness for chloride ions. On the opposite it was also demonstrated that

pre-corrosion has a significant effect on the room temperature deformation behaviour

of Zr-based BMG’s. A general trend was observed that presence of corrosion pits on com-

pression test samples reduces the maximum achievable strength level and many shear

bands were found to be pinned to corrosion pits. Obviously these pits are weak points at

the sample surface that ease the shear band formation.

The compressive stress applied to the glassy alloy surface by shot-peening leads not

only to shear band formation, but severely damages the surface in terms of cracks,

crevices, craters and even vein-like patterns that are typically known from fracture

surfaces of BMG’s and which origin from flaked off pieces. Also this treatment sensitizes

the surface and reduces the pitting resistance. Figure 4 shows a typical morphology of

a pit generated on a shot-peened BMG surface. Starting from a crevice the pit propagates

spherically into the glassy phase. Due to the residual stress state of the shot peened

surface the pit growth is accompanied by formation of manifold small cracks propa-

gating into pit growth direction.           

In summary, the kind of surface finishing and mechanical loading can remarkably influ-

ence the corrosion behaviour of Zr-based bulk metallic glass specimen. Fine-polishing

procedures were found to sensitize the surface for chloride attack. Mechanically induced

physical defects like shear bands, cracks or craters are preferred initiation points for

pitting. These new aspects will have to be carefully considered for BMG applications.
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Fig. 4: SEM image of a corrosion pit generated on a
shot-peened Zr-based BMG sample
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Self-propelled Microjets at Low Reynolds Numbers
A. A. Solovev, Y. F. Mei, S. Harazim, C. Deneke, G. S. Huang, O. G. Schmidt

We demonstrate microjet engines with diameters of several micrometers, which are

prepared by rolled-up nanotechnology and consist of metallic Ti/Fe/Co/Pt or semicon-

ductor/metallic InGaAs/Cr/Pt microtubes from stacked nanomembranes. In presence

of an integrated catalytic platinum layer as an inner wall, hydrogen peroxide can be

decomposed into oxygen and water inside the tube, thrusting out microbubbles at one

end of the tube and driving it towards the opposite direction. Such microengines can

reach high speeds up to ∼2100 µm/second (60 body length per second) and their

motions can be partially controlled by remote magnetic fileds, which are directly

visualized by long microbubble tails resembling those of biological systems.

Development of autonomous micro-/nanoengines is of great interst for emerging

technologies like delivery of drugs,[1] self assembly of functional micro-structures,[2]

cargo functionality,[3] and its integration into microfluidics.[4] Because at low Reynolds

numbers high viscosity and surface tension of liquids are encountered,[5] many efforts

have been devoted to control motion at the microscale involving both biological and

artificially designed micromotors. For example, bacterial “micro-horses” as trans-

porters,[6] catalytic bimetallic nanomotors,[7] and artificial flagella to support cell mo-

tions.[8] have been suggested as potential candidates to realize synthetic biological life

on the micro-/ and nanoscale. In recent years catalytic nanomotors have been engi-

neered, since such micro-/nanoscale devices offer universality and high power for

motions through fluids at low Reynolds numbers. Here we demonstrate self-propelled

microjet engines made of rolled-up microtubes integrating magnetic and catalytic

layers.[9-10] In comparison to previous work,[3-4] there are several physical effects si-

multaneously observed in microtubes, such as fluid capillary micro-pumping, catalytic

reaction and the ejection of reaction products (i.e. microbubbles) from the tube end. 

Recent progress in the field of catalytic micro/nanoengines suggests two main differ-

ent mechanisms for engine acceleration. The first one deals with electrophoresis: elec-

trons transferred in bimetallic junctions induce motions of protons within the Debye

length and cause fluid pumping, which in turn transfers momentum to the nanoengine.

The other explanation relies on gas production at the interface to a catalytic material.

Our experiments clearly reveal the occurrence of microbubbles expelled from one tube

end, which push the engine into the opposite direction. Each bubble thrusting out

causes a descrete step-like motion of the microjet[10]. The microjet’s velocity can be

roughly described as a product of microbubble radius and ejection frequency. The recoiled

bubbles form fascinating tails at the tube ends, which allos us to trace back the micro-

jet trajectory. Such long tails are commonly oberved in biology. For instance, listeria

moves around by ejecting actin comet tails, and the discrete step size of the movement

is equal to the actin monomer length.[11]

Our catalytic microjets are formed from pre-stressed thin films prepared by electron

beam angular deposition of metals on patterned sacrificial polymer or semiconductor

layers.[9-10] Thin films consisting of Ti/Fe/Au/Pt, Ti/Fe/Co/Pt or hybrid metal/semicon-

ductors  (InGaAs/Cr/Pt) roll up into microtubes by selectively etching away a sacrificial

buffer layer. Pt is used as the catalyst in the tubular microstructure, and the Fe or Co

functional layer is used for magnetic control of the microjet motions. Figure 1 sketches

a self-propelled microjet in motion. The visible tail consists of expelled oxygen micro-

bubbles, which push the tube into the opposite direction. Figure 2a displays a scanning

electron microscopy image of a microjet with a tubular wall consisting of 6 nm AlGaAs,

5 nm Cr, and 5 nm Pt. 

Fig. 1: Schematic diagram showing a self-propelled
microjet in an aqueous solution of hydrogen peroxide.
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If microtubes, still fixed to the substrate, are immersed in hydrogen peroxide aqueous

solution (3–30%), oxygen microbubbles are generated from the tube openings as shown

in Fig. 2b. These stationary but chemically active tube structures might find applications

as fully integrative on-chip reactors to provide energy in a nanofactory. For a free tube

in a H2O2 solution, the expelled bubbles can drive the microtubes. Since both ends of the

microtube are not necessarily symmetric, bubbles are usually released from one tube end,

only, at a certain angle with respect to tube axis. Figure 3 illustrates a wide variety of

different microjet trajectories during autonomous motions in a fluid containing hydro-

gen peroxide. Trajectories can be divided into 3 groups: (a) straight, (b) circular, and (c)

spirals. Motion in a straight line is the simplest and the requirement is that the vector

of the driving force is parallel to the tube axis. For circular trajectories (see Fig. 3b),

bubbles are released from the tubular end at certain angles, which creates torque,

causing the microjet to rotate clockwise or counterclockwise. Trajectories similar to those

illustrated in Fig. 3 have been discussed in a detailed kinematic picture for listeria

monocytogenes.[11]

Full control over microengine motions is required especially for integration in Lab-on-

a-Chip applications. We have therefore investigated the motion of our microjets in ex-

ternal rotating magnetic fields. For the sake of simplicity, we have chosen microengines

which otherwise move in straight lines. When a rotating field is applied, microjets start

to become localized (confined) in circular trajectories. Figure 4a (black circle) shows

experimental data points of the localization radius as a function of the rotating

Fig. 4: Magnetic control of microjets which self pro-
pel in straight trajectories. (a) Localization radius as 
a function of rotating magnetic field frequency at 
a constant linear velocity (circles) and dependence 
of localization radius on the mean linear velocity 
at a constant frequency of rotating magnetic field
(squares). The solid lines are calculated values. 
(b) Experimental video frames of moving microjets at
different speeds but with constant rotating magnetic
field, corresponding to the data points (squares)
shown in (a). Yellow drawings represent microjets
with a direction of motion indicated by a blue arrow.
Black circles with arrows schematically show the ap-
plied rotating magnetic field. Scale bar is 100 µm. 

Fig. 2: (a) Scanning electron microscopy image of a
rolled up AlGaAs/Cr/Pt microtube, with layer thick-
nesses of 6 nm (AlGaAs), 5 nm (Cr), and 5 nm (Pt).
(b) Optical microscopy image of a working micro-
engine fixed on a substrate. Scale bar in (b) corre-
sponds to 20 µm.

Fig. 3: Trajectories observed during autonomous mo-
tions of microjets, consisting of (a) straight lines with
multiple and single-tail bubble tails (from right to left),
(b) motion in circles with different diameters, and 
(c) spiral motions. Image sizes are 420µm x 420µm.
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frequency of the magnetic field. The microjet has a constant average velocity of 305 µm/s.

Blue squares in Fig. 4a and frames in Fig. 4b show experimental results of the local-

ization radius as a function of the linear velocity applying a constant rotating mag-

netic field with a frequency of 0.3 Hz. Kinematically, the localization radius (r) can be

described as a function of the linear velocity υ and the frequency fB as r = υ/(2π fB).

Using the average value of the linear velocity (305 µm/s) and substituting values of mag-

netic field frequencies in the range of 0.3–3.3 Hz, the calculation can well-describe the

experimental points in Fig. 4(a). As expected, the localization radius depends linearly

on the velocity for a constant magnetic field as drawn by the blue line in Fig. 4(a). How-

ever, at higher magnetic field frequencies the microjets start to hit their own tails (i.e.

bubbles), which causes fluctuations in their linear and angular velocities. Interest-

ingly, these results mimic the behavior of magnetotactic bacteria in rotating magnetic

fields. Such bacteria contain nanomagnets and navigate by using the relatively week

magnetic field of the Earth.[12]

In conclusion, we have demonstrated microjet engines moving at high speeds up to

2 mm/s (60 body lengths per second), which is among the fastest autonomous motions

known in both biological and synthetic microengines. The trajectories of the microjets

are well-visualized by expelled bubble tails. We can remotely control the motion of the

microjets by applying external magnetic field. Our results pave the way towards po-

tential applications of micro-/nanoengines in Lab-on-a-Chip and nanomedicine

technologies.
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CdTe quantum dots as single photon sources
H.S. Lee, M. Benyoucef, J. Gabel, F. Ding, T.W. Kim, H.L. Park, A. Rastelli, O.G. Schmidt

Triggered single-photon emission from a single CdTe/ZnTe quantum dot (QD) grown on

Si(001) substrate is demonstrated for the first time. Power-dependent and polar-

ization-dependent microphotoluminescence (µ-PL) measurements are performed to

identify the neutral exciton (X), the biexciton (XX), and the charged excitons (CX, and

CX’) in single QDs. The emission wavelength of QDs can be tuned in a wide spectral

range (more than 8 meV) using a focused laser beam. A nearly perfect single-photon

emission from the X line is preserved even after the energy tuning.

Introduction. Recent experiments have shown that self-assembled quantum dots (QDs)

are good candidates for the production of triggered single photons [1-3], indistinguish-

able photons, and entangled photon pairs. II-VI QDs are interesting due to their large

excitonic binding energies, short radiative lifetimes, and the strong Coulomb interac-

tion which make them very attractive for single photon generation and quantum opti-

cal experiments. The short lifetime could also allow operation at high repetition rates.

From the technological point of view it would be desirable to obtain single-photons on

demand from single quantum dots grown on conventional Si(001) substrates. The inte-

gration of classical optoelectronic devices on Si is a long standing dream and keeps

being a formidable challenge, as it is usually difficult to grow direct bandgap compound

semiconductors on Si. Planar structures with QDs have been grown on Si, but single-

photon emission has not been reported so far.

Experimental Details. The studied sample was grown by molecular beam epitaxy (MBE)

and atomic layer epitaxy (ALE) on a Si(001) substrate and consists of a single CdTe QD

layer (with dot density of about 3x10
10

cm
-2

) embedded in ZnTe barriers. The Si(001) sub-

strate was etched in a mixture of NH4F and HF (7:1) at room temperature for 1 min and

rinsed in de-ionized water prior to the growth. A 900 nm ZnTe buffer layer was first grown

on Si(001) substrate at 320°C using MBE, followed by 2.5 monolayers CdTe grown at the

same temperature using ALE. The CdTe QDs were then capped with 100 nm ZnTe using MBE.

For the laser heating experiment a part of the sample was coated with 200 nm SiO2 us-

ing electron beam evaporation. For photoluminescence (PL) measurements the sample

is mounted in a helium flow cryostat. A microscope objective (NA = 0.5) is used to focus

a frequency-doubled Nd:YVO4 continuous wave (cw) laser with an excitation wave-

length of 532 nm for PL and laser processing or a frequency doubled Ti-sapphire laser

operating at 450 nm (pulse width of ∼2 ps and repetition frequency of 76.2 MHz) for

photon correlation measurements. 

Results and Discussion. Figure 1(a) shows the grayscale coded µ-PL intensity of the

emission of a single QD as a function of linear polarization angle and emission energy.

Figure 1(b) shows normalized µ-PL spectra taken at 0
o

and 90
o

polarization angle. The

lines labeled with X and XX split with the same magnitude (∼ 200 µeV) but opposite sign.

They are therefore attributed to neutral exciton and biexciton recombination where the

splitting is due to electron-hole exchange interaction (fine structure splitting, FSS) [4].

On the other hand, since singly charged excitons in their ground states contain two same

carriers forming a singlet, we expect no splitting for trions [5]. For this reason we can

attribute the CX and CX’ lines to the two oppositely charged trions. The biexciton bind-

ing energy (13.1 meV) measured in a single CdTe/ZnTe QD is enhanced as compared to

that typical for III-V quantum dots (of the order of about 4 meV). This result agrees well

with the stronger electron-hole correlation in II-VI quantum dots, which leads to large

binding energies for XX. 

Fig. 1: (a) Gray-scale coded µ-photoluminescence 
intensity for the exciton (X), the biexciton (XX), and
the charged excitons (CX and CX’) as a function of 
linear polarization angle. (b) Normalized µ-Photo-
luminescence spectra at 0o and 90o polarization angle.
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In order to further confirm the X and XX lines, we performed power-dependent µ-PL

measurements of the emitted light. Figure 2(a) shows the µ-PL spectra of a single QD at

8 K for different excitation power values and Fig. 2(b) the integrated intensity of the X

and XX emission lines plotted as a function of the excitation power. The solid rectangles

and circles represent X and XX lines, respectively. With increasing excitation power, the

intensity of the XX line increases faster than that of the X line. Since the initial state for

biexciton creation is an exciton, the biexciton population grows faster with excitation

power than that of the exciton [6]. The observed evolution of the spectrum with the

increase of the excitation power allows clear assignment of the X line and the XX line to

the optically active exciton and biexciton, respectively.

To demonstrate triggered single-photon generation, we measured the second-order

correlation function g
(2)

(τ) under pulsed excitation. Fig. 3 shows the measured unnor-

malized correlation function n(τ) under pulsed excitation for the X emission of a single

QD before and after energy tuning by laser heating (see below) and the corresponding

PL spectra. All displayed measurements were performed at low excitation power to pre-

vent blue-shift of the QD emission lines. The measured n(τ) consists of series of corre-

lation peaks separated by the repetition period 13.12 ns. As expected, in the case of co-

herent source (pulsed laser) all peak areas are identical (see Fig.3 (a)) showing Poisson

distributed statistics. In contrast to the mode-locked laser, the central peak at τ = 0 ns

of the QD X emission is significantly suppressed, an unambiguous signature of a single-

photon source. For perfect single photon emission the central peak is absent indicating

the generation of only one photon per pulse. For the investigated QD, a practically per-

fect single photon emission is observed. The value of the second order correlation g
(2)

(0) is about 0.14 for the central peak which does not reach its theoretical value of zero

due to the presence of a weak uncorrelated background. 

A problem related to the use of self-assembled QDs as independent sources for indis-

tinguishable single-photons is, that such QDs emit at different wavelengths due to un-

avoidable fluctuations in size/shape/composition during the fabrication processes.

Therefore, it is important to find strategies to accurately tune the emission of single QDs

into resonance ideally within the lifetime-limited dephasing time. As discussed below,

using laser heating, we first blue-shift the X line, and then measure the autocorrelation

again using the pulsed laser. Interestingly, the single photon emission from the same dot

after laser processing is preserved (Fig. 3(c)). 

Figure 4 demonstrates that the focused laser beam used for µ-PL spectroscopy can also

be used to controllably blue-shift the emission of a single CdTe/ZnTe QD. At low laser

power (here 50 µW) we collect µ-PL spectra; at high laser powers (here up to 18 mW) we

Fig. 2: (a) Micro-photoluminescence spectra of a 
single QD at 8 K for different excitation powers. 
(b) The integrated intensity of the emission lines of
the exciton (X) and the biexciton (XX) plotted as a
function of the excitation power. 

Fig. 3: Photon correlation measurements of: 
(a) Pulsed laser, (b) and (c) the X line from a single
CdTe QD in a sample coated with 200 nm SiO2

before and after laser heating. (d) and (e) the 
corresponding PL spectra before and after energy
tuning by laser heating.
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heat the structure and promote structural changes producing a blue-shift of the emis-

sion. Figure 4(a) and (b) compare the emission behavior for two different QDs in the

as-grown sample (Fig. 4(a)) and in the same sample, but coated with a 200 nm thick

SiO2 layer (Fig. 4(b)). After each heating step (of 5 s duration), the excitonic X line is

gradually blue-shifted. Fig. 4(c) illustrates the X peak position and the linewidth as a

function of heating power from the SiO2 coated sample. At a laser power of 18 mW, we

obtain a maximum energy shift of about 8 meV for the sample coated with SiO2 (Fig. 4(c)).

In contrast to this, only a small shift is observed for the QD in the uncoated sample

(0.7 meV). The linewidth remains almost constant at reasonably low heating powers up

to 13 mW and then increases gradually for the investigated QDs suggesting that no sig-

nificant damage is produced by the laser heating. The single photon emission from the

same dot after “laser processing” is preserved (see Fig. 3(c)).

Conclusions. We have investigated the optical properties of single CdTe/ZnTe QD grown

on Si (100) substrates by using MBE and ALE. From polarization-dependent and power-

dependent µ-PL spectra, we unambiguously identified the exciton and biexciton (X and

XX) lines. Two additional lines (CX and CX’) with no measurable fine structure splitting

were attributed to single charged excitons. We have demonstrated  that such dots can

be used as triggered single-photon sources and we have presented a method to tune the

emission energy in a large spectral range. These results indicate that it may become fea-

sible to fabricate indistinguishable single-photon sources.
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Reversibly straining ferroic oxide films
K. Dörr, M. D. Biegalski, O. Bilani-Zeneli, K. Boldyreva, M. C. Dekker, R. B. Gangineni,

A. Herklotz, J.-W. Kim, K. Nenkov, A. D. Rata, L. Schultz, H. M. Christen 

The biaxial strain present in thin films substantially alters electronic properties of

strongly correlated oxide films. We have developed a novel method that is more ver-

satile than mechanical bending for the direct measurement of strain-dependent film

properties. Ferroelectric and ferromagnetic oxides grown epitaxially on pseudocubic

piezoelectric substrates of PMN-PT have been structurally characterized in reversibly

varied biaxial strain states using x-ray diffraction methods. The strain effects on fer-

roelectric polarization, magnetization and electrical resistance have been directly

measured for some selected oxide perovskite materials such as multiferroic BiFeO3,

manganites and cobaltites.   

Lattice strain is universally present in thin films. Correlated oxide materials with ferro-

electric, ferromagnetic or multiferroic orders are extraordinarily sensitive towards

strain [1]. For example, efficient coupling of two-phase multiferroics composed of a

magnetic and a ferroelectric component is achieved via elastic strain at interfaces [2,3].

Until now, effects of strain have typically been studied by comparing sets of films grown

onto substrates with different lattice-mismatch or with different thicknesses. However,

inherent variations in defect structure and composition between different films make

such comparisons difficult. We have developed a novel method to measure the effects

of strain on oxide thin film properties [2]. The method utilizes epitaxial oxide film growth

of the material under study directly onto piezoelectric substrates. Electrical actuation

of the piezoelectric substrate is employed to provide uniform and reversible strain to

thin-film materials while keeping their defect structure and composition unchanged.  

Here, piezoelectric substrates of pseudocubic PMN-PT (0.72Pb(Mg1/3Nb2/3)O3 -

0.28 PbTiO3 (001)) [2] were utilized to exert uniform and reversible strain to single-crys-

tal epitaxial perovskite films.  An electric field applied across the crystal significantly

changes the lattice parameter of the PMN-PT crystal, as measured using 4-circle x-ray

diffraction. Our work shows that the biaxial strain is fully transferred to epitaxial films,

regardless of defects and buffer layers. 

Using this method, strains in excess of 0.2% are readily achieved, and are remarkably

linear with the applied voltage (Fig. 1). Additionally, the strain achieved for a given volt-

age is essentially temperature-independent (from 80K to room temperature), enabling

temperature-dependent strain-effect measurements.  In-plane and out-of-plane lattice

parameters can be determined (Fig. 1), from which the Poisson ratio of the material can

be derived directly. Note that the close-to-cubic structure with in-plane angular distor-

tions below 0.1
o

for the chosen composition of PMN-PT provides sufficiently uniform film

strain irrespective of the actual ferroelectric domain structure [4].

Next to the measurement of mechanical properties, the technique was demonstrated

to measure the effects of strain on the ferroelectric behaviour of BiFeO3 thin films [5]

(Fig. 2), the only known single-phase room-temperature multiferroic. The results on

strain-dependent polarization show a remarkable agreement with predictions [6],

whereas the large strain effect on the switching (coercive) field is uniquely observed.

As coercivity is a property that strongly depends on defects and microstructure, reversible

measurements are capable of providing otherwise inaccessible insight into the strain

influence.     

Magnetic oxides such as perovskite manganites and cobaltites La1-x AxMO3 (M= Mn or Co;

A = non-trivalent doping element) have been epitaxially grown on PMN-PT in order to

evaluate the strain-dependent magnetization and electrical conductivity. For man-

ganites known for their colossal magnetoresistance and spin-polarized conduction

band, an unusual sensitivity of the ferromagnetic Curie temperature (TC) on biaxial

Fig.1: Strain-dependent monoclinic lattice parameters
of a BiFeO3 (200 nm) film on PMN-PT(001) as a
function of applied voltage to the substrate. The
change in lattice parameters is roughly linear.

Fig. 2: Top: sample scheme. Bottom: strain-dependent
ferroelectric polarization of a BiFeO3 film grown on
PMN-PT(001) with a La0.8Sr0.2MnO3 bottom elec-
trode. The voltage of 450 V causes a biaxial in-plane
compression of 0.15%.
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strain exceeding 190 K/% has been found [2]. This can be exploited for strain control

of the magnetization, as demonstrated in successful approaches for two-phase multi-

ferroics [2, 3]. Of particular interest is the strain response of electrical transport, since

it is rather impossible to extract this information from a comparison of various films due

to the impact of microstructure. In recent decades, semiconductors have been checked

in a search for large elastoresistance that is the strain-induced resistance (R) change ex-

ploited, for instance, in force microscopy tips. Ferromagnetic manganite films have been

discovered to show a resistive gauge factor (relative R change per strain change) beyond

400 comparable to the most sensitive piezoresistive semiconductors. Manganites in a

phase-separated magnetic state even reveal gauge factors up to 1000 close to the me-

tal-insulator transition (Fig. 3) [7]. Similarly, a huge strain response of the conductiv-

ity of a ferromagnetic cobaltite has been observed [8]. These results underline the

extraordinary impact of strain on the electronic band structure of correlated oxide thin

films.         

Summarizing, the straightforward method of applying reversible strain from a piezo-

electric substrate provides a general and valuable technique to study the effects of strain

on a great variety of material properties. The technique is applicable not only for

epitaxial oxide thin films, but for a wide range of materials including metastable mate-

rials and nanostructured films. The distinct advantage of this technique over others is

that inherent trends in material properties can be extracted directly from single samples.

The biaxial film strain is provided as an in-situ variable parameter during experiments.   
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Immediate technological impact

New Crystal Growth Furnace for Floating Zone Melting Under High
Gas Pressure
D. Lindackers, S. Ziller, F. Fischer, G. Behr

The opportunity of floating zone crystal growth under high pressure and well defined

gases and gas mixtures provides a completely new potential for single crystal growth of

new of oxides and other compounds with volatile components.

In early 2008 the IFW single crystal laboratory was enriched by a new apparatus for

floating zone melting which has been completely engineered, designed and assembled

in house. Its operational parameters are setting new benchmarks regarding variability

in material classes, ease of use and reliability in long term operation. Due to the unique

performance requirements on the new apparatus quite a number of its major components

have to be developed prior to the successful assembly of the prototype. Thus the

working title Smart Floating Zone – SFZ furnace became official in house and is going to

be used further. 

The technological basics were derived from a setup reported by Balbashov et al. [1]. Here

a vertical floating zone is heated by the radiation of a single, polychromatic light source

which is imaged to the process area in an arrangement of two vertically mounted

ellipsoid mirrors. The optical setup and details of the crystal growth chamber are de-

picted in Fig.1.

Single crystal growth proceeds by vertical movement (here shown downwards) of the feed

rod through the melting zone and finally the growing crystal out of it. By tuning the elec-

trical power of the XBO xenon short arc lamp and varying the shutter orifice the process

temperature can be controlled to some extend. 

The advantage of this heating method is the broad variability in terms of melting tem-

peratures, applicable temperature profiles/gradients and, in contrast to inductively

heated floating zone furnaces, being independent of the samples electrical properties.

Due to the fact that the method is well established for many years in single crystal pre-

paration at the IFW, its benefits are well known just as its limits. Thus the motivation to

develop a new floating zone furnace was to have an optimized apparatus available

facilitating new experimental conditions and possibilities on single crystal preparation.

By which means this goal has been achieved is reported as follows.

Fig. 1: Optical setup of SFZ furnace
with scheme of single crystal growth
(highlighted insert)
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Fig. 2: in-situ measurements of the floating
zone temperature

In order to optimize the floating zone process - in particular the irradiation profile for-

mation into the melting zone - the optical parameters were analyzed and recalculated

in detail [2]. In close cooperation with Fraunhofer Institute für Optik und Feinmechanik

in Jena the final mirror geometries were developed ready for manufacturing and appli-

cation. In the SFZ furnace the mirror distance to each other, the position of the XBO lamp

in the bottom mirror and the position of the molten zone relatively to the upper mirror

can be adjusted easily by separate precision linear drives. This new feature controls the

imaging of the xenon arc on the sample surface by focusing, specific defocusing and by

varying the angle of incidence, thus influencing the irradiation profile on the floating

zone. The effect of each adjustment can be monitored by in-situ temperature measure-

ments along the vertical axis [3], which has been realized in the SFZ furnace for the first

time. The left side of Fig. 2 shows a typical photograph of a floating zone together with

a temperature profile which was obtained by moving the temperature probe (ratio

pyrometer) parallel to the rod axis. The diagram on the right side indicates the changes

in the profile by varying the lamp position relatively to the bottom mirror in a range of

approx. 70 mm along the optical axis. The lamp can be positioned by a motorized drive

without interrupting the crystal growth process. The light distribution and subse-

quently the shape of the temperature profiles are very sensitive to this parameter, so that

the growth process can be tailored and controlled by tuning the optical setup. 

In order to minimize thermal stress on the single crystal right after leaving the floating

zone, a resistance heater which is installed in a short distance to the upper mirrors

focal point is available (Fig.1, right). The heater is designed for max. 1100 °C. 

In addition to the re-engineering of the thermo-optical process a particular feature of

the SFZ furnace is its opportunity to vary the process gas pressure from 10
-3

mbar to

150 bars. In addition to the operation under vacuum conditions the crystal growth

chamber can be pressurized with a well defined atmosphere which properties can be

varied from oxidizing (e.g. pure O2) via neutral to reducing conditions. Reactive gases

which interfere with the melt during the growth process can also be introduced. Except

the oxygen line each feed gas can be lead through a purifying device reducing the oxy-

gen tension to less than 10
-16

ppm. Finally a highly sophisticated gas control system

allows the application of mixtures under static as well as flow conditions within the

entire pressure range. 

According to the extreme pressure and flow conditions combined with the inherent re-

quirements of light heated floating zone processes, quite a number of key components

in the SFZ furnace had to be newly developed and designed. In this list the outstanding
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subassemblies are the two pulling drives which have to perform the feed rod transfer

through the melt into the single crystal under continuous rotation. Due to the flex-

ibility in use of the SFZ furnace the linear velocity has to be variable from 0.01 mm/h to

2000 mm/h and the rotation from 0 to 150 rpm. Once adjusted both movements have to

be applied smoothly and highly accurate into the growth process and to be maintained

during the entire linear travel of 150 mm. Additionally the pulling drives have to cope

with the forces caused by the differential pressure of 150 bars and they have to provide

tightness under high pressure and vacuum. In order to comply with the requirements

listed above the pulling drives were designed as depicted in Fig. 3. 

The rod holder performs the movement of the feed rod and single crystal inside the

pressurized growth chamber. In order to avoid any slip-stick jerking the design is to-

tally waiving brush seals. Tightness is provided by the flange and the pressure tube which

is guiding the rod movement at the same time. The outer gear box generates linear trav-

el and rotation of an external magnet assembly. By magnetic coupling this movement

is transferred to a system of internal magnets and finally to the rod holder. A number of

tests have proven the accuracy and lack of hysteresis of this device, ensuring the avail-

ability of a major component for crystal growth experiments with floating zone under

high gas pressure.

The entire set of experimental parameters such as linear and rotational movements of

the pulling drives, gas mixture,  flow and gas pressure, lamp position and irradiation

power are controlled by a programmable logic controller, PLC. This system is also part of

the safety system managing the relevant interlocks according to the hazard potentials

of high pressure, heat and intense radiation. Passive safety is implemented by covering

the optical system as well as the growth chamber against unexpected burst of pres-

surized items. Fig. 4 shows a photograph of the SFZ furnace as it is installed in the IFW.

In 2008 hundreds of hours in operation have proven reproducibility and long term

stability of growth conditions in the SFZ furnace. 
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Fig. 3: Design of the new pulling drives
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Research Area 1
Superconductivity and superconductors

Charge-Transfer Excitons In Underdoped Ca2-xNaxCuO2Cl2

R. Schuster, M. Knupfer, J. Fink, B. Büchner

The low-lying electronic excitations in the high-temperature superconducting cuprates

correspond to the transition of electrons from oxygen to copper. The result of such a

charge transfer is an electron-hole pair, referred to as charge-transfer exciton (CTE) in

the following, similar to an exciton in conventional semiconductors. The dynamics, in

particular the band-structure, of these entities allows do draw conclusions about their

interference with the antiferromagnetic order on the copper sites and the doping induced

charge carriers in the CuO-plane. To this end we performed Electron Energy-Loss Spec-

troscopy (EELS) on Ca2-xNaxCuO2Cl2 and we found remarkable changes compared to the

undoped parent compound Sr2CuO2Cl2. The figure summarizes the most important mo-

difications: (i) the spectral weight in the relevant energy scale of the CT processes

(2…3 eV) is considerably redistributed and, even more importantly, (ii) the bandwidth

of the CTE which amounts to several hundred meV in the undoped case breaks down

completely already for 5% doping. Depending on the residual strength of the (due to the

screening) reduced Coulomb attraction which tends to bind the CTE, different scenarios

may be realized. If the doping still allows the formation of bound excitons the strongly

fluctuating magnetic background will prohibit a coherent motion of the CTE. If, however,

the particle and the hole are independent from each other, then their motion will pro-

duce frustrated spins that will confine both of them to a small area within the CuO-plane.

In either case our data provide another striking example for the complexity of the

excitations in underdoped cuprates.

Cooperation Department of Advanced Materials Science Tokyo; Inst. Chem. Res. Kyoto 

Funded by DFG

Local study of vortex pinning in superconducting thin films
T. Shapoval,  S. Haindl,  J. Engelmann, E. Backen, C. Bran, D. Meier, S. Vock, 

B. Holzapfel, U. Wolff, V. Neu, L. Schultz

The interpretation of intrinsic pinning mechanisms, the search for artificial defects with

high pinning potential, and commensurable pinning effects by ordered arrays of defects

initiated a large variety of studies, which are today an important topic in basic research

as well as in application-based engineering. So far, a challenging task for local imaging

techniques such as low temperature magnetic force microscopy (LT-MFM) is to correlate

the position of superconducting vortices with microstructural defects. Since the surface

roughness (droplets, precipitates) poses a severe problem to the scanning tip, a polish-

ing technique for thin films has been developed [1]. 

As an example, the temperature dependence of the vortex distribution in a 100 nm thick

polished NbN film was imaged after field cooling. At 50%Tc the vortices are organized

in a slightly disordered Abrikosov lattice and are pinned by intrinsic defects (Fig. a).

Decreased contrast of the vortex profile at a higher temperature corresponds to the

temperature dependence of the penetration length (Fig. b). At 75%Tc the depinning of

vortices by the scanned MFM tip is visualized (Fig. c). Thus, the pinning force on the

intrinsic defects at this temperature is equal to the magneto-static interaction force

between the MFM tip and the vortex. It allows a local estimation of the pinning poten-

tial and its comparison with an average value obtained from global magnetization

measurements.  

Fig.: Vortex imaging in NbN field cooled in -2mT
at (a) 50%Tc, (b) 62%Tc and (c) 75%Tc

Scanning area: 4 x 4 µm2

Fig.: The EELS intensity for Sr2CuO2Cl2 (SCOC)
and Ca1.95Na0.05CuO2Cl2 (Na-CCOC) parallel to
the Cu-O bonds. There is a clear redistribution of
the spectral weight between 2…3 eV upon dop-
ing. The inset shows how the maximum of the
intensity disperses for higher momentum trans-
fers in the case of SCOC whereas the feature in
the Na-CCOC spectra is strongly localized. 
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Other activities of the MFM group cover investigation of domains in complex magnetic

multilayers (Co/CoO and [Co/Pt]/Ru), study of flux distribution in superconducting

materials (YBa2Cu3O7-δ [2], Ba1-xKxFe2As2 [3]), as well as interpretation of the pinning

mechanism in SC/FM hybrid structures (Py/Nb).   

[1] T. Shapoval et. al. SUST 21, 105015 (2008)

[2] T. Shapoval et. al. Phys. C. 460–462, 732–733 (2007)

[3] J. T. Park et. al. arXiv:0811.2224 (2008)
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MgB2 – bulk, powder, tapes
W. Häßler, M. Herrmann, A. Kario, C. Rodig, J. Scheiter, K. Schröder, M. Schubert, 

G. Fuchs, W. Gruner, C. Mickel, K. Nenkov, B. Holzapfel, L. Schultz

In the last years we have developed a nanocrystalline MgB2 precursor powder prepared

by mechanical alloying. Hot pressed bulk samples and powder-in-tube-tapes based on

this precursor powder are characterized by high critical current densities jc due to the

small primary grain size and therefore a high number of grain boundaries. By carbon

doping of this precursor powder the critical fields and currents can be enhanced further,

so monofilamentary tapes with upper critical fields of 32 T at 4.2 K and jc-values of

10 kA/cm
2

at 16 T and 4.2 K could be obtained.

In the last year our work was focused on the preparation of long length multifilamen-

tary wires. Therefor the deformation technique of the wires with a Monel/Nb double

sheath was upgraded. Several wires with a length of more than 100 m using undoped pow-

der were prepared by swaging and drawing ( jc > 10 kA/cm
2

at B < 8 T). In cooperation

with Bruker’s Advanced Supercon Business our successful research results will now be

transferred towards industrial MgB2 wire production. A potential market for MgB2 wire

is seen in ‘dry’ MRI and energy research magnets operating without liquid helium at

temperatures above 10 K. 

For another topic commercial ex situ powder was milled to improve grain boundary pin-

ning by smaller grain sizes. At bulk samples improved critical fields and critical current

densities were measured. Microstructural investigations at monofilamentary tapes show

a better densification of the filaments using milled powder. The irreversibility field of

these tapes was improved but it is still lower than in comparison to mechanical alloyed

in-situ powder.

Cooperation Bruker EAS GmbH Hanau, Institute of Electrical Engineering Bratislava,

FZ Karlsruhe

Funded by EU, EAS Bruker GmbH

Fig.: Longitudinal section of a multifilamentary MgB2

wire with Monel/Nb-sheath
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YBCO coated conductor architectures
B. Holzapfel, R. Hühne, J. Eickemeyer, A. Güth, C. Rodig, H. Klauß, K. Güth, 

R. Kaltofen, T. Thersleff, A. Kirchner, T. Freudenberg, S. Engel, L. Schultz

The preparation of coated conductor architectures for high-performance superconduct-

ing tapes based on YBCO films was continued last year in the framework of an IFW

project. A major focus was on the realisation of improved textured metal substrates

showing reduced ferromagnetism at 77 K and higher mechanical strength compared to

the standard Ni-5at%W tape. A major breakthrough was achieved with the successful

preparation of highly textured Ni-7.5at%W tapes. Specific homogenisation and stress

relief treatments were implemented in the process to get a cube orientated fraction of

more than 92 % [1]. An optimised coated conductor architecture was prepared on these

substrates using pulsed laser deposition resulting in YBCO layers with an in-plane

alignment of about 8.5° and a critical current density of about 1 MA/cm
2

(see fig.).

A fully electrically conducting buffer architecture was developed based on highly textured

TiN layers prepared by ion-beam assisted pulsed laser deposition (IBAD). For the first

time, an amorphous Ta-Ni was successfully used directly on electropolished Hastelloy

tapes as new metallic seed layer for the IBAD-TiN process [2]. An in-plane alignment

below 10° was achieved for the prepared TiN layer in this case. An additional

Au/Ir/Nb:SrTiO3 buffer layer architecture was grown on the biaxially textured TiN layers

having an epitaxial relationship to the nitride layer. Finally, YBCO was deposited on the

buffered substrate showing an in-plane alignment of about 7° and a superconducting

transition temperature of 88 K [3].

[1] J. Eickemeyer et al., Supercond. Sci. Technol. 21 (2008) 105012.

[2] R. Hühne et al., J. Phys. D : Appl. Phys. 41 (2008) 245404.

[3] K. Güth et al., IEEE Appl. Supercond. 19 (2009) accepted.

Cooperations evico GmbH, Univ. Cambridge, IIT Madras, Los Alamos National Lab.,
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Improved flux pinning in bulk Gd-Ba-Cu-O/Ag superconductors by a quasi
beads-milling technique 
K. Iida, G. Fuchs, K. Nenkov, G. Krabbes, G. Behr, B. Holzapfel, L. Schultz

Unlike (LRE)Ba2Cu3O7-y ((LRE)-123, where LRE is a light rare earth element or Y) type thin

films, incorporation of nano-sized second phase particles such as (LRE)2BaCuO5 ((LRE)-

211) in the superconducting matrix is one of the most challenging issues in the bulk

superconductors. Final size of (LRE)-211 particles in the (LRE)-123 matrix (i.e. after melt-

processing) has been determined by its initial size. Hence we have tried to reduce the

initial size of Gd-211 particles by a quasi beads-milling technique. Commercial Gd-211

powders were planetary-milled for 45 min in acetone using ZrO2 beads of 1 mm diame-

ter with a maximum centrifugal acceleration of 15 G. As a result, small Gd-211 particles

were successfully embedded in the Gd-123 superconducting matrix as shown in the

inset of the figure, which led to a high performance of Jc-B characteristics (see figure).

A single grain Gd-Ba-Cu-O/Ag bulk superconductor 26 mm in diameter employing fine

Gd-211 particles can trap a significant large field of about 1.1 T at liquid nitrogen tem-

perature, whereas the corresponding value of the standard sample shows only 0.9 T.

These results are very promising and encourage us to further improve the superconduct-

ing properties by a combination of the current technique and chemical doping technique.

Fig. Beads-milling technique is significantly ef-
fective in modifying the sample microstructures.
As a result, superconducting properties in low
field regime are, in particular, improved.

Fig.: Newly developed highly textured Ni-7.5at%W 
substrates as templates for YBCO coated conductors [1].
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Research Area 2
Magnetism and magnetic materials

Field dependence of magnetic entropy change
M.D. Kuz’min, M. Richter, A.M. Tishin

1

The emerging room-temperature magnetic refrigeration technology requires materials

producing a large entropy change |∆S | when exposed to a moderate magnetic field (∼2T).

Ferromagnets with TC ≈ 300K are best suited for the purpose, since their |∆S | reaches

a maximum near room temperature. The maximum value of the magnetic entropy

change |∆S |max depends on the applied magnetic field, the form of this dependence not

being firmly established. A well-known fact, however, is that the mean-field prediction,

∆Smax � H 2/3
, is not fulfilled. In a recent Letter [1] we demonstrate that, besides the term

in H 2/3
, |∆S |max must contain a small negative term independent of H. Spatial inhomo-

geneity of real ferromagnetic materials is shown to be the origin of the off-set term,

whose magnitude proves proportional to the width of the distribution of local Curie

points. The predicted field dependence of |∆S |max is in agreement with available ex-

perimental data (see Figure).

[1] M.D. Kuz’min, M. Richter, and A.M. Tishin, J. Magn. Magn. Mater. 321, L1 (2008).

[2] K. Ahn, A.O. Pecharsky, K.A. Gschneidner, Jr., and V.K. Pecharsky, J. Appl. Phys. 

97, 063901 (2004).

[3] J.D. Zou, B.G. Shen, and J.R. Sun, Chin. Phys. 16, 3843 (2007).
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Magnetoresistance in spin-valve structures with organic spacer layers
J. Schumann, H. Vinzelberg, D. Elefant, K. Dürr, J. Thomas, B. Büchner

Giant magnetoresistance effects in organic spin-valves have been realized as layered

(La,Sr)MnO3 (LSMO)-based junctions with tris-(8,hydroxyquinoline) aluminum (Alq3)-

spacer and ferromagnetic top layers. The experimental work was focused on the under-

standing of the transport behavior in this type of magnetic switching elements. The

device preparation was carried out in an ultra high vacuum chamber equipped with a

mask changer by evaporation and sputtering on SrTiO3 substrates with LSMO stripes

deposited by pulsed laser deposition. The field and temperature dependences of the mag-

netoresistance of the prepared elements are studied. Spin-valve effects at 4.2 K have

been observed in a broad resistance interval from 50 Ω to MΩ-range, however, without

systematic dependence on spacer layer thickness and device area. In some samples, the

magnetoresistance (MR) changes sign as a function of the bias voltage. The observed

similarity in the bias voltages dependences of the MR in comparison with conventional

magnetic tunnel junctions with oxide barriers suggests a description of the found effects

within the classical tunneling concept. The proposed model implies the realization of the

transport via local Co chains embedded in the Alq3 layer and spin dependent tunneling

over barriers at the interface Co grains/Alq3/LSMO. The existence of conducting Co chains

within the organics is supported by transmission electron microscopic/electron energy

loss spectroscopic studies on cross section samples from analogous layer stacks.

Cooperation TU Dresden, Inst. für Angewandte Photophysik

Fig.: Current dependence of the MR of
LSMO(100nm)/Alq3(150nm)/Co(10nm)/Al(10nm)
layer stacks at 35K. (a) MR(H) at different current and
(b) MR(I) with the values of (a) at constant current.

Fig.: The maximum entropy change plotted against
H2/3. The experimental data are from Refs. [2] (EuO)
and [3] (TbCo2).
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Electrochemical deposition in superimposed magnetic fields
M. Uhlemann, J. Koza, X. Yang, K. Hennig, A. Gebert, K. Tschulik, C. Mickel, L. Schultz

The effect of a magnetic field superimposed with perpendicular orientation relative to

the electrode surface on the hydrogen evolution reaction (HER) during metal deposition

has been systematically investigated and a model has been proposed. It was found that

desorption of hydrogen is enhanced in a magnetic field and a drastically reduced bub-

ble size has been proven by shadowgraph experiments. The origin of the phenomenon

is seen in a special type of a micro-MHD effect. An azimuthally directed Lorentz force

arises due to the fact that the current distribution is distorted around the hydrogen

bubble which creates a swirling flow and provokes an additional pulling force at the

liquid-gas interface. This force together with a modified buoyancy force due to changes

in the concentration boundary layer is probably the main mechanisms for the acceler-

ated bubble desorption. 

Nucleation studies for Fe deposition on polycrystalline Au (111) have been carried out

in applied magnetic fields for different configurations relative to the electrode surface.

Independent on an applied magnetic field the deposition starts with a 2D layer-by-

layer growth followed by a 3D nucleation and growth process. Without magnetic field the

nucleation is progressive, the nucleation rate is constant, and the number of active sites

is increased with the applied potential. In magnetic fields parallel to the electrode the

nucleation proceeds via an instantaneous mode. The nucleation and growth process were

analysed based on models developed by Heerman and Tarallo. The hydrodynamic origin

of the observed effects was confirmed.

First investigations on electrodeposition in superimposed magnetic field gradients aim

at tailored and structured deposits based on overlapping magnetically induced forces.

Cooperation TU Dresden, FZ Dresden-Rossendorf, Univ. Reims, High Magnetic Field Lab.

Grenoble, AGH Univ. of Science and Technology, Krakov

Funded by DFG (SFB 609)

Hybrid soft-magnetic films with novel functionality created by magnetic
property patterning
J. McCord, C. Hamann, N. Martin, I. Mönch, R. Kaltofen, T. Gemming, R. Schäfer, L. Schultz

Methods allowing the tailoring and custom design of soft-magnetic thin film properties

are crucial for achieving magnetic devices with improved functionalities. A funda-

mentally new type of “hybrid materials” is currently investigated, which is created by

lateral modulation of the intrinsic magnetic properties on a micrometer scale by means

of ion implantation or local oxidation. The films exhibit static and dynamic properties

different from regular thin film samples. Intriguing magnetic domain configurations and

magnetization reversal features, as for example a lateral exchange spring effect caused

by compressed 180° domain walls of adjustable high density, are observed. The physical

origin of all these novel structure properties is the intricate interplay between ex-

change coupling and magneto-static effects, which open new opportunities to tailor

overall magnetic thin film properties. The combination with magnetic multi-layers or pre-

patterned magnetic elements will result in thin film magnetic structures with custom

functionality.

Cooperation FZ Dresden-Rossendorf, Univ. Bochum, Univ. Kiel, Univ. Kassel

Funded by DFG (DFG MC 9/7-1).

Fig.: Schematic model of the magnetic
field influence on the HER 

Fig.: Distribution of magnetization of a magnetically
hybrid film with laterally modulated saturation 
polarization generated by local ion implantation 
of chromium into the initial nickel-iron film. 
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Strained epitaxial Nd-Fe-B films by mechanical elongation
A. R. Kwon, S. Fähler, V. Neu, V. Matias

1
, J. Hänisch, R. Hühne, B. Holzapfel, 

T. Schied, M. Seifert, F. Fleischhauer, L. Schultz 

While Nd2Fe14B is already used in high performance bulk magnets, thin films are inter-

esting for applications such as microactuators, motors and magnetic recording. For tech-

nological applications, well textured Nd2Fe14B films are available [1,2]. Nd-Fe-B has very

high magnetocrystalline anisotropy, therefore, magnetoelastic anisotropy is usually neg-

lected. However, under large external stress, especially the spin reorientation transition

at low temperature should be affected. Here a new approach to study the influence of

strain on the intrinsic properties of Nd2Fe14B under uniaxial stress is presented. 

Hastelloy, which has high ductility, is used as a substrate to realize strain of up to 4%

by conventional mechanical elongation of the full layer stack. In order to guarantee

epitaxial growth on this polycrystalline substrate, in a first step in-plane textured

MgO(001) had been deposited by ion beam assisted deposition (IBAD). In a next step Mo

buffer and Nd-Fe-B are deposited at 450°C by pulsed laser deposition. Mo grows epi-

taxially with a (001) orientation and Nd-Fe-B films possess the desired (00l) out-of-plane

orientation. Unlikely on Cr/Ta buffer, which have a single epitaxial relation to the

substrate, films on Mo grow with 3 epitaxial variants which results in equivalent in-plane

anisotropy (Fig.).

Elongation breaks the in-plane symmetry compared to the as-deposited state, result-

ing in an elliptical shape of the cone opening during spin reorientation up to a strain

value of about 2% (Fig. (c)), whereas the spin reorientation temperature does not

change significantly. With higher strain (4%) cracking and partial delamination of the

film occurred. By this novel and versatile approach it is possible to study the influence

of large strain on the anisotropic properties of various materials as the used MgO (001)

layer is a common template for epitaxial growth. 

Other activities in permanent magnet films concern hard/soft magnetic bilayers of

Fe-Pd and exchange coupling in epitaxial RECo5 multilayers.

[1] A. R. Kwon, V. Neu, L. Schultz, S. Fähler , J. Appl. Phys. 101, 09K506 (2007) 

[2] A. R. Kwon, S. Fähler, V. Neu, L. Schultz, J. Magn. Magn. Mater. 302 252 (2006) 
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Effect of magnetic fields on corrosion
R. Sueptitz, J. Koza, M. Uhlemann, A. Gebert, L. Schultz

NdFeB hard magnets are widely spread in application due to their excellent magnetic

properties. However, their poor environmental stability is a critical factor mainly aris-

ing from their multiphase structure and the high reactivity of their constituents. In

order to improve these materials an understanding of the effect of influencing factors,

e.g. of magnetic fields, on their corrosion processes is indispensible. Two magnetically

induced forces can act in an electrolyte. The Lorentz force leads to convection and the

field gradient force pulls paramagnetic ions into electrode regions of high flux density.

All partial corrosion reactions can be influenced by these forces. Therefore anodic

dissolution and cathodic reduction reactions are fundamentally investigated by using

single phase electrodes and the obtained knowledge will be applied to multiphase sys-

tems. The influence of magnetic fields of varying strength and relative orientation to a

cylindrical iron electrode was studied. It was found that a field applied parallel leads to

an enhanced dissolution due to the Lorentz force driven electrolyte convection. A mag-

netic field applied perpendicular leads to large flux densities in front of the electrode due

Fig.: Localized corrosion of an iron cylinder in 
sulphuric acid under influence of a magnetic field
(B = 0.3T) applied parallel to the cylinder axis

Fig.: Spin reorientation transition in Nd2Fe14B. Tem-
perature dependent magnetic polarization J is shown
for Nd-Fe-B films grown epitaxially on a combined
Cr/Ta buffer on MgO single crystal (a), and grown on
a Hastelloy/IBAD-MgO substrate in the as-deposited
state (b) as well as after 2% elongation (c). Measure-
ments have been performed in different in-plane 
directions and with different field. The sketch in each
part illustrates the respective in-plane anisotropy.
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to the ferromagnetic nature of iron. Iron ions are collected by the magnetic field gra-

dient force at the rim of the electrode, where the flux density reaches its maximum. This

hampers locally its dissolution. The overall corrosion reaction is inhibited by the mag-

netic field influence in this configuration and the dissolution is localized leading to

pit-like material damage in regions of low surface flux density (Fig.). 

Cooperation TU Dresden, FZ Dresden-Rossendorf

Funded by DFG, SFB 609

Tuning of magnetization dynamics of coupled ferromagnetic thin films by
ultrathin antiferromagnetic layers
J. McCord, R. Kaltofen, L. Schultz, O.G. Schmidt

The existence of mixed magnetic anisotropies and a systematic modification of the

dynamic damping parameter in ferromagnet /antiferromagnet polycrystalline thin

film systems as a function of antiferromagnetic layer thickness are demonstrated. Based

on this findings it is shown that independent of the occurence of exchange bias, using

ultra-thin antiferromagnet layers, a controlled adjustment of static and dynamic mag-

netic properties of ferromagnetic thin films is possible. Due to the combined increase

of precessional frequency and effective damping parameter, a significant reduction in

magnetic settling time is realized. Simple relations based on the assumption of an in-

terfacial antiferromagnetic layer contribution are derived to describe and predict the

change in magnetization dynamics. The experimental findings are of great importance

from a fundamental point of view and are significant for various applications based on

ferromagnetic thin film technology. The addition of thin antiferromagnetic layers in

contact to ferromagnetic thin films facilitates for controlled alteration of magnetic

properties beyond the established manipulation of the intrinsic ferromagnetic mate-

rial properties.

Electrodeposition of magnetic nanowires: Correlation of magnetic 
properties with deposition conditions and morphology 
V. Hähnel, M.S. Khatri, A.K. Srivastav, I. Dobosz, J. Koza, K.L. Rabah, C. Mickel, 

K. Hennig, S. Neitsch, M. Uhlemann, S. Fähler, H. Schlörb, L. Schultz

Periodic arrays of magnetic nanowires deposited in self-organised nanoporous templates

have recently attracted much attention in fundamental and applied research. Scien-

tific interest focuses on these low dimensional nanostructures, as significant changes

in terms of chemical and physical properties compared to bulk material are expected.

Application potential of these nanostructures ranges from high-density magnetic record-

ing, nanoelectrodes to sensors. Materials under investigation are metals like Ni, Co, Fe,

soft-magnetic CoFe and hard-magnetic FePt and CoPt alloys. Our studies aim at corre-

lating morphology, structure and magnetic properties with deposition parameters, e.g.

deposition potential and time, as well as electrolyte composition and concentration and

to study the influence of external magnetic fields.

As an example Fe nanowires with bcc structure and a coherence length in the order of

magnitude of the pore diameter have been deposited using DC voltages between -0.95

and -1.15 VSCE into a nanoporous aluminum oxide membrane with 70 nm pore diameter.

Low Fe
2+

concentration results in a rough surface morphology and discontinuous

nanowires. Increasing the Fe
2+

-concentration and especially adding H3BO3 leads to a

Fig.: Dependence of the precessional frequency square
fres

2 and effective damping parameter αeff on recipro-
cal Ni81Fe19-thickness 1/tNiFe for Ni81Fe19/Ir19Mn81

(2nm)/Ni81Fe19 sandwich structures. 

Fig.: Hysteresis loop and SEM cross sectional view of
electrodeposited Fe nanowires 
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smoother wire surface and less defects. By adjusting the deposition time the wire

length was varied up to 10 µm. With increasing length it is observed that the axis per-

pendicular to the wire axis becomes the magnetically hard axis due to shape anisotropy.

In addition, for long wires having a smooth surface morphology two different slopes are

observed in magnetisation curves measured along the wire (Fig.). Since this behaviour

is not expected for isolated wires, this indicates magnetostatic interactions favouring

an antiferromagnetic alignment of neighbouring wires. 

Cooperation AGH Univ. of Science and Technology Krakow, Poland; 

Univ. de Reims, France; IIT Kanpur, India

Funded by DFG, DAAD, SMWK

Bubbles in magnetic multilayers and Skyrmion lattices in chiral magnets
C. Bran, N.S. Kiselev, A.B. Butenko, A.A. Leonov, U. Wolff, A. N. Bogdanov, V. Neu,

U.K. Rößler

Localized states in magnetics can be realized, and have been used for data storage, as

bubble domains that are stabilized by an external field in magnetic films with strong per-

pendicular anisotropy. Recently, there is new interest in perpendicular media for data

storage in the form of antiferromagnetically coupled multilayers with strong out-of-plane

anisotropy. These systems display magnetic stripes or antiferromagnetic ground states

and a rich variety of unusual domain and defect states [1]. Experimentally we have

observed bubbles in [(Co/Pt)8/Co/Ru]18 by magnetic force microscopy on the scale of

several ten nanometers (Fig.). A detailed comparison with theoretical calculations

within a micromagnetic model, in particular quantitative agreement of parameters as

the strip-out and collapse instability fields between experiment and theory, has been

achieved. The topology of a bubble domain in a film is that of a Skyrmion. As predicted

earlier, such localized states can be stabilized on the nanometer scale in magnetics

under the influence of chiral Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya couplings. Skyrmions may form

thermodynamically stable states that compete with helical or collinear ground states.

Our new theoretical calculations show that symmetry breaking uniaxial distortions in con-

junction with magnetic fields induce stable magnetic Skyrmion lattices in cubic chiral

magnets like MnSi. Skyrmion lattices, which are magnetic analogues of Abrikosov lattices

in superconductors, could similarly be stabilized in magnetic film systems, e.g., in soft

chiral magnetic films under influence of an exchange-bias from a highly anisotropic an-

tiferromagnetic or ferromagnetic substrate near the magnetic ordering temperature.

[1] N. S. Kiselev et al. Appl. Phys. Lett. 93, 162502 (2008).
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Crystal growth of intermetallics and oxides with volatile elements
G. Behr, W. Löser, N. Wizent, P. Ribeiro, C.D. Cao, F. Lipps, I. Hellmann, R. Klingeler, 

V. Kataev, D. Lindackers, F. Fischer, N. Sato, B. Büchner

A unique floating zone crystal growth method for refractory intermetallics and oxides

containing volatile elements such as Li, Cu, Sm, Tm and Eu has been installed at the IFW

Dresden. Radiation heating in a vertical double-ellipsoid optical configuration enables

a compact growth chamber and the application of high pressures up to 15 MPa of

various atmospheres (Ar, He, N2, H2, O2). A high pressure of Ar up to 5 MPa utilized in

Fig.: Progression from stripe to bubble domains in
[(Co/Pt)8/Co/Ru]18 as a function of a perpendicular
magnetic field. In a field range between 0.38 T and
0.47 T the solution of the micromagnetic equations
leads to stable bubble domains, in agreement with
the experiment.
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crystal growth of intermetallic compounds with melting temperatures 1733°C

(Tm2PdSi3), 1422°C (Eu2CuSi3), 1255°C (EuCu2Si2), which exceed those of some of

their constituents, can sluggish the evaporation from the molten zone. The compounds

exhibit interesting properties like incommensurate magnetic ordering or mixed va-

lence behavior. For oxide crystals a well controlled oxygen partial pressure must be

applied, which strongly affects the thermodynamic stability of valence states of the

cationic components at melting temperature. Elevated Ar gas pressure (4 MPa) has

been applied in crystal growth of LiMnPO4 (Fig.) to avoid Li2O vaporization and the

oxidation of Mn
2+

to Mn
3+

.

The oxygen pressure can directly affect on the thermodynamic equilibrium and the

solidification mode of oxides. Elevated oxygen pressure of 3.5 to 5.5 MPa brings the

incongruent melting CuO closer to the congruent melting, enabled higher growth rates

up to 10 mm/h and improved the crystal perfection. For incongruent melting oxides a

vast difference in the oxygen content at the oxide/melt interface may arise because the

metal ions change their valence. By diluting oxygen with Ar the partial pressure in an

Ar/O2 mixture was reduced, which prevented the formation of gas bubbles at the melt-

ing interface in FZ crystal growth of CaCu2O3.

Cooperation TU Dresden, NPU Xi’an, RWTH Aachen, Toyota Motor Europe

Funded by DFG, AvH, Toyota Motors

Permanent Magnets 
O. Gutfleisch, J. Thielsch, T. Woodcock, K. Güth, J. Lyubina, 

M. Kuz’min, R. Schäfer, K.-H. Müller, L. Schultz

Phenomena related to the fundamentals, processing and applications of high perform-

ance permanent magnet materials are being explored. This includes the determination

of intrinsic magnetic properties, investigation of high pulsed magnetic field-induced

phase transitions, detailed microstructural and micromagnetic analysis as well as the

development of novel processing routes. The engineering of internal interfaces on a

(sub-)nano scale is aimed at improved temperature stability of the magnet for HEVs

(hybrid electric vehicles) applications. Nanostructured (Nd,Pr)FeB-based magnets are

optimized in terms of their energy density by either inducing a texture via Hydrogena-

tion Disproportionation Desorption Recombination (HDDR) process or hot deformation

or enhancing the remanence via magnetic exchange-coupling. Uni-polar magnetized

PrFeB-type ring magnets have been developed for low temperature applications such as

frictionless superconducting bearings. Highly-ordered FePt L10 -type magnets and thick

sputtered and highly textured NdFeB-type and SmCo-type films are prepared for MEMS

applications. Sm2Co17-type magnets have been developed for high temperature applica-

tions of up to 500°C by tailoring the microchemistry of a multiphase nanostructure.

Cooperation  TU Dresden; FZ Dresden-Rossendorf; CNRS Grenoble (F); Toyota Motor 

Corporation; Tohoku Univ. Sendai, Japan; Univ. of Texas, USA; TU Vienna (Austria); 

Vacuumschmelze GmbH (D); National Institute of Materials Science, Tsukuba, Japan

Funded by SFB463 (DFG), Toyota, Hans L. Merkle Stiftung, Bosch, Aichi-Steel

Fig.: LiMnPO4 crystal grown with 10 mm/h at
4 MPa Ar. The growth direction and the quenched
last zone are indicated.

Fig.: TEM images of a grain boundary in a Dy-free
NdFeB sintered magnet in the fully annealed
state. Top left: bright field image showing the 
location of the high resolution images. 
Red frame: high resolution image showing lattice
fringes of the two grains and amorphous material
in the grain boundary. Green frame: selected area
diffraction (SAD) pattern of the right hand grain, 
tilted to the [001] zone axis. Blue frame: high 
resolution image of the left Nd2Fe14B grain.
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Magnetocaloric Materials
O. Gutfleisch, J. Lyubina, M. Kuzmin, J. Liu, M. Richter

Magnetic refrigeration offers a solid state alternative to standard gas compression-based

cooling that would simultaneously eliminate the need for harmful refrigerant gases and

reduce energy requirements and hence carbon dioxide emissions. About ten years have

passed since the discovery of a giant magnetocaloric effect in Gd5(Si,Ge)4, the mag-

netic refrigerant that re-ignited interest in magnetic cooling around room temperature.

Since then a number of alternative, complex magnetic refrigerants have emerged, re-

sulting in a field that is novel and exciting not only for fundamental research but also

for new applications. 

Our research focus is on adjusting critical material parameters such as the magnetic and

thermal hysteresis properties, the time-dependency of magnetostructural transitions as

well as the tailoring of operating temperature and required magnetic fields. The search

for novel material systems, nano-architectures and processing routes and the assessment

of engineering properties such as thermal conductivity, mechanical and chemical sta-

bility are also the subject of our work. Systems of interest are the La-series alloy

compounds, some transition-metal-based compounds, especially MnFePGe, as well as

Heusler alloys. 

Cooperation  Univ. of Cambridge, UK; Imperial College London, UK; 

Vacuumschmelze Hanau, D; Istituto Nazionale di Ricerca Metrologica Torino, I; 

Univ. de Barcelona, E; Univ. de Zaragoza, E

Funded by DFG, EU (Solid State Energy Efficient Cooling - SSEEC)

Fig.: Magnetisation isotherms in the vicinity of the Curie temperature Tc at various pressures for
LaFe11.57Si1.43H1.64 . Arrows indicate the direction of temperature and magnetic field change.
Open triangles mark magnetisation curves at Tc. Hmi indicates the critical field for the i th

metamagnetic transition (Phys. Rev. Lett. 101, 177203 (2008)).
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Research Area 3
Molecular nanostructures and molecular solids

Simultaneous and separate growth of nitrogen- doped single- and 
multi-walled carbon nanotubes
A. Leonhardt, V. Khavrus, E. M. M. Ibrahim, S. Hampel, S. Oswald, Ch. Täschner, 

B. Büchner

Synthesis of single- and multi-walled carbon nanotubes (SW- and MWCNTs), simulta-

neously and separately, is not only an attractive goal for the research but also for the

industrial production. Here, the used method is based on the decomposition of a vapor

consisting of acetonitrile (CH3CN) and ferrocene (Fe (C5H5)2) at a temperature of 900°C

and a pressure of 6 bar in a horizontal tube-reactor. A water-cooled finger is located in

the cold zone of the reactor. The gas mixture is injected by using a nozzle-system, de-

scribed in detail [1]. After the deposition process MWCNTs are located in the hot zone

on the wall of the reactor-tube while SWCNTs are concentrated on the cooled finger. The

proportion between SW- and MWCNTs is dependent on the carbon/iron ratio in the gas

feedstock. Carbon-rich gas mixtures lead to a high yield of aligned MWCNTs on the

reactor wall. Lower ratios show more SWCNTs which are grown in the gas phase in the hot

zone of reactor and deposit mainly on the cooled finger. Using of acetonitrile results in

producing nitrogen-doped SWCNTs and MWCNTs, XPS- measurements show that nitrogen

is bound to the graphene layers as pyrrole- and pyridine-type for SWCNTs and as quater-

nary nitrogen for MWCNTs. The MWCNTs have the typical bamboo-like structure (see Fig.).

For a future application this production has some advantages. First, the method is

well-scalable and with optimal conditions produces separately SWCNTs and MWCNTs.

Second, the synthesis operates with cheap and easily accessible organic precursors, third,

the both types of carbon nanotubes are nitrogen- doped.

[1] Barreiro, A. et al. J. Phys. Chem. B 2006, 110, 20973-20977

Cooperations L.V. Pisarzhevsky Inst. of Physical Chemistry, National Academy of 

Sciences of Ukraine, Kiev; Sohag Univ., Egypt

Funded by DFG, SMWK  

Iron-carbide nanowires inside carbon nanotubes
T. Mühl, U. Weissker, M. Löffler, F. Wolny, M. Lutz, N. Scheerbaum, R. Klingeler, 

A. Leonhardt, B. Büchner

Single crystal iron-carbide nanowires contained in multi-walled carbon nanotubes have

been prepared by aerosol-based thermal chemical vapor deposition. As a precursor, fer-

rocene dissolved in 1,2-dichlorobenzene was used. TEM and EBSD measurements reveal

that the crystallographic 010 axis of the orthorhombic Fe3C nanowires is usually aligned

parallel to the nanotube axis (Fe3C lattice parameters: a = 0.4526 nm, b = 0.5087 nm and

c = 0.6744 nm). Despite the high aspect ratio of the Fe3C nanowires, MFM measurements

show a magnetization of the single domain nanowires perpendicular to the wire axis. This

is explained by the magnetic behavior being dominated by the magnetocrystalline

anisotropy contribution, leading to an easy axis along the 001 axis, which is in agree-

ment with the structural results. Nevertheless, the substantial shape anisotropy contri-

bution may control the magnetization reversal of elongated iron-carbide nanowires.

Fig.: Simultaneously and separately deposited
SWCNTs and MWCNTs doped with nitrogen:
Bundles of SWCNTs, deposited on cooled 
finger (a) MWCNTs with typical bamboo-like
structure caused by nitrogen doping (b)

(a)

(b)

Fig.: Two long iron-carbide nanowires. 
(a) SEM image using a backscattered electron
detector, (b) MFM image. The magnetization
direction is perpendicular to the nanowire axis.
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Energy level alignment and interactions at contacts for spin injection into
organic semiconductors
M. Grobosch, R. B. Gangineni, K. Dörr, M. Knupfer

The energy level alignment at interfaces between La0.7Sr0.3MnO3 (LSMO) and two

archetype organic semiconductors, copper-phthalocyanine (CuPc) and α-sexithiophene

(α- 6T) has been studied by combined X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) and

Ultraviolet photoelectron spectroscopy (UPS). LSMO is a ferromagnetic metal and can

be used to inject spin-polarized current into organic semiconductors. Thin films of this

material have been grown using pulsed laser deposition. Prior to the deposition of the

organic semiconductors the LSMO has been cleaned by either an ex-situ treatment

only, or by annealing in an oxygen atmosphere. The former results in surfaces that are

covered by a thin contamination layer while the latter yields atomically clean surfaces.

All interfaces are characterized by a rather large interface dipole and substantial charge

injection barriers. Moreover, at the interfaces between clean La0.7Sr0.3MnO3 and the two

organic semiconductors there is a chemical reaction resulting in a partial oxidation of

the organic molecules. At such interfaces the energy level alignment considerably

depends on the LSMO cleaning procedure prior the deposition, i.e. whether there is

still a contamination layer present. 

For details see: M. Grobosch et al., Appl. Phys. Lett. 92, 023302 (2008).

Funded by DFG, Project No. KN 393/5.

Spin and orbital ground state of Co in Co-phthalocyanine
T. Kroll, V.Yu. Aristov

1
, O.V. Molodtsova, Yu.A. Ossipyan

1
, D.V. Vyalikh

2
, B. Büchner, 

M. Knupfer

The 3d orbital ground state of transition metal ions that are incorporated in a mole-

cular matrix determines the total spin of the transition metal ion as well as the spin

anisotropy, and thus the essential magnetic properties of the corresponding molecule.

However, there is little known to date on the exact 3d ground state of many molecular

systems including quite complex molecular magnets as well as relatively simple systems

such as for instance cobalt-phthalocyanine (CoPc). For the latter, there are contra-

dictory theoretical predictions with respect to the occupation of the various Co 3d

electronic levels. We demonstrate that polarization dependent soft X-ray absorption

Fig.: (a): Polarization dependent NEXAFS data of flat
lying CoPc molecules on a single crystal Au substrate.
The z-axis of the molecules points in the direction of
the surface normal n. (b) and (c): A sketch of the
electronic structure as calculated for the configura-
tions I and II. Only the two highest energy levels are
shown, since the lower ones are fully occupied. 
Furthermore, the electronic configuration of the 
lowest and first excited state is shown and the energy
separation between them.

Fig.: Top: Schematic energy level diagram of 
the clean CuPc/LSMO interface. 
Below: Schematic energy level diagram of the
contaminated interface between La0.7Sr0.3MnO3

and the organic semiconductor CuPc.
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spectroscopy (Co L edge, see Figure) in combination with atomic full multiplet calcula-

tions of the spectra is able to unravel valuable information on the spin and orbital ground

state of the transition metal ion in CoPc. Our results reveal a complex electronic struc-

ture of the ground state that is temperature dependent and emphasize the importance

of taking 3d correlation effects properly into account (see Figure). From our calculations

we find two possible configurations that lead to very similar absorption spectra. Both

solutions show a small energy gap between the lowest and first excited state which leads

to a temperature dependent behaviour that will be investigated in further experiments.

Cooperation
1
Institute of Solid State Physics, Russian Academy of Sciences, 

Chernogolovka, Russia, 
2

TU Dresden

Funded by SMWK, DFG (SFB 463), RFBR (grant number 08-02-1170).

Huge magnetic anisotropy of transition-metal dimers
D. Fritsch, K. Koepernik, M. Richter, H. Eschrig

Dimers are the smallest chemical objects that may show magnetic anisotropy. Some

transition-metal dimers have a considerable barrier  against re-orientation of their mag-

netization [1], the so-called magnetic anisotropy energy (MAE). The height of this

barrier is important for technological applications. It determines, e.g., the stability of

information stored in magnetic memory devices. We estimated the MAE of all 3d and 4d

transition metal dimers by means of relativistic density functional calculations [2]. Our

approach was based on a full-potential local-orbital method (FPLO) in a four-component

Dirac-Kohn-Sham implementation. Orbital polarization corrections [3] to the local

density approximation were employed. Spin multiplicity and bond length (Figure), har-

monic vibrational frequency, spin- and orbital magnetic moment, and MAE of the dimers

were evaluated and compared with available experimental and theoretical data. We found

exceptionally high values of MAE, close to 0.2 eV, for four particular dimers: Fe2, Co2, Ni2,

and Rh2. This value is 3 - 5 orders of magnitude larger than the related bulk MAE.

Technological application would require to embed the dimers in a medium without

deteriorating their magnetic behavior.

[1] T.O. Strandberg et al. Nature Materials 6 (2007) 648; L. Fernández-Seivane and 

J. Ferrer, Phys. Rev. Lett. 99 (2007) 183401.

[2] D. Fritsch et al. J. Comp. Chem. 29 (2008) 2210 (invited contrib.);

http://arxiv.org/abs/0804.1233.

[3] O. Eriksson et al. Phys. Rev. B 41 (1990) R7311; H. Eschrig et al. Europhys. Lett. 

72 (2005) 611.

Funded by DFG, SPP 1145.

Fig.: Total energy vs. bond length of
Co2 for different spin multiplicities
2S+1 (scalar relativistic calculation).
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Research Area 4
Metastable alloys

Corrosion behaviour of bulk amorphous steel
F. Gostin, U. Siegel, C. Mickel, S. Baunack, A. Gebert, U. Kühn, J. Eckert, L. Schultz

Fe-based bulk metallic glasses have a high potential for industrial applications due to

relatively low production costs and unique properties, e.g. very high strength. Re-

cently it was shown that minor additions of Y or lanthanides significantly improve their

glass-forming ability.  These newly developed alloys were named “bulk amorphous

steels”. The most prominent of these alloys is (Fe44.3Cr5Co5Mo12.8Mn11.2C15.8B5.9)98.5Y1.5

with maximum sample thickness of 12 mm - this was subjected to fundamental corrosion

studies. The free corrosion behaviour and the anodic passivation ability of the bulk glassy

alloy were analysed by means of electrochemical polarization measurements which

were performed in aqueous solutions with pH values in the interval 0.3-14. Corrosion cur-

rent densities were found to be very low in the entire studied pH interval compared with

commercial grade steels, e.g. X210Cr12 steel and with the crystalline counterpart alloy.

The glassy alloy exhibits high dissolution rates upon anodic polarization in very acidic

environments, but with increasing pH values it tends to form passive layers showing the

highest protective effect at pH 11. Auger electron spectroscopy studies revealed that the

passive layers consist mainly of Fe and Cr oxides. A strong variation of the passive

layer structure and composition with the pH value was detected. 

Cooperation TU Dresden, Univ. Politehnica Bucarest

Martensitic transformation in Cu-Zr-based alloys
S. Pauly, U. Kühn, J. Freudenberger, N. Mattern, J. Eckert

The discovery of metallic glasses with casting dimensions up to several centimetres

allows for the determination of the mechanical properties of these so-called bulk metal-

lic glasses (BMGs). High yield stresses and relatively low Young’s moduli are inherent in

BMGs. However, a major drawback is the limited plasticity in many alloy systems as they

are prone to catastrophic failure. In order to improve the macroscopic deformability com-

posite materials have been developed consisting of a crystalline phase embedded in an

amorphous matrix. Particularly interesting under this aspect are Cu-Zr-based alloys as

they can be quenched into a glassy structure. Furthermore, proper adjustment of the

alloy composition as well as cooling rate permits the targeted precipitation of the B2 CuZr

phase in a glassy matrix. The B2 CuZr phase can undergo a reversible martensitic

transformation (MT) into a B19’ phase similar to the NiTi system. This strongly affects

the mechanical properties as will be shown.

Cu-Zr-Ti and Cu-Zr-Al BMG composites were produced by copper mould suction casting,

plastically deformed by cold rolling and investigated in synchrotron radiation. The

transformation from the B2 phase to the B19’ could be proved while the transformation

depends on the degree of plastic deformation. This MT has a pronounced effect on the

deformation behaviour of these alloys under compressive stress as depicted in the fig-

ure. The higher the volume fraction of B2 CuZr (curve b) the lower the yield stress and

the more distinct the work hardening behaviour, which reminds of a TRIP (transforma-

tion-induced plasticity) effect. The large plastic strain up to 15% is attributed to the

composite microstructure shown in the inset of the figure. In this way the mechanical

properties of the composites can be tailored. 

Funded by EU (RTN Ductile BMG Composites); Global Research Laboratory Program of the

Korean Ministry of Education, Science and Technology

Fig.: Stress-strain curves under compressive loading
of a Cu47.5Zr47.5Al5 BMG composite. The B2 CuZr
phase is embedded in an amorphous matrix as shown
in the inset. Sample (a) contains approximately
30 vol.% crystals and sample (b) approximately
50 vol.%. 
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Nanocrystalline LiCoO2 prepared by microwave assisted spray pyrolysis
K. Nikolowski, H. Ehrenberg, R. Buckan, H. Wiggers, R. Theissmann, R. Voigtländer, 

D. Lindackers, J. Eckert

Since their commercialization in the 1990ies nowadays lithium-ion batteries attract much

attention, as they will be introduced as power supply for hybrid electrical vehicles in near

future. In order to provide the high currents needed for this kind of application, small

particles with short diffusion paths are beneficial. Here we report the synthesis of LiCoO2

particles in the nanometre scale by microwave assisted spray pyrolysis.

The injection head for the ultrasonic spray pyrolysis setup was realised in house (see

inset in the figure) fitting to the setup at University Duisburg-Essen. To prepare the par-

ticles an aqueous solution of lithium and cobalt nitrate was nebulised, carried into the

reaction chamber and pyrolysed by a microwave assisted plasma. TEM analysis shows that

the particles are well crystalline and their size is in the range of 5-10 nm. The electro-

chemical performance was evaluated in test cells. The as synthesized material shows a

rather poor capacity, but an additional thermal treatment at rather mild conditions

(500 °C, 1 h) improves it significantly. The electrochemical curve shows the features

which are characteristic for LiCoO2.

Cooperation Univ. Duisburg-Essen

Funded by DFG, SFB 595, PAK 177

Strain distribution in bulk metallic glasses
M. Stoica, S. Pauly, J. Das, N. Mattern, J. Eckert

The macroscopic elastic strain can be determined relatively easily with the help of strain

gauges during deformation tests. However, in order to get access to the atomic-scale

strain tensor in situ tensile or compression tests in synchrotron radiation have to be

performed. The experimental setup is schematically shown in Fig. 1. The sample is

strained within the beam and the scattered photons are collected on a 2D image plate.

The diffraction pattern is consecutively sectioned into 36 slices with an opening angle

of 10°. Each slice is integrated and thus a 1D data set is obtained. The first scattering

maximum of each slice is fitted with a Gaussian curve. The strain can be obtained from

the shift of the first maximum in reciprocal space with respect to its original position;

q is the scattering vector:

(eq. 1)

The atomic-scale strain is plotted as a function of the angle ϕ for the different stress

levels (Fig. 2). The data is fitted by the following equation:

(eq. 2)

The strain along the loading axis (ε11) and perpendicular to it (ε22) are obtained, giving

additionally the Poisson’s ratio v = -ε22 /ε11. The elastic properties determined by these

diffraction experiments only correspond to the first atomic shell. Instead, ultrasonic

sound velocity measurements give values averaged over all atomic shells. A comparison

of the data obtained from both techniques suggests an interesting correlation. In

ductile bulk metallic glasses the first atomic shell behaves in a different way than the

macroscopic material indicating local fluctuations of the elastic properties. Yet, when

the glass fails directly after yielding the elastic properties of the first atomic shell

correspond quite well to the averaged values.

Funded by EU (RTN Ductile BMG Composites) 

Fig.: TEM figure of the powder synthesized by ultra-
sonic spray-pyrolysis. Inset (a) shows the sketch of the
insertion head, (b) the magnification of a well crys-
talline grain, and (c) the first cycle of a cell using the
as synthesized and the annealed powder, respectively.

Fig. 1: Schematic setup of the in situ tensile test
in hard x-rays.

Fig. 2: Fit of the strain at different stress levels
according to eq. 2. 
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Metal matrix composites reinforced with complex metallic alloys
S. Scudino, M. Sakaliyska, K.B. Surreddi, F. Ali, U. Kühn, M. Stoica, N. Mattern, 

H. Ehrenberg, J. Eckert

Within recent years, complex metallic alloys (CMAs) have been attracting much atten-

tion ranging from scientific curiosity about their complex structure to technological

aspects of preparation and potential applications. Complex metallic alloys display sev-

eral interesting properties, such as good corrosion resistance and high-temperature

strength, however, they are brittle at room temperature in the single-phase form, which

limits their use in engineering applications. A way to improve the room temperature

ductility is the development of a heterogeneous microstructure combining a soft metal-

lic matrix with second-phase CMA particles. The CMA particles act as strength-bearing

component, while the metallic matrix supplies ductility. In this project, metal matrix

composites (MMCs) containing high-strength CMA particles are produced by powder met-

allurgy and the resulting microstructure and mechanical properties are studied in detail.

The results indicate that CMA reinforcing particles are very effective for improving the

mechanical properties of the metal matrix, revealing that the properties can be tuned

within a wide range of strength and ductility as a function of size and volume fraction

of the reinforcement.

Cooperation FZ Jülich; MPI Dresden; Univ. Frankfurt; Sejong Univ., Seoul/Korea;

Univ. Torino, Italy; CNRS Grenoble, France; Slovak Univ. of Technology, Trnava, Slovak

Republic

Funded by EU (NoE CMA).

Cluster materials with competing properties 
J. Paillier, C. Mickel, A. Gebert, M. Uhlemann, L. Schultz, U. Kühn

Controlled hydrogenation generating nano-sized clusters may be a suitable way to

improve the mechanical properties of bulk glassy alloys. Hydrogen absorption per-

formed electrochemically at room temperature alters the structure of glassy alloys, e.g.

Zr59Ti3Cu20Al10Ni8, due to various affinities of the components to hydrogen. Alloy sam-

ples with limited hydrogen content remain their global amorphous structure but can

exhibit local inhomogeneities, i.e. crystalline regions that are Cu-rich clusters (∼12nm)

and/or ZrH∼1.7 hydride (∼ 6 nm). These clusters tend to be organised in larger “superstruc-

tures” on a scale of one to several hundred nanometers. Hydrogen-induced structural

changes are more impacted by the absorption conditions, i.e. by the current density (j),

than by the absorbed hydrogen content (see figure). 

Fig.: Influence of H-content and charging conditions
on the primary crystallisation process of a
Zr59Ti3Cu20Al10Ni8 glassy alloy. The plot shows the
evolution of the crystallized fraction with time during
isothermal (725K) DSC experiments; inset: HR-TEM
picture of a nanocrystalline Cu-rich region

Fig.: Room temperature compression stress-strain
curves for the metal matrix composites reinforced with
different amounts of CMA particles.
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Spinodal decomposition of Ni-Nb-Y metallic glasses
N. Mattern, B. Schwarz, T. Gemming, U. Kühn, J. Eckert 

The ternary alloy system Ni-Nb-Y exhibits a miscibility gap in the liquid in accordance with

the strong positive enthalpy of mixing between Nb and Y [1]. The liquid-liquid phase

separation was explored to prepare new phase-separated Ni-Nb-Y glasses by rapid

quenching of the melt. The temperature dependence of the critical temperature of

liquid-liquid phase separation TC determines essentially the structure formation and

consequently the obtained microstructures. For Ni contents < 60 at.% ( TC > Tliquidus),

coarsened hierarchical microstructures of two-phase glasses are obtained [2]. For

higher Ni contents > 60 at.% ( TC < Tliquidus), early stages of decomposition can be prepared

with correlation lengths in the nanometer-scale. The observed fluctuation lengths

range from 5 to 12 nm depending on the actual composition of the glass as determined

by small angle X-ray scattering (SAXS) [3]. The occurrence of the maximum in the SAXS

curves in Figure a) is related to the high density of electron density fluctuations with a

dominant correlation length ζ . The shift of the maximum’s position from qmax = 0.5 to

1.2 nm
-1

indicates a reduction of ζ with increasing Ni content from ζ = 12 nm for

Ni66Nb17Y17, and ζ = 8 nm for Ni68Nb16Y16, to ζ = 5 nm for Ni70Nb15Y15 metallic glass. In situ

SAXS measurements at elevated temperatures give evidence for the spinodal character

of the decomposition. Annealing the Ni70Nb15Y15 glass in the supercooled liquid leads to

an increase of the amplitude of the concentration fluctuations, however, the wavelength

stays unchanged [3]. The heterogeneous microstructure of rapidly quenched Ni68Nb16Y16

alloy was confirmed by 3-D Atom Probe Tomography. A Y atom map is shown in Figure b

of a selected volume with lengths a = 20 nm, b = 20 nm, and c = 5 nm, viewed parallel to

the c-direction. Concentration fluctuations, i.e. regions with alternating higher re-

spectively lower Y- density, on a ∼ 5-10nm lengthscale are clearly visible. The opposed

Nb and Y concentrations indicate the existence of Nb- and Y-enriched Ni-clusters in the

phase separated glass. 

[1] N. Mattern, M. Zinkevich, W. Loeser, G. Behr, J. Acker, J. Phase Equilibria and 

Diffusion 29 (2008) Nr. 2, 141-155

[2] N. Mattern, T. Gemming, G. Goerigk, J. Eckert, Scripta Materialia 57 (2007) Nr. 1, 

29-32

[3] N. Mattern, G. Goerigk, U. Vainio, M.K. Miller, T. Gemming, J. Eckert, 

Acta Materialia 57 (2009) 902-907

Cooperation Yonsei University Seoul, Oak Ridge National Laboratory (SHaRE program),

FZ Jülich, HASYLAB@DESY, MPI Stuttgart

Funded by Leibniz-Society Pakt für Forschung 2008

New Hydrides 
O. Gutfleisch, C. Rongeat, I. Llamas-Jansa, B. Gebel, M. Herrich, L. Dunsch, 

S. Oswald, A. Teresiak, M. Uhlemann, A. Gebert, L. Schultz

Human development has caused a depletion of natural energy resources and climate

changes with non-predictable consequences. New energy concepts are required for the

future of our industrial society. The only known energy carrier with a high energy

density and no emission of greenhouse gas is hydrogen. 

Research of solid-state storage of hydrogen - for e.g. zero-emission vehicle propulsion

and other mobile applications – is pursued by exploring functional complex hydrides

such as alanates, borohydrides and nitride based amides and imides. These materials

offer several advantages over conventional metal hydrides provided one or more of the

Fig. b): Spatial distribution of Y-atoms of rapidly
quenched Ni68Nb16Y16 metallic glass by Atom Probe
Tomography (edge size is 20 nm x 20 nm, thickness
c = 5 nm), fluctuation length of Y atomic density is
about 10 nm.

Fig. a): Small Angle X-ray Scattering curves dσ/dΩ(q)

of Ni-Nb-Y metallic glasses – the positions of maxima
at q = qmax correspond to different fluctuation length
ζ between 5 and 12 nm.
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following limitations: a) unfavourable thermodynamics (high temperatures to release

hydrogen), b) poor kinetics (low rates of hydrogen release and uptake), c) decomposi-

tion pathways involving the release of undesirable by-products (e.g. ammonia), and/or

d) an inability to reabsorb hydrogen at modest temperatures and pressures (i.e.

“irreversibility”) can be overcome.

Our work includes the thermodynamic and kinetic characterisation with high-pressure

differential scanning calorimetry, gravimetric and pressure-composition-temperature

analysis as well as the study of hydrogen dynamics using in-situ XPS, XRD and Raman in

order to understand details of the complex sequence of transformations, to identify

intermediate reaction products and rate determining steps in complex hydrides and

reactive hydride composites. Novel processing techniques such as high hydrogen pres-

sure reactive milling and high pressure annealing are used in order to identify new

materials with high reversible hydrogen contents.

Cooperation EMPA, CH; GKSS Research Centre Geesthacht; FZ Karlsruhe; 

Univ. of Amsterdam, Netherlands; Univ. of Birmingham, UK; Univ. of Rome 

“La Sapienza”, Italy; Interdisciplinary Nanoscience Center, Univ. of Aarhus, DK

Funded by EU IP (NESSHY), HGF (FuncHy), EU RTN (COSY)

Fig.: DSC traces for as-milled NaH + Al + 4 mol%
dopant (3 bar Ar, 5 K min-1) yielding NaAlH4: 
TiCl3 (—), Ti (– ··–), ScCl3 (– –) and CeCl3 ( ).
The features are related to the three steps of
NaAlH4 decomposition: (A) NaAlH4 to Na3AlH6, 
(B) Na3AlH6 to NaH and (C) NaH to Na + H2.
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Research Area 5
Stress-driven architectures and phenomena

3D composition profiles of single quantum dots determined by 
scanning-probe-microscopy based nanotomography
A. Rastelli, M. Stoffel, T. Merdzhanova, O. G. Schmidt

Strain-driven self-assembly provides a straightforward route to fabricate coherent, de-

fect-free semiconductor “quantum dots” (QDs). During epitaxial growth, the deposited

material intermixes with the substrate material, leading to the formation of alloyed

islands. A precise knowledge of the material distribution in these islands/QDs is impor-

tant for predicting the electronic and optical properties of novel QD-based devices. We

have developed a new method to quantitatively determine the three-dimensional (3D)

composition profiles of single QDs and have applied it to SiGe islands grown on Si(001)

substrate. The method is based on scanning probe microscopy imaging of the same

surface area after successive etching steps in a composition-selective chemical solution.

By using an accurate calibration of the etching rate as a function of Ge content and

dedicated software algorithms, the 3D composition profiles are reconstructed from the

etching sequence. Compared to other existing methods, this “nanotomography” ap-

proach offers the possibility of mapping the 3D composition of individual QDs and to

gather information on the composition of many islands at the same time.

A. Rastelli et al. Nano Letters, 8, 1404 (2008).

Cooperation Max-Planck-Institut für Festkörperforschung Stuttgart, ESRF Grenoble 

(France)

From radial hybrid superlattices to planar multilayers 
Ch. Deneke, T. Zander*, Ch. Mickel, B. Rellinghaus, O. G. Schmidt

Since the first proposal of semiconductor superlattices (SL), such heterostructures

have attracted overwhelming interest over the past 30 years due to their electronic,

optical or opto-electronic properties. Over recent years, an approach to realize radial hy-

brid superlattices (RSL) by the release and roll-up of strained layers has been established.

However, for certain device applications, a planar structure of such a hybrid superlat-

tice would be more suitable. Here, the fabrication of a planar metal/semiconductor

superlattice (MeSSL) by compressing a RSL into a planar SL is illustrated. 

Fig.: Top left: example of sequence of AFM images
(3D view) of a SiGe/Si(001) island taken after succes-
sive etching steps in a NH4OH:H2O2 solution. The
distance between subsequent surfaces Σ(ti) measured
after an etching time ti is used to determine the local
etching rate r. Based on etching rate calibration the
local composition x is then calculated from r. Top
righ: AFM image of an ensemble of islands prior to
etching. Bottom: examples of horizontal cross-cuts at
height z (with respect to the substrate) showing the
Ge content inside the islands.

*Max-Planck-Institut für Festkörperforschung
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The figure illustrates the approach, and a collection of transmission electron microscopy

(TEM) images is shown to exemplify and characterize the resulting layer stacks. A TEM

image of a focus ion beam prepared MeSSL cross-section is shown in the middle row of

the figure. Besides the superlattice like multilayer stack that formed by pressing a

rolled-up semiconductor/metal tube, the AlAs sacrificial layer needed to release the

layer from the GaAs substrate can be recognized. The bottom row displays high magni-

fication images of the MeSSL (area marked in Fig. above). The lower half of the MeSSL

together with the MeSSL mirror plane is seen. The MeSSL consists of 24 periods cre-

ated by 12 rotations of the original RSL. The mirror plane arises from a reversal of the

layer sequence and has a thickness of two periods of the MeSSL. A single period of the

MeSSL is depicted in the high magnification TEM image in the lower row (right side)

illustrating the semiconductor and metal layers forming the MeSSL as well as the new

interfaces (IF1 and IF2) developing during the pressing of the RSL.

Tunable microtube resonators
G. S. Huang, Y. F. Mei, S. Kiravittaya, V. A. Bolaños Quiñones, 

F. Ding, M. Benyoucef, A. Rastelli, O. G. Schmidt

Recently, optical resonators have gained considerable interest because of their applica-

tions in opto-electronics and integrated optics. An exact tailoring of the resonant

modes is of importance from the viewpoints of fundamental researches and practical ap-

plications, which can be feasible and demonstrated by using rolled-up nanotechnology.

In this work, tunable microtube resonators have been fabricated by releasing

pre-stressed circular SiO/SiO2 nanomembranes, where the rotations vary with the

distance from the middle of the tube (see the optical microscope image of an ordered

microtube array in the inset of the figure.). Interestingly, the photoluminescence (PL)

spectra from these microtubes exhibit modulations in intensity. Finite-difference time-

domain (FDTD) simulation reveals that the modulation is caused by optical resonant

modes from light circulating and interfering in the tube wall.

A series of PL spectra were collected along the microtube axis, and the evolution of the

relative intensity of a resonant mode (∼1.95 eV; M = 30) is displayed in blue triangles.

Fig.: Top row illustrates the fabrication of a 
planar hybrid multilayer stack by compression
of a radial hybrid superlattice. Next two rows
show a collection of TEM images to illustrate
the obtained planar hybrid superlattice by
pressing a rolled-up semiconductor/metal tube.
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The relative intensity reaches a maximal value at the middle of the microtube with max-

imum rotations. Whereas, at the regions near the ends of the microtube, the thinner tube

wall weakens the light confinement and the resonant modes can no longer be observed.

In addition to the evolution of the relative intensity, the structure of the microtube has

significant influence on the mode positions. The resonant modes shift continuously to

higher energy when moving from the middle to the end of the microtube (red circles).

To understand this shift qualitatively, we can consider the cross section of a microtube

as a circular waveguide. The decrease of the rotations/tube wall thickness shortens the

path of the light circulating around the circle, leading to a decrease of the effective

refractive index. As a consequence, the modes should move to shorter wavelength/

higher energy. The shift quantitatively calculated by FDTD simulation (red dashed lines)

fits the experiment result very well.

High temperature properties of SNGS and STGS single crystals
A. Sotnikov, H. Schmidt, K. Suschke, M. Weihnacht

SNGS (Sr3NbGa3Si2O14) and STGS (Sr3TaGa3Si2O14) trigonal single crystals which belong

to the langasite (La3Ga2Ge4O14) crystal family are of considerable interest as very prom-

ising materials for both bulk- and surface acoustic wave devices and high temperature

sensors. This is due to a combination of relatively large piezoelectric coefficients, mod-

erate dielectric constant, small acoustic loss and absence of any phase transition up to

crystals melting points of about 1400°C.

Piezoelectric, elastic and dielectric properties of SNGS and STGS single crystals have been

investigated in the temperature range from 22°C up to 940°C using ultrasonic pulse-

echo- and resonance methods. Temperature dependences of the dielectric constant ε11,

the piezoelectric stress constant e11 as well as elastic constants C11 and C66 have been

obtained for the first time in this very wide temperature range. Rather strong piezo-

electric response of both investigated materials keeps at least up to 940°C (see Fig.).

We did not find any changes of crystal properties after several heating-cooling cycles in

the temperature range from 22°C to 940°C. The experimental results show that SNGS and

STGS crystals are promising materials for acoustic wave sensor applications at elevated

temperatures.

Cooperation TU Bergakademie Freiberg

Funded by DFG, BMBF (InnoProfile)

Fig.: Blue triangles show the relative intensity of a
mode (azimuthal number M = 29) as a function of the
distance from the middle of the tube. The blue
dashed line is a guide to the eye. The red circles dis-
play the experimental result of peak position (M = 29)
as a function of distance. The result from FDTD simu-
lation is given as red dashed line. The inset shows an
optical microscope image of an ordered microtube 
array formed on circular patterns (scale bar: 20 µm).

Fig.: Ultrasonic pulse-echo patterns for SNGS single
crystal at 22°C (black line) and 940°C (red line). 
Excitation and receiving of the ultrasonic pulses were
done via piezoelectric effect of the crystal without
additional transducer.
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Tuning magnetic properties by roll-up of Au/Co/Au films into microtubes
C. Müller, M. S. Khatri, C. Deneke, S. Fähler, Y. Mei, E. Bermúdez Ureña, O. G. Schmidt 

Tubular structures are of much interest due to a low influence of edge roughness and their

minimal stray field resulting in uniform and reproducible switching characteristics.

These properties make them attractive for several applications, e.g. hard disk devices [1]

or high-sensitivity sensors [2]. In order to obtain aligned arrays of magnetic microtubes,

Au(4 nm)/Co(5 – 25 nm)/Au(4 nm) polycrystalline films were fabricated by tilted depo-

sition on pre-structured sacrificial layers (photoresist) and rolled-up by selectively

dissolving the photoresist. Depending on the total layer thickness, the pattern size and

the deposition conditions the diameter for the obtained microtubes could be adjusted

between 2 and 11 µm. The magnetization properties are strongly affected by the roll-up

process. In addition to a modified shape anisotropy, the magnetostrictive anisotropy due

to the stress release is reversed (see figure). We found that the easy axis of magne-

tization (along 90°) is induced by the external uniaxial stress. It corresponds to a more

compressive stress along 90° compared to the 0° direction. After the roll-up process the

easy axis of magnetization is aligned along 0°, corresponding to the direction of com-

pressive stress. 

Moreover, low temperature measurements support the presence of significant exchange

bias (up to 24 mT) for the rolled-up structures presumably due to the exchange coupling

at Co/CoO interfaces.

[1] M. Kläui et al., Appl. Phys. Lett. 78 (2001) 3268.

[2] M. C. K. Wiltshire et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 291 (2001) 849.

Structure and properties of Hafniumoxide-based high-k dielectric layers
J. Gluch, S. Menzel, J. Thomas

The atomic layer deposition (ALD) has a high industrial potential for the next genera-

tions of complementary metal-oxide-semiconductor memory technology. Its ability to

grow high dielectric constant materials with highly conformal, homogeneous, and

atomically accurate films on flat and high-aspect ratio structures in an ultrathin range

is subject of this project.

The dielectric properties of yttrium stabilized hafnium oxide (Hf-Y-O) thin films have been

evaluated with respect to their crystalline structure. The films with a thickness of few

nanometres show different structure depending on thickness, deposition temperature

and yttrium content. High quality films could be deposited at 300°C in a tube flow ALD

chamber with a halide Hafnium precursor (HfCl 4) and a metal organic Yttrium precursor

((CpCH3)3Y). Water was used as oxygen source. The films with thickness of 10 nm are

amorphous in the as-deposited state and fully crystalline after thermal treatment at

400°C. Hereby, the Yttrium stabilizes the desired cubic Hafnium oxide phase. After ther-

mal treatment the crystal size is in the range of film thickness. The crystalline structure

directly correlates with the dielectric properties. A maximum dielectric constant with

∼80% higher κ value in comparison to that of the pure Hafnium oxide films (κ = 16) was

observed for an Yttrium content of ∼ 6.2 at%. However, the leakage current does increase

linearly with the Yttrium content. 

In summary it is shown that the addition of Yttrium to the ultrathin HfO2 ALD films can

successful stabilize the cubic phase and, therefore, may contribute to efficiency of

future integrated memory applications.

Cooperation TU Dresden, Qimonda AG, Fraunhofer CNT, NamLAB gGmbH

Funded by BMBF (01M3171A, SOHAR)

Fig.: VSM hysteresis loops obtained from a) the film
array and b) the corresponding tube array. The film
consists of 4 nm Au/ 10 nm Co/ 4 nm Au layers. 
The insets show the directions of the applied field.

Fig.: Dependency of the leakage current J over di-
electric constant represented as equivalent oxide
thickness (EOT). The stabilisation of the high-κ phase
after the thermal treatment at 500°C results in signifi-
cantly enhanced dielectric properties with only minor
increase in the leakage current. The values for pure
HfO2 do not show such a dramatic change.
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A new interdigital transducer for remote surface 
acoustic waves (SAW) sensors
G. Martin, S. Biryukov, B. Steiner (1), B. Wall (1)

Remote SAW sensors are very important for the transmission of data from locations which

are difficult in access. Such a sensor includes an interdigital transducer (IDT) and at least

one reflector on a piezoelectric substrate. The time delay of the waves from the IDT to

the reflectors and back to the IDT is the sensitive quantity. The sensor interacts with a

transmitting / receiving unit. The goal is to increase the range of that unit for constant

power. As a consequence, the IDT is required to radiate a SAW power as high as possible

to the reflectors. This is achieved by using single phase unidirectional transducers

(SPUDT). As an additional requirement the finger electrodes are to be not narrower than

λ/4 (λ = wavelength) in order to be able to produce sensors up to 2.4 GHz by means of

the available technology. The SPUDTs should not essentially be longer than 20λ. In

order to obtain a sufficient directivity in spite of the short SPUDT length the reflection

factor has to be as large as possible. The figure shows a SPUDT cell type suited for Y cut,

Z propagating LiNbO3 (YZLiNbO3). The normalized Al layer thickness, hAl /λ, is intended

to be 7.5%. The length amounts to 3λ. The reflection factor per λ is found to be 5.9% what

is a very large value. As shown by the figure, the cell includes floating electrodes beside

electrodes with a given potential. The floating electrodes are favourable to achieve

high reflection factors on high-coupling substrates like YZLiNbO3.The structure is asym-

metric resulting in the radiation of different SAW power to the right and left direction.

All the electrode fingers and the gaps between them are wider than λ/4.

Cooperation Vectron International GmbH & Co, KG, Teltow (1)

Funded by Vectron International GmbH & Co, KG, Teltow

Development of SiO2 layers for SAW microfluidics
A. Winkler, S. Menzel, H. Schmidt, J. Eckert

Surface acoustic wave microfluidics, i.e. the surface acoustic wave (SAW) driven actu-

ation of small fluid volumes and the sensing of fluid properties using SAW is a rela-

tively young and interdisciplinary field of research. Due to several reasons the covering

of such microfluidic devices with a SiO2 layer is beneficial: (1) electrical and mechani-

cal passivation of the interdigital transducers (IDTs), (2) bio-/chemical compatibility and

modifiability of SiO2, (3) compensation of temperature-induced operation frequency shift

of the SAW device. Additionally, the complete encapsulation of the IDT can generally

improve power durability and lifetime of SAW devices, especially of SAW actuators. 

We developed high-quality (“SAW-grade”) SiO2 thin films deposited by means of reactive

RF magnetron sputtering from SiO2-target on different piezoelectric substrates. Film

characterization was carried out using atomic force microscopy, laser-pulse acoustic

measurement, glow-discharge optical emission spectroscopy, variable angle ellip-

sometry, and x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy. The amorphous SiO2 films show a high

Young’s modulus (ESiO2,film = 70...72 GPa), low RMS roughness (RRMS < 0.5 nm), low SiO

content (< 3 %) and high growth rates (> 30 nm/min). The edge covering of the films is

excellent for finger electrode heights up to 500 nm (Fig.). The as-deposited films are

applicable for novel SAW microfluidic devices like sensors or actuators, which will be

developed in the IFW Dresden. 

Cooperation TU Dresden, Creavac GmbH Dresden, SAW Components Dresden GmbH

Fig.: FIB Cross-section of an IDT-finger structure with
500 nm thick Al-electrodes on piezoelectric Lithium
tantalate, covered with 830 nm sputtered SiO2

Fig.: Schematic view of a SPUDT cell structure suited
for remote SAW sensors on YZLiNbO3.
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FZ Dresden-Rossendorf, 9.4.08 (2008).

207) T.G. Woodcock, K. Khlopkov, T. Gemming, A. Walther, N.M. Dempsey, D. Givord, O. Gutfleisch, Interaction domains in high 

performance NdFeB thick films for applications in micro-electro-mechanical systems (MEMS), International Workshop, NIMS, 

Tsukuba/ Japan, 27.10.08 (2008).
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Patents

Issues of Patents 2008

DE 10 2004 006 234 Verfahren zur Herstellung oxidischer Supraleiter

Inventors: W. Gruner, W. Häßler

DE 10 2005 036 682 Verfahren zu Herstellung eines Schicht-Substrat-Verbundes und 

Schicht-Substrat-Verbund

Inventors: S. Fähler, K. Leistner, V. Neu

DE 10 2005 026 548 Metallstangen mit magnetischen Bitmustern sowie Verfahren und 

Einrichtung zum Erzeugen der Bitmuster

Inventor: S. Fähler

DE 10 2006 027 880 Isolationsschichtmaterial für die Mikroelektronik

Inventors: H. Hermann, Ch. Täschner et al.

DE 10 2006 042 616 Wellenleiterbauelemente auf der Grundlage akustischer Oberflächenwellen 

und deren Verwendung

Inventors: S. Biryukov, G. Martin, M. Weihnacht

DE 10 2006 041 515 Verfahren zur Herstellung von ein- oder mehrwandigen, mit einem oder 

mehreren Übergangsmetallen beschichteten Kohlenstoff-Nanoröhren

Inventors: A. Leonhardt, S. Hampel, B. Büchner

EP 1 143 531 Permanentmagnet aus einem supraleitenden keramischen Material

Inventors: G. Krabbes, G. Fuchs, G. Stöver, P. Verges, L. Shlyk

Patent Applications 2008

10715 Verfahren und Vorrichtung zur Erzeugung eines räumlich frei orinetierbaren 

Magnetfeldes mittels supraleitender Dauermagneten

Inventors: D. Lindackers, A. Horst, B. Büchner

10722 Formkörper aus einem magnesiumhaltigen Verbundwerkstoff und Verfahren 

zu seiner Herstellung

Inventors: M. Sakaliyska, S. Scudino, K. Surreddi, J. Eckert

10723 Formkörper aus einem aluminiumhaltigen Verbundwerkstoff und Verfahren 

zu seiner Herstellung

Inventors: M. Sakaliyska, S. Scudino, K. Surreddi, J. Eckert

10802 Thermoelektrisches Bauelement und Verfahren zu seiner Herstellung

Inventors: T. Dienel, J. Schumann, A. Rastelli, O.G. Schmidt

10804 Röhrenförmiger Multifunktionssensor in Flüssigkeiten, Verfahren zu seiner 

Herstellung und Verwendung

Inventors: E. Bermudez, Y. Mei, O. G. Schmidt

10806 Verfahren zur Herstellung eines Schichtverbundes mit epitaktisch 

gewachsenen Schichten aus einem magnetischen Formgedächtnismaterial 

und Schichtverbund mit epitaktisch gewachsenen Schichten aus einem 

magnetischen Formgedächtnismaterial, sowie deren Verwendung

Inventors: F. Khelfaoni, J. Buschbeck, S. Fähler, et al.

10807 Temperaturstabiler Doppelresonator

Inventor: G. Martin

10809 Schichtsystem für Elektroden

Inventor: S. Menzel
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10810 Strangförmiges Kompositleitermaterial

Inventor: S. Menzel

10811 Schicht oder Schichtsystem für Interdigitalwandler für SAW- Bauelemente 

für Hochleistungs- und/oder Hochtemperaturanwendungen und/oder mit 

hohem Reflexionsfaktor

Inventors: S. Menzel, A. Winkler, H. Schmidt

10812 Verfahren zur Herstellung von dotierten Vanadium-Nanoröhren

Inventors: G. Zakharova, C. Täschner, V. Volkov, A. Leonhardt

10814 Elektisch leitfähiger Hochtemperatur-Supraleiter-Schichtaufbau und 

Verfahren zu seiner Herstellung

Inventors: R. Hühne, K. Güth, R. Kaltofen

10815 Verfahren zur Anwendung eines Bauelementes aus mindestens einem 

ferromagnetischen Formgedächtnis-Material, Bauelement und dessen 

Verwendung

Inventors: S. Fähler, M. Thomas, O. Heczko, J. Buschbeck, J. Mc Cord

10816 Verfahren zur Bestimmung der Viskosität und Elastizität von 

viskoelastischen Medien

Inventors: R. Brünig, M. Weihnacht, H. Schmidt, G. Martin

10817 Verfahren zur Bestimmung der Viskosität und Elastizität von 

viskoelastischen Medien

Inventors: R. Brünig, M. Weihnacht, H. Schmidt

10818 Diagnostisches und/oder therapeutisches Agens, Verfahren zu seiner 

Herstellung und Verwendung

Inventors: L. Dunsch et al.

10826 Verfahren zur Herstellung von großen Vesikeln aus selbstorganisierenden, 

membranbildenden Molekülen

Inventors: L. Steller, H. Schmidt, et al.

10832 Beschichtetes magnetisches Legierungsmaterial und Verfahren zu seiner 

Herstellung

Inventors: J. Lyubina, M. Buschbeck, O. Gutfleisch
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PhD Theses 2008

Gangineni Ramesh Babu Extrinsic Magnetotransport in Manganites and its Dependence on 

Mechanical Strain

Kaushik Biswas Effect of melt convection on microstructure evolution of peritectic 

Nd-Fe-B and Ti-Al alloys.

Jayanta Das Heterostructured copper- and titanium-base ultrafine and glassy alloys

Denny Deutsch Nanostructurierte Fullerenschichten für organische Bauelemente

Uwe Gaitzsch Struktureinstellung und magnetische Dehnung in polykristallinen 

magnetischen Ni-Mn-Ga – Formgedächtnislegierungen

Christian Golze Tunable High-Field/High-Frequency ESR and High-Field Magnetization 

on Single-Molecule Clusters

Daniel Grimm A combined experimental and theoretical approach towards the under-

standing of transport in one-dimensional molecular nanostructures

Dmytro Inosov Many-Body Effects in the Electronic Structure of High-Tc Cuprates

Christian Kramberger Angle-resolved dielectric response in carbon nanotubes

Christian Müller Grundlegende Untersuchungen zum CVD-Wachstum Fe-gefüllter 

Kohlenstoff-Nanoröhren

Ajit Kumar Patra Crystal Structure, anisotropy and spin reorientation transition of highly 

coercive, epitaxial Pr-Co films

Patrick Riberio One-dimensional quantum magnets in cuprates: Single crystal growth 

and magnetic heat transport studies

Thomas Riedl La0,7Sr0,3MnO3-Dünnschichten auf SrTiO3(0 0 1)-Substrat: 

Struktur und Mn-Wertigkeit

Nicolle Seifert Mikrostruktur und mechanisches Verhalten von teilamorphen und 

kristallinen Materialien auf Zirkon-Basis

Venkataraman Shankar Studies on microstructural transformations in Cu47Ti33Zr11Ni8Si1

metallic glass

Marcel Stangl Charakterisierung und Optimierung elektrochemisch abgeschiedener 

Kupferdünnschichtmetallisierungen für Leitbahnen höchstintegrierter 

Schaltkreise

Volodymyr Zabolotny Investigation of renormalization effects in high temperature cuprate 

superconductors

Wenxu Zhang Magnetism, Structure and their Interactions
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Diploma and Master Theses 2008

Ioana-Ruxandrs Balan Einführung von Programmbudgets in die Leibniz-Gemeinschaft 

am Beispiel des IFW Dresden (Univ. Politehnica Bukarest)

Anja Backen Statisches und dynamisches Magnetisierungsverhalten 

austauschgekoppelter magnetischer Mikrodrähte (TU Dresden)

Mathias Bayer Spin Density Wave Chromium (TU Dresden)

Martin Engel Synthese von stickstoffhaltigen Kohlenstoff-Nanotubes mittels plasma-

gestützter chemischer Gasphasenabscheidung (TU Bergakademie Freiberg)

Andreea C. Ghinea Structure and mechanical properties of ßTi-Nb and TiNbIn alloys with 

potential biomedical applications (Univ. Politehnica Bukarest)

Konrad Güth Entwicklung leitfähiger Pufferarchitekturen auf der Basis von IBAD-TiN

(TU Dresden)

Andreas Herklotz PMN-PT als Dünnschichtsubstrat (TU Dresden)

René Illgen Herstellen, Öffnen, Kürzen, Füllen und Wiederverschließen von 

Kohlenstoffnanoröhren (FH Zittau-Görlitz)

Christian Kästner Synthese und Charakterisierung von Mono- und Dimetallofullerenen 

(TU Ilmenau)

Florian Kretzschmar Magnetische Untersuchungen geometrisch frustrierter Spinmagnete 

(TU Dresden)

Christopher Mahn Aufbau einer Messzelle für medizinische Anwendung von Nanomagneten 

(TU Dresden)

Claudia Patschureck Untersuchung der Anisotropieabhängigkeit der magnetischen Domänen-

struktur und des dynamischen Magnetisierungsverhaltens in magnetischen 

Dünnschichtelementen (TU Dresden)

Maik Peschel Hydrothermale Synthese von eisenhaltigen Nanostrukturen (FHS Jena)

Darius Pohl Einfluss von Ionenbestrahlung auf die Morphologie und Kristallstruktur 

von Übergangsmetall-Nanopartikeln (TU Dresden)

Paul Saß STM-Untersuchungen an Übergangsmetalloxiden (TU Dresden)

Antje Schlieter Mikrostrukturelle sowie mechanische und thermische Charakterisierung 

von Fe84.3Cr4.3Mo4.6V2.2C4.6 (TU Bergakademie Freiberg)

Christoph Schlosser Erarbeitung einer Lösung zur Realisierung und zum Einsatz von Video-

konferenzen im IFW (BA Dresden)

Marietta Seifert Dünne epitaktische SmCo5-Schichten mit senkrechter magnetischer 

Anisotropie (TU Dresden)

Konrad Suschke Charakterisierung neuer piezoelektrischer Materialien (TU Dresden)

Juliane Thielsch Kerrmikroskopische Untersuchung von Magnetisierungsprozessen in 

kornorientiertem Elektroblech (TU Dresden)

Sven Thierbach Membrandomänen - Manipulation und Charakterisierung durch akustische 

Oberflächenwellen (TU Dresden)

Franziska Thoss Ni-Mn-Ga: Gefügeeinstellung durch Wärmebehandlung (TU Dresden)

Dirk Rittrich Grenzflächen- und Wachstumsuntersuchungen an dünnen Wolfram- 

und Wolframnitridschichten auf Silizium mittels winkelaufgelöster 

Photoelektronenspektroskopie (WHZ Zickau)
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Calls and Awards 2008

Calls on Professorships

Dr. Yuanfu Chen Univ. of Electronic Science and Technology China (UESC)

Awards

Prof. Dr. Jürgen Eckert Gottfried-Wilhelm-Leibniz-Preis 2009 of the DFG 

(announced Dec. 2008, awarded March 2009)

Team Megalloys FutureSax Award

Olga Shuleshova  IMPRESS Prize for Young Researchers

Dr. Anja Wolter Heinrich-Büssing-Preis 2008 

Dr. Alexander Grüneis Apart-Stipendium der Österreichischen Akademie der Wissenschaften

Kristina Tschulik Lohrmann-Medaille der TU Dresden

Uwe Neu Gustav-von-Lauenstein-Erfinderpreis

Publication and Poster Awards

Jong-Woo Kim Young Scientist Award for the best paper at EMRS 2008

Franziska Schäffel Best Poster Award at „Trends in Nanotechnology“ in Oviedo 

Alexander Grüneis Best Poster Award at 9th Int. Conf. on the Science and Application 

of Nanotubes in Montpellier June 29 – July 4, 2008 

Jörg Buschbeck Best Oral Presentation Award JEMS 08 in Dublin

Christine Hamann Best Oral Presentation Award JEMS 08 in Dublin

Jacub Koza Best Oral Presentation Award JEMS 08 in Dublin

Vyacheslav Khavrus et al. Best Poster Award of the 3rd International Symposium on Carbon 

for Catalysis conference 2008

IFW Awards

Dr. Kathrin Dörr IFW Research Award 2008

Dr. Jayanta Das Deutsche Bank Junior Award 2008 for the best PhD thesis

Dr. Rüdiger Klingeler IFF Research Award 2008

Dr. Wolfgang Häßler IMW Research Award 2008

Dr. Helmut Ehrenberg IKM Research Award 2008

Dr. Yongfeng Mei IIN Research Award 2008
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Conferences and colloquia 2008

Conferences

Final European Workshop “Strengthening the role of women scientists in Nano-Science” 

March 6-8, 2008 in Dresden, Germany 

Chairperson: Dr. Annett Gebert (IFW Dresden)

GLADNET Spring Meeting 

April 21–25, 2008 in Dresden, Germany

Chairperson: Dr. Volker Hoffmann (IFW Dresden)

RQ13: 13th International Conference on Rapidly Quenched & Metastable Materials 

August 24 - 29, 2008 in Dresden, Germany

Chairmen: Prof. L. Schultz, Prof. J. Eckert (IFW Dresden)

Hand-on-FPLO: DFT meets Experiment & 7th Tutorial Hands-on-FPLO 

August 25 - 28, 2008 in Dresden, Germany

Chairmen: Prof. H. Eschrig, Dr. M. Richter (IFW Dresden)

Global Research Laboratory Workshop on Bulk Metallic Glasses

August 30, 2008 in Dresden, Germany

Chairmen: Prof. J. Eckert (IFW Dresden), Do Hyang Kim (Yonsei Univ. Seoul)

21. ICP-MS Anwendertreffen und 8. Symposium über Massenspektrometrische Verfahren der Elementspurenanalyse

September 17 – 19, 2008 in Dresden, Germany

Chairman: Dr. Volker Hoffmann (IFW Dresden)

International Workshop “Physics and Chemistry of FeAs-based Superconductors”

1st German-Russian workshop on Quantum Ground States

October 27 - 29, 2008 in Dresden, Germany

Chairman: Prof. B. Büchner (IFW Dresden)

3rd International Workshop „European Activities in Hydrogen Technology Research“

November 18th, 2008 in Dresden, Germany

Organized by the Helmholtz Initiative FuncHy and IFW Dresden

IFW Colloquia

Prof. Josep Fontcuberta, Institut de Ciència de Materials de Barcelona, Multifunctional oxide heterostructures for spintronics, 

10.01.2008

Prof. Dr. Reinhold Kleiner, Univ. Tübingen, Splitting flux quanta in superconductors, 31.01.2008

Prof. Dr. Peter Gumbsch, Fraunhofer IWM Freiburg, A Multiscale Modelling Approach to Structure and Properties of Diamond Like Carbon 

Coatings, 07.02.2008

Prof. Klaus Capelle, Univ. of Sao Paulo, Crystals made of light, 24.04.2008

Prof. Steven Hayden, Univ. of Bristol, New Structures in the Spin Excitations of LaSrCuO and their possible relationship to 

High Temperature Superconductivity, 22.05.2008

Prof. Josef Michl, Univ. of Colorado at Boulder, USA, From Molecular Rotors to Molecular Bubbles, 29.05.2008

Prof. Ulrich Gösele, MPI für Mikrostrukturphysik Halle, Reactions at the nanoscale, 09.06.2008

Prof. Manfred Bayer, Univ. Dortmund, All-Optical Control of Electron Spins in Quantum Dot Ensembles, 12.06.2008

Prof. Paul Heitjans, Univ. Hannover, Mobile Lithium Ions in Solids, 26.06.2008

Prof. Cynthia A. Volkert, Univ. Göttingen, Deformation of nanostructured metals: How dislocations behave in small spaces, 03.07.2008

Prof. Markus Winterer, Univ. Duisburg-Essen, Synthesis and Characterization of Complex Nanocrystalline Oxides, 10.07.2008

Prof. Yasutomo J. Uemura, Columbia Univ., Energy-scale Phenomenology and Spin-mediated Pairing for FeAs, CuO, heavy-fermion and 

other exotic superconductors, 30.10.2008

Prof. Alexander Lichtenstein, Univ. Hamburg, Magnetism of correlated systems, 20.11.2008

Prof. Dr. Claudia Felser, Univ. Mainz, Ferrimagnetic Heusler compounds, 11.12.2008
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IFW Winterschool on Magnetism in Oberwiesenthal, January 13-16, 2008 

Honorary colloquium on the occasion of the 70
th

anniversary of Prof. Fink, 29.04.2008

Workshop Magnetic Heat Transport 10.07.2008

Opening of the IFW-Colloquium in the winter terms with talks of the prizewinners of the Research-Awards 2008 of the IFW´s Institutes, 

Oct. 16, 2008

Heyrovsky-Ilkovic-Nernst-Lecture 2008 of the GDCh 17.10.2008

Prof. RNDr. Jiri Barek, Karlsuniversität Prag: Possibilities and Limitations of Modern Electrochemical Techniques

Seminars of the IFW’s Institutes

Joint Seminars

Dr. Isabella Gallino, Univ. des Saarlandes, Kinetics of relaxation and corrosion of bulk metallic glasses, 30.01.2008, IMW-IKM Seminar  

Prof. Ralf Busch, Univ. des Saarlandes, Melt rheology of bulk metallic glass forming liquides, 30.01.2008, IMW- IKM Seminar  

Dr. Giles Allison and Dr. Oleg Makarovsky, Univ. of Nottingham

Magnetic field studies of the electronic states of diluted semiconductors: GaMnAs and GaAsN, 23.05.2008, IMW-IIN Seminar

IFF Seminars

Prof. Adam Pron, CEA Grenoble, Composites of semiconductor AIIBVI nanocrystals and conjugated polymers via molecular recognition, 

04.02.2008

Prof. Bella Lake, HMI Berlin, Neutron scattering studies of spin ladders, 11.02.2008

Prof. Claudia Felser, Univ. Mainz, Heusler Compounds - Multifunctional Materials, 22.02.2008

Dr. Lubomir Pospisil, J. Heyrovsky Institute Prague, Nitrogen fixation mediated by fullerenes, 31.03.2008

Prof. Ladislav Kavan, J. Heyrovsky Institute Prague, Electrochemistry of Ti(IV)-oxides, 14.04.2008

Prof. Markus Braden, Univ.Köln, Charge and spin ordering in layered perovskites, 21.04.2008

Prof. Emil Roduner, Univ. Stuttgart, Anwendungen der ESR-Spektroskopie in der Materialforschung, 28.04.2008

Dr. Norbert Koch, Humboldt-Univ. Berlin,Functional interfaces with conjugated organic materials for electronic devices, 19.05.2008

Dr. Revaz Ramazashvili, Univ. Paris-Sud, Electron magnetism of antiferromagnetic conductors: giant Zeeman electric-dipole spin 

resonance and more, 02.06.2008

Prof. Sasha Chernyshev, Univ. of California Irvine, Spin-mediated thermal transport in low-dimensional magnets, 03.07.2008

Dr. Paul Goddard, Univ. of Oxford, Isotope shifts and magnetic breakdown: aspects of organic molecular magnets and metals, 07.07.2008

Prof. Masayoshi Tabata, Muroran Institute of Technology, Pi-conjugated helical nano-columnar polyacetylenes as novel 

color-controllable materials, 15.09.2008

Prof. Karel Stulik, Charles Univ. Prague, Some aspects of the recent progress in electrochemical sensors and detectors, 22.09.2008

Prof. Miroslav Pozek, Univ. of Zagreb, Microwave response of small superconducting samples, 20.10.2008

Prof. David Singh, Oak Ridge National Lab, Electronic Structure of Fe-based Superconductors, 21.10.2008

Dr. Frank Ludwig, TU Braunschweig, Magnetorelaxometry: Fundamentals, Practical Realization and Applications, 17.11.2008

Dr. Sabine Wurmehl, Eindhoven Univ. of Technology, NMR studies of spin polarized Heusler compounds, 24.11.2008

IMW Seminars

Dr.  Dietrich Hinz, IFW Dresden, Design von Magnetkreisen, 04.02.2008

Prof. Fernando Audebert, Univ. of Buenos Aires, Icosahedral order at liquid and undercooled liquid in Al based Alloys, 10.03.2008

Prof. Manfred Albrecht, TU Chemnitz, Magnetische Filme auf Partikeloberflächen, 18.04.2008

Prof. Ludwig Gauckler, ETH Zürich, Innovations in Materials Science Based on Colloidal Chemistry, 22.05.2008

Prof. Michael Farle, Univ. Duisburg-Essen, Magnetism and crystalline structure of FePt nanocubes and icosahedra, 05.06.2008

Dr. Nicole Grobert, Univ. Oxford, Carbon nanotubes: Controlling structure property relationships through nitrogen doping? 17.07.2008

Dr. Christian Kisielowski, National Center for Electron Microscopy, Berkeley, The Team 0.5 microscope: Single atom detection across the 

Periodic Table of Element, 08.09.2008

Dr. Udo Weigelt, Patent- und Rechtanwaltskanzlei München, Wie schützt man geistiges Eigentum, 18.12.2008
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IKM Seminars

Dr. Hartmut Wiggers, Univ. Duisburg-Essen, Synthese von Nanopartikeln, 09.01.2008

Kumar Babu Surreddi, IFW Dresden, Consolidation and mechanical properties of high strength Aluminum based alloys, 18.01.2008

Dr. Frank Haaß, BASF Ludwigshafen, Halbleiterentwicklung für thermoelektrische Materialien, 23.01.2008

Dr. Isabella Gallino, Univ. des Saarlandes, Kinetics of relaxation and corrosion of bulk metallic glasses, 30.01.2008

Andreas Nilsson, IFW Dresden, Glass-ceramic route of BSCCO Superconductors – Part II: Crystallization of glassy-precursors, 01.02.2008

Dr. Jürgen Ramm, Balzers AG Lichtenstein, Highly Ionized Pulsed Cathodic Arc Evaporation and the Synthesis of Corundum-type Al-Cr-O 

Solid Solutions, 15.02.2008

Dr. Marina Galano, Univ. of Oxford, Nanoquasicrystalline Al-Fe-Cr-based Alloys, 10.03.2008

Prof. Dr. Lutz Krüger, TU Bergakademie Freiberg, Werkstoffverhalten von hochfesten Fe-Mn-Al-Si-Leichtbaustählen, 09.04.2008

PD Dr. Astrid Pundt, Univ. Göttingen, Wasserstoff in nanoskaligen Metallen, 21.05.2008

Prof. Zhongyun Fan, Brunel Univ., Melt Conditoning by Advanced Shear Technology (MCAST) for Refining Solidification Microstructures, 

04.06.2008

Prof. Dr. Martin Lerch, TU Berlin, Anionensubstitution als Weg zu neuen Materialien, 25.06.2008

Prof. Dr. Jozef Janovec, TU Bratislava, Transport and transformation phenomena in selected metallic systems, 02.07.2008

Prof. Jan Schroers, Yale Univ., New Haven, Processing of bulk metallic glass, 16.07.2008

Dr. M. Elena Arroyo-de Dompablo, Univ. Complutense de Madrid, High-pressure materials for lithium batteries, 01.10.2008

Dr. Sylvio Indris, FZ Karlsruhe, Li Dynamics in Solids: From a Single Crystal to Li Ion Batteries, 26.11.2008

IIN-Seminars  

Dr. César Bof Bufon, Towards hybrid rolled-up electronic devices, 24.04.2008          

Dr. Yang Yang, MPI Halle, Template-Directed Fabrication of Binary and Ternary Oxide Nanotubes, 08.05.2008         

Shadi Yasin, Univ. Stuttgart, Electron spin reesonance on low dimensional organic conductors: Anion order transition in (TMTTF)2 REO4, 

29.05.2008        

Angelo Malachias, MPI Stuttgart, Nanoscience in the reciprocal space: the use of x-ray techniques to probe structural properties of 

nanostructures in thin films, 05.06.2008           

Dr. Petra S. Dittrich, ISAS, Dortmund, Lab-on-Chip-Technology for Living Cell Analysis, 12.06.2008            

Prof. Ulrike Diebold, Tulane Univ. New Orleans, Surfaces of Metal Oxide Materials, 17.06.2008    

Dr. Stephan Reizenstein, Univ. Würzburg, Cavity quantum electrodynamics in single quantum dot-micropillar Systems, 26.06.2008             

Dr. Stefan Diez , MPI Dresden, Motor Proteins at work: Molecular transport in cell biology and nanotechnology, 03.07.20008                

Jianjun  Zhang, Univ. Linz, Growth and characterization of ordered SiGe islands on patterned Si (001) substrates, 10.07.2008

Dr. Frank Bertram, Univ. Magdeburg, Kinetics of capture, relaxation and recombination in ZnO, 21.08.2008              

Prof. Paul K. Chu, City Univ. of Hong Kong, Plasma-Based Technology in Microelectronics, Nanotechnology and Biomedical Engineering, 

03.09.2008              

Prof. Francois Peeters, Univ. Antwerpen, Excitons in self-assembled quantum dots and molecules, 15.10.2008

Prof. Vladimir M. Fomin, Univ. Antwerpen, Electronic and Optical Properties of Self-Assembled Seminconductor Quantum Rings, 28.11.08

Dr. Harald Schneider, FZ Dresden-Rossendorf, Ultrafast infrared and THZ spectroscopy of semiconductor quantum structures, 12.12.2008   

ITF Seminars

Prof. Dr. Friedhelm Bechstedt, Univ. Jena, Parameterfree calculations of material properties: Fiction or reality? 24.01.2008

Prof. Alexander Moskvin, Ural State Univ. Ekaterinburg, Magnetoelectric coupling and multiferroicity in chain cuprates, 19.02.2008

Prof. Dr. Gotthard Seifert, TU Dresden, Hydrogen in nanostructures - Quantum Liquid DFT simulations, 08.04.2008

Andrei A. Leonov, Donetsk Inst. for Physics and Techn. and Ulrich Rößler, IFW Dresden, Picturing supercooled and glass-forming liquids 

as Skyrmionic textures of a frustrated continuum, 22.04.2008

Igor Popov, TU Dresden, Mo6S6 nanowire as a unique building block of future nanometer-sized electronic devices, 29.04.2008

Dr. György Vankó, KFKI Budapest, Hard X-ray spectroscopy studies of spin state and intersite mixing in cobalt oxides, 14.07.2008

Dr. Gustav Bihlmayer, FZ Jülich, Spin-orbit induced spin-spirals in low dimensional magnetic systems, 10.06.2008

Prof. Adri Lodder, Univ. of Amsterdam, Electromigration force on a proton with a bound state, 18.09.2008

Dr. Emmanuele Cappelluti, SMC Research Center, Univ. La Sapienza Roma, Spectroscopic signatures of massless gap opening in 

grapheme, 30.10.2008
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Guests and Scholarships

Guest scientists (stay of 4 weeks and more)

Name Home Institute                                                           Home country  

Dr. Umut Adem Turkey

Prof. Dr. Vladimir Aleshin Moscow State Univ. Russia

Prof. Dr. Victor Aristov Inst. of Solid State Physics Moscow Russia

Prof. Dr. Ernest Arusanov Inst. for  Appl.  Physics Kishinev Rep. Moldova

Bhanu L. Aryasomayajula Univ. of Arkansas, Fayetteville, USA India

Alicja Bachmatiuk Szczecin Univ. of Technology Poland

Dr. Ashna Bajpai Tata Inst. of Fund. Res. Colaba, Mumbai India

Dr. Larisa Balsanova Buryat State Univ. Russia

Simona Bejan Polytechnic Univ. of Bucharest Romania

Dr. Natalya Bramnik Russia

Ganna Butenko Donetsk Inst. for Physics and Technology Ukraine

Michal Bystrzejewski Univ. Warszawa Poland

Prof. Dr. Chuanbing Cai Shanghai Univ. China

Prof. Dr. Mariana Calin Polytechnic Univ. of Bucharest Romania

Dr. Igor Chaplygin Russia

Dr. Yuanfu Chen China

Sasha Chernyshev Univ. of California Russia

Dr. Ihor Chumak Univ. Lvov Ukraine

Dr. Roman Cicka Slovak Univ. of Technology Bratislava Slovakia

Dr. Jacek Cwik Poland

Dr. Alexander Darinskiy Inst. for Crystallography Moscow Russia

Dr. Jayanta Das India

Dr. Evgenia Dmitrieva GmbH “Algorithm” St. Petersburg Russia

Hryhoriy Dmytriv Lvov National Univ. Ukraine

Dr. Otakar Frank Charles Univ. Prague Tschechien

Prof. Dr. Ilgiz Garifullin Zavoisky Physical Technical Inst. Kazan Russia

Prof. Dr. Alexander Germanenko Ural State Univ. Russia

Peter Gogola Slovak Univ. of Technology Trnava Slovakia

Dr. Vadim Grinenko Inst. Supercond. and Solid State Phys. Moscow Russia

Prof. Dr. Volodymyr Gvozdikov Kharkov National Univ. Ukraine

Dr. Silvia Haindl TU Wien Austria

Prof. Dr. Bothina A. H. Hamad Univ. of Jordan Jordan

Dr. Oleg Heczko Helsinki Univ. of Technology Czech Rep.

Dr. Bogdan Idzikowski Inst. for  Molecular Physics Poznan Poland

Dr. Kazumasa Iida Univ. of Cambridge, Dept. of Engineering Japan

Dr. Deepa Kasinathan MPI CPFS Dresden India

Dr. Olga Kataeva Inst. of Organic and Phys. Chem. Kazan Russia

Dr. Vyacheslav Khavrus Inst. of Physical Chemistry Ukraine

Dr. Kyung Tae Kim Samsung Electronics Co ltd., Yongin-City Rep. Korea

Dr. Timur Kim Russia

Dr. Xianghua Kong Inst. of Chemistry, Chinese Ac. of Sc. China

Dr. Alexander Kordyuk Inst. of Metal Physics Kiev Ukraine

Prof. Yuriy Kucherenko Inst. of Metal Physics Kiev Ukraine

Miloslav Kulich Inst. of Electrical Engineering, Bratislava Slovakia

Dr. Pramod Kumar Indian Inst. of Technology Bombay India

Dr. Roman Kuzian Inst. for Materials Sc. Kiev Ukraine

Dr. Min Ha Lee Iowa State Univ.,  USA Rep. Korea

Dr. Isabel Llamas Jansa Spain

Dr. Yuming Lu Shanghai Univ. China

Dr. Vladimir Lukes Slovak Univ. of Technology Bratislava Slovakia

Dr. Jiri Malek Inst. of Physics, Univ. Prague Czech Rep.
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Dr. Daria Mikhailova TU Darmstadt Russia

Prof. Noboru Miura Japan Sc. and Techn. Agency, Tokyo Japan

Dr. Igor Morozov Moscow State Univ. Russia

Prof. Alexander Moskvin Ural State Univ. Yekaterinburg Russia

Eduardo Motta Federal Univ. of Rio de Janeiro Brasilia

Prof. Dr. Nilay K. Mukhopadhyay Banaras Hindu Univ. Varanasi India

Jong H. Na Yonsei Univ. Seoul Rep. Korea

Dr. Satoshi Nishimoto Japan

Anton Nosenko Taras Shevchenko Univ. Kiev Ukraine

Dr. Alim Ormeci Turkey

Dr. Jérome Paillier France

Dr. Jin Man Park Yonsei Univ. Seoul Rep. Korea

Prof. Amalia Patane Univ. Nottingham, GB Italia

Prof. Dr. Volodymyr Pavlyuk Ivan Franko Lvov National Univ. Ukraine

Benjamin Podmiljsak Jozef Stefan Inst. Ljubljana Slovenia

Dr. Kheira L. Rabah Univ. Reims, France Algeria

Dr. Ines Rabelo de Moraes Brasilia

Prof. Peter Rapta Slovak. Tech. Univ. Bratislava Slovakia

Dr. Malgorzata A. Samsel-Czekala Poland

Angelina Sarapulova Baikal Inst. of Nature Management, Ulan-Ude Russia

Dr. Ali Sebetci Cankaya Univ. Ankara Turkey

Dr. Shivakumara Sekharappa Indian Inst. of Science, Bangalore India

Oleg Slukhovskyy Inst. of Metal Physics Kiev Ukraine

Dr. Elena Smirnova A.F. Ioffe Phys. Techn. Inst. St. Petersburg Russia

Maciej Szorcz Inst. of Molecular Physics Poland

Dr. Jan Tarabek J. Heyrovsky Inst. for Phys. Chem. Prague Czech Rep.

Andrea Vargova Slovak Univ. of Technology, Bratislava Slovakia

Tatyana Vasilchikova Moscow State Univ. Russia

Prof. Alexander Vasiliev Moscow State Univ. Russia

Dr. Evgeniya Vavilova Kazan Physical Technical Inst. Russia

Dr. Olga Volkova Moscow State Univ. Russia

Dr. Yingjin Wei Yonsei Univ. Seoul, Korea China

Miroslaw Werwinski IFM PAN, Poznan Poland

Dr. Xuegeng Yang Shandong Univ.  Jinan China

Dr. Galina Zakharova Inst. of Solid State Chemistry Yekaterinburg Russia

Wenxu Zhang Univ. of Electronic Sc. and Technology China

Agnieszka Zlotorowicz Univ. St. Petersburg Poland

Prof. Andriy Zvyagin Inst. for Low Temp. Physics & Eng. Kharkov Ukraine

Scholarships

Name Home country Donor

Alexey Alfonsov Russia Int. Max-Planck Research School

Fahad Ali Pakistan PIEAS Islamabad

Alphons A. Antonysamy India DAAD (IIT-Master-Sandwich-Prog.)

Yulieth Arango Columbia EU (AlBan Fellow) 

Orkidia Bilani-Zeneli Albania Int. Max-Planck Research School 

Cristina Bran Romania Int. Max-Planck Research School 

Prof. Dr. Mihai Branzei Romania Univ. Bucharest (EU)

Giuseppe Cirillo Italia Univ. Calabria 

Mohammed Y. T. El Bahrawy Egypt DAAD 

Ahmed A. M. Elgendy Egypt Egyptian Government

Fedor Fedorov Russia DAAD

Ping Feng China Alexander von Humboldt Stiftung

Dr. Ahmed Hashem Egypt DAAD
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Dr. Eslam M. Ibrahim Egypt Egyptian Government

Jayaraj Jayamani India Alexander von Humboldt Stiftung

Trisha Karan India DAAD (IIT-Master-Sandwich-Prog.)

Jong-Woo Kim Korea DAAD 

Dr. Kyung Tae Kim Korea Korea Research Foundation

Dr. Igor Korsakov Russia DAAD

Christian Kramberger Austria Int. Max-Planck Research School 

Ram B. Kumar India DAAD (IIT-Master-Sandwich-Prog.)

Marcia C. Kutz Brazil CAPES Brazil

Dr. Oksana Kvitnytska Ukraine Alexander von Humboldt Stiftung

Yiu Wai Lai China Int. Max-Planck Research School 

Dr. Guillaume M. Lang France Alexander von Humboldt Stiftung

Dr. Hong Seok Lee Rep. Korea Korea Research Foundation

Ran Li China Alexander von Humboldt Stiftung

Prof. Dr. Gang Liu China Alexander von Humboldt Stiftung

Dr. Kalobaran Maiti India Alexander von Humboldt Stiftung

Dr. Ferenc Muranyi Hungary Alexander von Humboldt Stiftung

Dr. Yuri Naidyuk Ukraine Alexander von Humboldt Stiftung

Daniel H. Nogueira Dias Brazil DAAD

Dr. Dalibor Paar Croatia DFG 

Anupama Parameswaran India Int. Max-Planck Research School 

Martin Philipp Germany Sant-Gobain-Recherche France 

Andreia I. Popa Romania Int. Max-Planck Research School 

Dr. Alexey Popov Romania Alexander von Humboldt Stiftung

Konda G.s Prashanth India DAAD (IIT-Master-Sandwich-Prog.)

Franziska Schäffel Germany Cusanuswerk 

Marietta Seifert Germany Studienstiftung des deutschen Volkes 

Dr. Konstantin Skokov Russia DAAD

Roland Solc Slovakia Alexander von Humboldt Stiftung

Maria Sparing Germany Studienstiftung des deutschen Volkes 

Kumar B. Surreddi India DAAD 

Ivan Tarasiuk Ukraine DAAD 

Grzegorz Urbanik Poland Int. Max-Planck Research School 

Silvia Vock Germany Cusanuswerk 

Dr. Gang Wang China Alexander von Humboldt Stiftung

Liran Wang China Int. Max-Planck Research School 

Yiku Xu China China Scholarship Council 

Lin Zhang China China Scholarship Council 

Prof. Dr. Zhe-Feng Zhang China Alexander von Humboldt Stiftung

Na Zheng China China Scholarship Council 

Guest stays of IFW members at other institutes

Dr. Kathrin Dörr Oak Ridge National Laboratory, Tennessee, USA 14 April - 18 May 2008

Dr. Jochen Geck Univ. of British Columbia, Vancouver, Canada, 01 Jan. – 15 Aug. 2008 

Daniel Grimm Institute of Physics of the Univ. Federal Fluminense Rio de Janeiro, Brazil, 

6 weeks

Anja Kießling Department of Materials Science and Metallurgy, Univ. of Cambridge, 

14 Oct. – 8 Dec. 2008

Dr. Michael Kuzmin Univ. d'Aix-Marseille, 02 -26 May 2008, 13 Sept. – 4 Oct. 2008 

Lars Kühn Univ. Federal do Rio de Janeiro UFRJ, Brazil, 27 Feb. 2008 - 27 April 2008

Darius Pohl FZ Jülich / ER-C, 1 June – 1 Aug. 2008

Darius Pohl NCEM, Berkeley, California, 4 Nov. 2008 – 31 Jan 2009

Lorenz Wolfram Institut Laue-Langevin (ILL) Grenoble, France, 1 month
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The Institute by numbers

Personnel

In 2008 the Leibniz Institute for Solid State Material Research Dresden employed 500 staff members

in average, including 94 doctarate students, 32 post docs, 29 guest scientists and 20 apprentices. The

quote of female staff is 40 %. Furthermore, in 2008 the IFW hosted 53 fellows, that came with their

own money to work at the institute. 42 diploma students worked at the IFW and 23 trainees did a

practical course at the institute in 2008. The total number of guest scientist, above all was 200.

Financing

Total budget  ………………………..………… 32,234.6 k€ 

thereof

Federal States of Germany ………..……..… 11,720.4 k€

Free State of Saxony ……………..………… 11,720.4 k€ 

Third party funding spent …………..……… 8,537.8 k€

Return on infrastructure, interest, royalties .. 256.0 k€ 

Third party funding

by the DFG …………………..………...…… 2,640 k€ 

by the EC  …………………....……………… 2,335 k€   

by the Federal States of Germany ..…..…..… 2,236 k€

by Free State of  Saxony ……..…...………… 31 k€

by industry ………………..……..…………    982 k€

by DAAD ………………..……..….....………          32 k€

by foundations / others ……..…...………… 282 k€

Total ……………………………..……….… 8,538 k€

Expenditures 

Remuneration costs …………….………….… 18,542.6 k€

Equipment, infrastructure and consumables .... 8,009.0 k€

Investment  ……………………………………  5,683.0 k€

Total  ……………………………..…………… 32,234.6 k€

Patents 

By 31 Dec. 2008 the institute can boast of total of 117 German and 163 patents registered abroad.

In 2008 a total of 18 patent applications were registered.
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Board of trustees

Dr. Petra Karl, Saxon Ministry of Science and Art - Head -

Liane Horst, Federal Ministry of  Education and Research

Prof. Dr. Konrad Samwer, Univ. Göttingen

Dr. Hans Rainer Hilzinger, Vacuumschmelze GmbH & Co Hanau

Scientific Advisory Board

Prof. Dr. Reiner Kirchheim, Univ. Göttingen, Germany -Head-

Prof. Dr. Gertrud Zwicknagl, TU Braunschweig, Germany 

Dr. Hans Deppe, AMD Saxony Ltd & Co. KG Dresden, Germany

Prof. Dr. Dominique Givord, Laboratoire Louis Néel, Grenoble, France 

Prof. Dr. Alan Lindsay Greer, Univ. of Cambridge, U.K.

Dr. Giselher Herzer, Vacuumschmelze GmbH & Co Hanau, Germany

Prof. Dr. Max Lagally, Univ. of Wisconsin-Madison, U.S.A.

Prof. Dr. Xavier Obradors Berenguer, Univ. Autònoma de Barcelona, Spain

Prof. Dr. George Sawatzky, Univ. of British Columbia Vancouver, Canada
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IFW’s Research Program 2009

1. Superconductivity and superconductors
1.1 Electronic structure and fundamentals

1.2 Superconducting materials

1 P1 Superconducting transport systems and bearings

1 P2 YBCO tapes

1 P3 Pact 2009: Nanoscaled inhomogeneities in superconductors

1 P4 New FeAsREO superconductors

2. Magnetism and magnetic materials
2.1 Theoretical and experimental fundamentals

2.2 Magnetic materials 

2.3 Magnetic microstructures

2.4 Phase equilibria and single crystal growth

2 P1 High pulsed magnetic fields

2 P2 Magnetic shape memory alloys

3. Molecular nanostructures and molecular solids
3.1 Nanotubes and fullerenes

3.2 Conducting polymers and organic molecular solids

3.3 Molecular Magnets

3 P1 Pact 2007: Manipulation of nanoscaled magnets

4. Metastable alloys
4.1 Solidification and crystallization

4.2 Corrosion and hydrogen

4.3  Materials for sports

4.4 Bulk amorphous metals and composite materials

4.5 Lithium-ion batteries

4 P1 Pact 2008: Cluster materials with competing properties

5. Stress-driven architectures and phenomena
5.1 Heterogeneous multiferroica

5.2 3D micro/nanoarchitectures

5.3 Quantum dots

5.4 SAW systems

5 P1 New multiferroic oxides (continuation of Pact 2006)


